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At New Westminster, the B.C. Manufacturing
Co. Ltd. had run up 323 days or 462,909 man

notable records in industrial accident prevention.
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hours without a lost-time accident by mid-January.
Its 1952 frequency rate for the entire mill was 10—

five times better than the rate of the industry for
the whole province, and three times better than the
rate of the B.C. Lumber Manufacturers’ Association.
By departments, B.C.M.’s safety achievement was
even more impressive. Both shifts in the planer mill

and the day shift in the sawmill had reached 625

days or 387,350 and 181,886 man.’ hours,

respectively, with no lost-time accidents. The sawmill's night shift had accumulated 395 safe days or
97,538 man hours, and the remanufacturing depart-

ment 323 days or 86,305 man hours.

At-Powell River, boss machine tender Ray Gribble

and his shift of 30 men in the old machine room
marked up 1,218 safe days or 292,320 man hours
_ on. January 13, having avoided lost-time accidents
since September 13, 1949.
Special get-togethers for the crews involved were
held at B.C.M. and at Powell River, respectively, by

Harold Renwick, Vice-President and Genera!

Through the pages of this journal we hope to

ell oer resders about Powell River
and its products

Manager of B.C.M., and Russell M. Cooper, Vice-

President of the Powell River Company, who
complimented the men on behalf of management.
High praise for B.C.M.’s fine record was expressed

by W. M. “‘Scotty’’ Allison, Safety Director, B.C.
“The record
was attained by the co-operation and combined
efforts of all the men,’’ said Stan Laidman, B.C.M.
Lumber Manufacturers’ Association.

Superintendent, who M.C.’d the gathering.
Fred Riley, General Superintendent of paper mills
at Powell River, added his appreciation to the men
on Ray Gribble’s shift for their outstanding record.

Working safely is a healthy way to start off a

New Year.

THE MISSING LINK
FROM POWELL

TO VANCOUVER

SIGNS
courts
in-the-making
on the
outskirts
of West:
view of
areauto
the latest
evidence
that Powell
River’s
25-year-old
dream of a connecting road to Vancouver is coming closer to a
workable reality.

The original agitation for the 90-mile link with Canada's
Pacific metropolis was stirred up in provincial government circles

by the Powell River branch of the Automobile Club of B.C.,
headed by ‘‘Bob’’ Scanlon—a director and former assistant
resident manager of the Powell River Company, ‘way back in
pre-depression days. The first tangible hope of the ‘‘highway's
possible completion came when the Black Ball Lines inaugurated a
ferry across Howe Sound between Horseshoe Bay and Gibsons

Landing on the Sechelt Peninsula in 1951.
Employees of Woodfibre’s pulp and paper mill, the people of
Port Mellon, Roberts Creek, Sechelt, Half-Moon Bay, Pender
Harbor and Egmont, the loggers, the farmers, the storekeepers,
the hotel and auto court operators, all found quickened communication with Vancouver and the Lower Mainland a boon to themselves, their businesses and their pleasures.

Similar benefits are expected to accrue in the Westview-Powell
River area when the proposed 17-mile ferry service across Jervis

Inlet. forges the final link in the Powell River - Vancouver
‘highway,’ early in 1954 if rumor is right.
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The ferry-and-road link may be forged early next year.

HIGHLIGHTS

| OF OUR

- | LOGGING

Officials and wives of B.C. Manufacturing and Westminster Shook enjoy the party.

ON tendents,
Januaryexecutives
7. Powelland
River
superinkeylogging
woods and
forestry

the stiffer competition and lower prices now prevailing in the industry.

officials gathered in Vancouver for their fifth annual

‘These meetings, the President stated, “have
produced most satisfactory operating results. In

conference.

At the meeting head office personnel ironed out
joint problems with their confreres from 15 logging
camps, scattered over a 500-mile stretch of the British
Columbia coast line, from Vancouver in the south, to
Queen Charlotte Islands in the north.

Started five years ago, by President Harold S.
Foley, the annual loggers conference has proved a

valuable sounding board from which to revise,

addition they have brought us together as a team—and this is vital in an organization the size of Powell

River, with 4,000 employees and 9,000 shareholders. '

The past year was described by Mr. M. J. Foley
as ‘‘a year full of adjustments. | New governments

were elected in the United States and British
Columbia: log prices dropped—and the 1.W.A.

moderate, or change old policies and to formulate
new and more efficient future operating techniques

strike in the summer posed a serious problem 1:21
maintenance of personnel. I[hese factors naturally

It was a general feeling that this year's conference
sect a high mark to date for this gathering. Subjects
discussed were practical and vital; and covered a wide
range of problems common to all camps. Partici-

Reviewing the almost completed $15,000,000
modernization and expansion program at Powell
River, Mr. Foley remarked that ‘this year we hope

pation from the floor was spirited and at times
vigorous——and the papers presented were of a high
standard.

In opening the conference, Chairman Norman

English, General Manager of logging operations, read

addresses from President Harold S. Foley and
Executive Vice-President M. J. Foley, who were

affected our logging operations.

to reap some of the benefits of these heavy expendi-

rures.
With our expanded output at Powell, and
our plants modernized and in a sound competitive

position, we have a guarantee for steady employment

and continuous operations in 1953.”
THE OUTLOOK FOR 1953

A overall outlook for 1953 was forecast by

unable to attend, welcoming the group and thanking

Vice-President George W. O’Brien.

difficult year.
Mr. H. S. Foley emphasized the need for economy

declared, “but newsprint demand will continue fairly
strong and the market 1s expected to absorb Powell

in Operation and imagination in planning, to meet

Kiver s increased output.

them for their co-operation and loyalty during a

“None of us expects a 1950 or a 1951,” he
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Stromme, Steve Bazan, Ed. Fortin, Lloyd Griffith, Joe Tucker, Burt Holbrook.

Hamilton Waddell, Bill Mains, Ed Johnson, Norman English, Harold Henderson,
Russ Barry.

Logging supervisors prepare for annual conference.

“The market for unbleached = sulphite pulo
appears to have passed its low point and should
improve during the year.

‘The lumber outlook is uncertain.’ Mr. O Brien

told the meeting, ‘with some improvement expected
in the United States market. ‘The drop in the volume
of United Kingdom purchases has been an adverse

responsible guardians of our forests and fulfill the
terms and conditions imposed in the licences.”
Other papers presented and _ keenly debated
included a ‘Review of Logging Costs, 1948-1952,"
by General Manager Norman English: “A Central
Sorting System for Logs,’ by Ken Kington, Manager
of Log Supply: an “Analysis of Cook House Losses, |

factor: and the shingle market prospects are not

by William Mains, Chief Accountant; “Th:

FOREST MANAGEMENT
Vice-President John EL. Liersch touched on some

‘An Explanation of the Cubic Scale.” by Bill
Manson, Manager of Salmon River Logging

bright.

of the problems and explained the principles of

Forest Management Licences. a currently live topic
in the forest industry of British Columbia. Outlining the background of Powell River Company's
recent application to the government for a management licence he pointed out that such licences did
not imply ownership of the land, but merely a lease
of such land from the government for the purpose
of growing and harvesting crops of trees. Linder

such licences, Powell River Company would be
responsible for reforestation and = fire protection

throughout the licenced area. For every acre logged,
the Company will have to plant or seed an equivalent

area. The licence further compels the holder to

harvest within narrow limits an amount equal to the
calculated growth of the area.
Concluding. he emphasized that ‘responsible and
forward looking companies. with their big stakes in

the country and looking forward to operations in
perpetuity, would, in their own interests, even with-

out the stringent government regulations, be

Advantages of Salvage Logging.” by Salmon Rivet
Logging Company Superintendent, Clay Anderson;

Company. and a panel discussion on falling and
bucking.

Guest speakers at the conference were Mr. Otis

Hallin. designer of the Ous Hallin Raft, William

Manson. Executive of B.C. Forest Products Limited:
Robert Swanson, B.C. Government expert on logging

truck operations: and Mr. Max Rarig who showed
his own film ““The Enemy is Fire,’ one of the most
practical and effective training films yet made on fire
prevention and fire fighting in the woods.

The third day of the conference was taken up

by a tour of the operations of the B.C. Manufacturing Company and Westminster Shook Mills, at New

Westminster, B.C. ‘These firms, now part of the

Powell River Company lumber and sawmill operations, were acquired in 1951. The conferees were

guests of Harold Renwick. Vice-President of the B.C.
Manufacturing group.
As a happy ending to the conference, the logging
superintendents and their wives were guests of the
Company at a dinner and dance.
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Ed Noyes, Harry Carr, Bill Copeland, Clay Anderson, Tom Murphy, Gordon Bell.

Dave Simpson, George Bell, George O'Brien, George Hills, John McMillan,
Ken Kington.

FRINGE ITEMS THAT REALLY BENEFIT THE EMPLOYE
from a recognized union official—and _ gratifying to

know that the ‘‘fringe’ or hidden items, often |
omitted by propagandists and others, were under-

stood and appreciated by employees.
Some of the substantial benefits mentioned by the
international union officer included:

1. Pension Pion
A contributory Pension Plan, initiated in 1944

(roup

and revised in 1950 which. ensures. the

Plan

LW

sor Employer a

en.

a living income on retirement at 65.
are included in-the plan and enrolment is: voluntary.

Life Insurance

2. Group Life Insurance
After six months every employee may jotn. the
revised Group Insurance Plan which entitles them
to a life insurance policy approximately equal to
their annual earnings. A total disability clause is a
special feature of this plan—and one that is rarely

Ty

included in similar policies now written. [he

employee's portion of the premium is deducted from
payroll.

3. Health
Under the B.C. Government Hospital Insurance

Plan, supplemented by the Powell River Employees’
Sick Benefit Society, the employee and his dependents

are covered for free hospital and medical services.
Other privileges are included in the way of reducec

costs for medicines and A-ray examinations. Member-

ship in the P.R.E.S.B.S. commences with employment. Current dues for B.C.H.I.S. and P.R.E.S.B.S.
are by payroll deduction. In addition, employees
who are off work due to sickness or non-occupational
accidents receive weekly cash benefits.

4. Paid Holidays
Powell River employees now have six paid hollidays during the year.

5. Vacations
Employees have one week's vacation with pay
during the first three years of employment, two
weeks after three years, and three weeks after 15
years.

6. Shift Differentials
Employees on night shift-——between the hours of

8 p.m. and 8 a.m. are paid a shift differential of
6 cents an hour.
s

Some of the “fringe” items enjoyed by Powell River Company
employees.

7. Employees’ 25-Year Club
Every employee who has completed 25 years

consecutive service with the Company is automatically

a member of the Year Club. In addition to the
A TI Sulphite
2 recentUnion
installation
of officers of the Pulp,
in Powell River, the principal
guest speaker was a well known executive of the
International Union.
River local he said:

In his address to the Powell

‘In Powell River, and the pulp and paper mills

of British Columbia, you are paid the highest wages
in the industry in Canada.”’

“But that is not all,’ he went on to say,

“employees in this plant enjoy the equivalent of an
additional 25 cents an hour by reason of the ‘‘fringe’’
items, which do not show up on the payrolls, but
which are among your most valuable assets.’’

It was gratifying to have this statement come

engraved gold watch of membership, he enjoys special

privileges, extending over a year, when off work due
to sickness—full pay for the first three months, half
pay for the next three—and one-third for the remaining six months.
In addition extensive recreative and social facilities,
sports fields, tennis courts, golf course, including a
new $80,000 baseball and soccer park, etc., have
been provided.

‘These are some of the items included under
‘“fringe’’ benefits emphasized by the international

union representative—and which are part of employ-

ment at Powell River.
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OL Service

W. J. Taylor

On February 4, President
Harold S. Foley presented 31 new

members of the Cornipany’s 25-

Year Club with engraved gold

watches, representing a quarter of
a century s continuous __ service.

A. Ellerby

This brought to 251, the number

of active club members on the

payroll. One member of this
“e

a

=a

J. A. McDonald

years group, Lorentz Hembroff,
died last fall.
‘The President informed members that to date nearly $70,000
had been paid out to hourly paid
cmployees covering wage allowances for temporary absence, due
to sickness.

Speaking to the 500 guests who

crowded the banquet tables of
Dwight Hall, Mr. Foley said:
‘The men and women in the
25-Year Club represent = the
strength and continuity of our
operations at Powell River. Your

loyalty, experience and_ long

A. T. Kingsmill —

service have contributed much to

T. R. Parkin

the growth and development of

our Company and the community

in which you reside. You have

stood with us in good times and
bad—-and together we have weathered every storm and watched our
Company expand and develop. ’’
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THEY DID IT

Mrs. S. R. Blanchard tells Credit Union representative Bill Graham she is pleased with her new home, built
by Credit Union assistance.

RCHIE Bowes—that’s not his real name—was
a good, honest citizen, respected in the com-

munity and considered an A-1 employee by the

Archie’s is no isolated case handled by Powell
River’s Credit Union—the pioneer of the movement
in British Columbia.
More than half-a-million dollars have been loaned

Powell River Company.
He could walk into any store in the district and
buy almost anything he wished on the strength of
his signature. No one doubted Archie's ability to

to its members for building or buying their own
homes, materially helping to alleviate the acute

become very dangerous. That's what happened in
Archie’s case—his pay cheque just wasn't big enough

Membership has increased from a small group
interested in pooling their savings for a rainy day,
to an all-time high of 1,733. Only the Employees

pay. But installment buying, if unchecked, can
to go around any more.

Besieged by payment notices, threats of foreclosure
by a finance company, and possible garnishees, Archie

turned to the Powell River Credit Union for help.

Consolidation of his debts was his salvation and this
the Credit Union arranged for him. His creditors
were paid off one by one, the Powell River Company
assisting the Credit Union by making necessary payroll deductions at Archie's own request.

Today Archie Bowes is square with the world.

He has learned an invaluable lesson and can again
hold his head high in the community.
Credit Union Manager Art Farnden (centre) and Miss E. C. Taylor
discuss problems with applicant Mel Wooley.
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In all, some $2,000,000 has been

to members since the Union was organized

Sick Benefit Society boasts a higher membership in
Powell River.
To encourage regular savings among the district's
young people, Junior Savings Clubs were started in

local schools last May under the Credit Union's

By Christmas these clubs had accumulated $2,000 in savings—a remarkable achievement
in the short time they have been in operation!
sponsorship.

Understandably popular with Credit Union

members is its life savings insurance to $1,000 and
loan protection insurance to $10,000. This means
that in the event of a member's death his savings on
deposit, up to $1,000, are doubled and paid to the
beneficiary, and any loan he may have had on the
books up to $10,000 is automatically cancelled. The
extra protection is made possible through the Credit
Union's own insurance company, called the Credit
Union National Association utual Insurance Society,

commonly known as C.U.N.A., of Hamilton,

Ontario, and Madison, Wisconsin. Today C.U.N.A.
is one of the fastest growing companies in North

America, with over a billion dollars in written
policies.

Along with the pioneers of the movement, Powell
River’s Credit Union manager Art Farnden and his

advisory committee have every reason to be proud of
their progress to date. They have indeed lived up

to the Credit Union's motto: ‘‘Not for Profit, Not
for Charity, But for Service.’
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Vice-President R. M. Cooper presents sample cheque to “Mystery Woman” in pre-contest publicity.

OWELL River womenfolk buzzed with excited
stories of $50 (or better) phone calls in December

and January and all the stories were true!

What had caused the excitement was a phone quiz
conducted by the Company's safety department in a

manner to bring accident prevention right into the
mill worker s home.

Fach week an employees name was drawn at
random out of the local telephone directory by two
union safety committee representatives and the lady
of the house was offered a basic cash prize of $50
by the Company's safety supervisor in exchange for
the accident prevention slogan currently used in the
mill.

a

“of whith were dintlaved of al

the slogan (copies of which were displayed on all
mill bulletin
Safety representatives Dick Pal hae Pa Bob Bridge select winner
from boards) and most of the ‘‘girls’’ made
pretty sure of that. Just how thoroughly they had
Safety supervisor Stuart Slade phones first wianer, Mrs. A. McPhee.
we

ge

Fa

the menfolk ‘trained, in fact, was shown by the
following results: Out of nine women quizzed

items. ...

during as many weeks, only one did not have the
P| slogan letter-perfect:
A popular twist was given the contest when the
Fy

+

7
d

f

4

drawing and subsequent two-way phone conversation
between the safety supervisor and the lucky lady was

staged in full view and hearing of a general safety
committee meeting in Dwight Hall. One of the best
attended gatherings of its type, it gave the Company’s
accident prevention program a well-timed impetus.
Possibly the best compliment was paid the contest
by Mrs. James Hooper, one of the contestants, who
said: ‘‘Were even more safety-conscious around the
house now. I think the contest idea is wonderfu!!’’
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"M. J.” EXPLORES WORLD MARKETS
XECU TIVE Vice-President M. J.
Foley, last heard from in Rome 1s
continuing his fact finding trip to world
trade centres. Starting from Honolulu
early in January, Mr. Foley travelled

first to Fiji, New Zealand, Australia
where he studied at first hand, the news-

print and pulp background in the Antipodes. Io date his travels have taken
him to other widely extended centres of
world commerce, including Hong Kong,

Siam and India.

overall sense of global proportion to the

counsels of the Company. There are
few large industries on this continent
whose future policies will not be influenced by the trend of world politics.

This is especially true today. The
uncertainty of national and _international policies, the birth of new and
indeterminate movements have dislocated and even prohibited any long
term policy plans by industry.

‘Some understanding of these forces

Basic purpose of his trip is to acquaint

himself by personal observation, with

economic and_ social conditions in

various parts of the globe, to canvass
possible new markets and to bring an

and their impact on our own business
and the nation is essential if we are to

try to plan ahead,’ Mr. Foley stated
before his departure.
‘"M.J.’” is expected back at his desk

sometime in late March or early April.

TWO POWELL RIVER EXECUTIVES HONORED
WO members of Powell River
Company's executive staff have

been honored by appointment as
directors of large Vancouver welfare organizations.

Russell M. Cooper, Vice-presi-

dent and Resident Manager at

Powell River, has been appointed

a Director of the B.C. Cancer
Foundation.

Fis recognition is a
well earned one for Mr. Cooper,

who for the past several years has
been Chairman of the Foundation’s

fund-raising campaign in Powell
River. His personal interest and
direction has helped communities
to consistently exceed their quotas.

Clair Smith, executive in the
Companys logging operations,

was appointed a Director of

‘*M.S.A.’’ or Medical Services

Association, one of Vancouver's

largest welfare organizations,
which provides medical assistance
to members and their dependents

during periods of _§ sickness.
‘"M.S.A."" 1s an organization

which largely stands or falls on the

economy and efficiency of its
administration and Mr. Smith’s

inclusion as a director is a tribute
to his personal ability and his long
and continued interest in this fine
public health society.

GRANDMA TAKES A DAILY OCEAR DIP!
A SPRY
grandmother
is Powell
River's
only champion
daily
ocean dipper! .
Come winter weather—rain, wind

or snow—64-year-old Mis. Clifford

Allen goes down to the deserted

beach every day for a private splash
in the waters of Malaspina Straits. It
is a habit she acquired after she and
her husband, a retired bookkeeper,
came west from Quebec in 1915 and
lived in a house in Victoria, close to
the beach.

Unlike most residents who shun
the beach except during the summer

months, Mrs. Allen finds our water

‘‘warm, in comparison with the

coolish winter air. and beneficial to

her general well-being. ‘I dont

shiver when I come out. My body
tingles. I feel exhilarated, she says.

Year-round dipping “takes will
power, she admits, but hurries to
add that “it’s wonderful!’
The Allens, who marked their
37th wedding anniversary in January, have a married daughter in the
Yukon, a mother of two herself, and
a son, Sgt. Fred Allen, recently back

from Korea, now stationed in
Vancouver.
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Plant of The Rocky Mountain News, Denver, Col.

HE STORY OF COLORADO'S ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEW
BORN
by candlelight on April 23, 1859, in the
damp and leaking attic of Uncle Dick Wootton's
pioneer log store on the banks of Cherry Creek,

Colorado’s Rocky Mountain News last June moved
into its $2,500,000 plant on Denver's West Colfax
Avenue alongside the U.S. Mint, City Hall, Denver
Public Library, and the State Capitol.

Founded principally by William N. Byers, a

young self-taught government surveyor, and named

by his wife, The Rocky Mountain News had its

beginning on a rough and ready Western frontier as

thousands of adventurers swept forward in the
famous Pike’s Peak gold rush. Out of the tumult

and the surging of this mighty stampede came the
Colorado commonwealth, and the city of Denver.
America’s youngest metropolis built on the gold and
silver mined from this rich earth.

The News’ fine new home—its eleventh—is a far

cry from its humble beginning, as the top picture
shows.

A handsome lobby greets visitors to the first
floor, which houses the circulation, advertising and
business offices. Spacious editorial rooms on the
second floor adjoin the large composing room with

its battery of type-setting machines. The stereo-

typing, photographic and engraving departments are
also located on the second floor.

Printed at night on ten super-production high

speed presses complete with the latest color-production
equipment, Ihe News copies are bundled in the base-

ment mailing room and fed up a conveyor belt to the
loading deck at the rear of the building where a fleet
of modern delivery trucks speeds them away en route
to their ultimate readers.

Escaping flood and fire in its younger days, The

News kept outgrowing its physical confines so
rapidly, it entered its eighth home in 1887, after
Mr. Byers had been at its helm for 19 years and had
sold his “‘Old Reliable’’ newspaper to a corporation
in 18/78. Succeeding owners were General W. A. H.

Loveland (from 1878 to 1886), Colonel Johan
Arkins and his associates (1887 to 1892), Senator

Thomas M. Patterson (1892 to 1913), John C.
Shaffer (1913 to 1926), and the present owners,
Roy W. Howard and E. W. Scripps.

During the past decade The News has grown more

than in all the preceding 83 years. In 1941 its
circulation stood at 42,700 daily and 47,000 Sunday.
By 1952 the figures had more than trebled to 142,700
daily and 154,400 Sunday. Meantime its adver-

tising lineage had jumped from 4,150,626 lines in
1941 to 14,672,662 in 195].
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Powell River Newsprint in storage at The News.
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BIG $15,000,000 EXPANSION PROGRAM VIRTUALLY COMPLETED
APART
few tagbecause
ends which
spilled
over
into from
1953,alargely
of last
summer's

construction carpenters’ strike and delay in certain
key materials, Powell River’s $15,000,000 second
post-war expansion and modernization program 1s
now history.

Briefly, heres what was accomplished during

1950-52 inclusive:

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER—13-mule transmission

line from Stillwater completed last February. A
mile-long loop, including five sub-stations, for the
mill distribution system will be in operation this

spring. Cost of the two lines is close to $1,500,000.
STEAM POWER—A new steam turbine with power

potential of 12,500 K.W. (the equivalent of 14,000

H.P.), a new 100-foot boiler (No. 8) with selfcontained superheater, and a superheater for No. 7

boiler were installed in the steam plant in 1952.
This spring will see the completion of the $2,750,000
steam plant expansion ‘project.
Page len
New wharf elevator.

HoG FUEL—The off-loading, storage, and conveying facilities have been modernized at a cost of
$800,000.
WHARF AND WAREHOUSES—Allowing 650 feet
for deep-sea and 450 feet for coastal berthing, the
recently completed $2,200,000 wharf, with its two
warehouses capable of storing 10,000 tons of paper,
provides Powell River with one of the best piers on
the Pacific Coast.

BARKER MILL—Completed last December at a
cost of $1,300,000 the extended barker mill accom-

modates a new Hansel ring type ‘intermediate’
hydraulic barker, and is equipped with a new log
haul, bridge crane and conveying machinery.
Wood
PARING—Iwo new Waterous maga-

chip storage silos were put into operation last

installed last spring for approximately $1,240,000.
The project included extension of the grinder room
and motor room building besides modernization of

paper machines have been modernized at:a total cost

zine grinders—the largest in the world—were

groundwood and screening facilities. Three concrete
Page Eleven

Paper machines were speeded up.

February at a cost of $600,000.
MACHINE SPEEDUPS—Four of the mill's eight

of $3,860,000.

Immediate tangible result of the 1950-52 program.
designed to keep the Company competitive, was to

increase newsprint production by 40,000 tons
annually.

Chip storage silos were in operation at the start of the year.
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BIG $15,000,000 EXPANSION PR
APART
from a few tag ends which spilled over
into 1953, largely because of last summer's

construction carpenters’ strike and delay in certain
key materials, Powell River’s $15,000,000 second
post-war expansion and modernization program 1s
now history.

Briefly, heres what was accomplished during

1950-52 inclusive:

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER—13-mule transmission

line from Stillwater completed last February. A
mile-long loop, including five sub-stations, for the
mill distribution system will be in operation this
spring. Cost of the two lines is close to $1,500,000.
STEAM POWER—A new steam turbine with power

potential of 12,500 K.W. (the equivalent of 14,000

H.P.), a new 100-foot boiler (No. 8) with selfcontained superheater, and a superheater for No. 7

boiler were installed in the steam plant in 1952.

This spring will see the completion of the $2,750,000
steam plant expansion ‘project.
Page len
Part of new mill loop electrical system.

New ring barker is now in operation.

New wharf elevator.
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Control room of new steam plant building.
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HoG FUEL—The off-loading, storage, and conveying facilities have been modernized at a cost of
$800,000.
WHARF AND WAREHOUSES—Allowing 650 feet
for deep-sea and 450 feet for coastal berthing, the
recently completed $2,200,000 wharf, with its two
warehouses capable of storing 10,000 tons of paper,
provides Powell River with one of the best piers on
the Pacific Coast.

BARKER MILL—Completed last December at a
cost of $1,300,000 the extended barker mill accom-

modates a new Hansel ring type ‘intermediate’
hydraulic barker, and is equipped with a new log

Two new grinders were installed early last year.

haul, bridge crane and conveying machinery.
Wood
PARING—Iwo new Waterous maga-

chip storage silos were put into operation last

installed last spring for approximately $1,240,000.
‘The project included extension of the grinder room
and motor room building besides modernization of

paper machines have been modernized at-a total cost

zine grinders—the largest in the world—were

groundwood and screening facilities. Three concrete
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Paper machines were speeded up.

nn

February at a cost of $600,000.
MACHINE SPEEDUPS—Four of the mill's eight

of $3,860,000.

Immediate tangible result of the 1950-52 program.
designed to keep the Company competitive, was to

increase newsprint production by 40,000 tons
annually.

Chip storage silos were in operation at the start of the yea
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liked their safety stop suggestion and awarded $25 to
each of them.

Born in Scotland and trained in the exacting

school and apprentice shops of the Clyde, mechanic

Bill Macmillan noticed that the meters registering
stock flow made no allowance for changes in stock
consistency, and provided no recognition of the proportion of groundwood and sulphite following such
a change. Bull designed a novel nozzle and hose

attachment which maintained a _ proportioning

Vital safety device to prevent digester blow valve from being opened unless
mspection door is closed, was suggested by Paddy Boylan, earning him a
$100 award.

N December, 1946, mechanic Jim Jate and mill
carpenter Russ Jenkins—-unbeknown to each

other—both came up with an idea to prevent loaded

trucks from slipping off inclined elevators in the
plant—and causing possible damage both to personnel

and material.

An iron bar, the full width of the

moving platform which would automatically raise
itself above the deck when the elevator was not tn
contact with the stationary platform at the bottom,
would prevent the trucks from falling off the back
edge, they figured. ‘The Tate-Jenkins ideas were
examined by a union-management committee who

balance between groundwood and sulphite pulp at
all times, regardless of consistency. Approved and
installed successfully on the paper machines, Bill's
“gadget” brought him a $1,000 award, the highest
to date.
Then there was another Bill with another sound
1dea. A ear ago sub-station operator Bill McKenzie
received

75 from the Powell River Company for

proposing a relay on the high pressure pump switches

at No. 1 Sub-Station which would automatically
drop the grinder motor load in the event of certain
power failures, and so prevent a total shutdown.
After a fair trial, extending over a year, Bill’s idea
proved of even greater value than had been originally
estimated. Whereupon a supplementary award of
$300 was made to Bill McKenzie last December.
Powell River’s union - management Suggestion

Awards Committee was created in 1944 and has

made more than 250 awards out of 850 suggestions
received.

POWELL RIVER STUDENTS WIN HALF THE C.P.P.A. ZONE PRIZES
the zone
prizes offered in the annual essay
competition of the Canadian Pulp and Paper

Association, Western Division, were won in December
by Powell River High School students.

Shirley Muir, Len Bobroff and Gladys Rennison,

all children of Powell River mill employees, took
three out of the six prizes in Zone 5 offered by the
industry for essays on “Civilization and Paper.’’
This B.C. zone includes Vancouver Island and the
coastal region from West Vancouver to Prince

Rupert.
More than 4,000 essays were submitted by students
throughout British Columbia, some 75 of the entries

being from Powell River.

An added incentive for local students was the

offer of the Powell River Company to match by cash
donation the value of any prizes won in the district.
‘Talented Shirley Muir, who laced second in the

senior division (Grades X to IT), distinguished
herself earlier in 1952 by winning a silver medal
from the Royal Conservatory of Music for the

highest marks in grade four singing in British

Columbia. She received a travelling case as her prize

supplemented by a $50.00 cheque from Powell

River Company.
Len Bobroff who placed third in the senior division
selected as his prize an artist’s oil painting set and
Gladys Rennison, third in the junior division, chose
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a pair of skates and boots. Each student received in
addition a cheque for $25.00 from the Company.
Winners Shirley Muir, Len Bobroff and Gladys Rennison are congratulated b

W. Carter (left), School inspector; J. C. Hill, School Board Chairmar

Principal S. G. Brynjolfson; oot exes River Company Vice
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The old Westview wharf was gutted by fire two years ago.

NEW $400,000 WHARF REPLACES DAMAGED PIER
HEN the S.S. ‘Princess Elaine’ docked at
Westview on December 8, 1952, it marked the

first time in almost two years that Powell River's
neighboring community was again able to accommo-

date sea-going ships at its new wharf, built by the
Dominion Government at a cost of $400,000.

A lot of Westviewites clearly recall the fateful
afternoon of January 27, 1951, which saw the
$350,000 wharf installations and supplies go up in
smoke. It was Saturday and the wharf crews had
finished work at noon. An hour and a half later
flames broke out mysteriously from the roof of the
freight storage shed housing the office, and the local
volunteer fire brigade was summoned to the scene.
The fire-fighters seemed to bring the shed fire under

control within a half hour, but as the flames ate

through the wharf decking, and the creosoted piling

ignited, it turned into an inferno of flames which
rapidly spread to the wharf approach. Even the
efforts of a fire boat, drenching the pier with 1,500

gallons of water a minute, failed to halt the
holocaust.

To make matters worse, the fire was fed by some
800 gallons of fuel oil and gas stored on the dock.
Perhaps the greatest single loss in stored equipment, however, was lead-covered telephone cable
destined for extension service in Westview. ‘T he
North-West Telephone Co., owners of the 17 reels
of cable, estimated its value at $15,000.
Powell River Company officials met with repre-

sentatives of all the transportation companies
involved, local freight agents, the Board of Trade,

and taxi companies to work out freight and passenger
service arrangements on an emergency basis, using the

Powell River Company wharf. Despite the big

expansion program and particularly the handling of
added tonnage during its own wharf construction,
the Company provided docking facilities for coastal
ships to avoid business disruption in the community.
‘Today the rebuilt Westview wharf, with its new
elevator and added storage facilities, is better able to
handle the all-time high passenger and freight traffic
than ever before—to the satisfaction of all concerned.
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New, partially completed structure, with C.P.S.S. “Princess Elaine” docking.

THE BUSIEST

Bert Tradewell checks VHF radio.

Long distance carrier equipment.

facilitating contact between its officials and key

thetherapid
growth
of has
Powell
River.
local telephone
system
more than
doubled

employees in the mill and townsite.

district at the end of the war, there are now more
than 2,500 instruments in service—or roughly one

over operation of the local telephone system and cut
in the new automatic exchange. In this year direct
connection with Vancouver and outside points was

in size since World War IIT.
Where there were 1,200 telephones in use in this

for every four residents.
Where the average business
day calling rate was 8,000 conversations 1n 1945, an average
of 10,000 were made each day

In 1931 Northwest Telephone Company took

established for the first time,

via radio telephone. The

honor of making the first call

from Powell River to Van-

couver went to Mrs. R. RBell-

last year.

Irving, wife of the late Robin
Bell-Irving, Vice-President of
the Powell River Company.

And, indicating the town’s

increased post - war business

and general prosperity, the

The following year a sub-

total number of filed long-

marine cable was laid from
Powell River to Vancouver
Island, providing direct wire

distance calls rose from 33,247

in 1945 to 81,251 in 1952.

Gerapossibie
in Local Dy
calling
was
made
tne imstalla=;, soo.
ot
in charge
of plant
tion of additional central office

and outside plant equipment, while long distance
facilities have been increased five-fold since 1945

through the use of very high frequency radio-

telephone circuits employing frequency modulation.
One of the first communities in British Columbiz
to have automatic telephone service, Powell River has
always been a telephone town with the Powell River

Company's own automatic service prior to 193!
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operators (from left): Mrs. Beryl Wightman, Miss Irene Smith,
Mrs. Irene Morgan, Miss Sybil Thompson.
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communication.

In 1946 Powell River be-

came the northern terminus of
the first commercial V.H.F. radio-telephone service in

this province, following establishment of transmitting and receiving equipment in Wildwood
Heights overlooking the townsite.

in 1947 carrier equipment was installed in the

Powell River telephone.office, enabling three conversations to be carried on simultaneously over one radio
circuit. Additional carrier equipment was installed

the following year to provide another three circuits
to Vancouver.
The Wildwood equipment, collectively referred to
as a radio-phone toll terminal, beams the caller’s
voice to the Vancouver receiving station at Point
Grey. From there the call travels automatically by
land lines to Vancouver's long distance switchboard
office and then to the receiving party. The routine
is reversed in the opposite direction.

Today it looks as if Powell River is on the

threshold of another telephone ‘‘first’’ for British

Columbia. For communication with its Vancouver
office the Company's Powell River teletype is presently

connected by physical lines by way of Vancouver
Island.

if any part of this line is ‘‘down’’ our teletype

cannot function. This happens from time to time,
especially during winter storms. To make the teletype service more reliable, the North-West Telephone
Company is currently considering putting the teletype
on its radio circuits for direct contact between Powell
River and Vancouver, something that has not been
done in the province to date.

niles

One-day snowfall on January 5 was enjoyed by kids.

Our mild weather extending without a break

through Christmas and New Year's day received a
temporary setback early in January, but high winds
and relentless rains made quick work of two sudden
snow-falls. Taking advantage of mildness, teen-aged
Pat Reavie was observed frolicking in local waters by
The Digester’'s photographer.

Though unexpected even by their staunchest supporters, Powell River’s 2-1 win was fully deserved,
the local lads rising to the occasion with their best
exhibition to date.
FIRST AND LAST
Scores of merchants’ gifts were showered upon
Kathryn May MacNeill, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jas. MacNeill, and Powell River’s first baby of 1953.
Last to be born in 1952 was a son to Me.

and Mrs. George Elmer McNulty. Both

While most ‘‘natives’’ spent the Yule-

proud fathers are mill employees.

tide holidays in the usual round of

MANY VISIT MILL

gaieties, some busied themselves clearing

More than 6,000 persons visited the

the Willingdon Beach Park site for the

mill during 1952, according to the

district’s proposed $75,000 ice rink.

Levelling of the ground for the 90°x200
building has changed the southeast corner

of the park beyond recognition, as the

accompanying picture shows. A third of
the money needed has been raised to date by volunteer

SOCCERIT URPRISE
Leaders of Vancouver’s second division, Pacific
Coast Soccer League, the vaunted Collingwood eleven
came a cropper against an all-star Powell River team

built around the Westview Club, when the latter met

the visitors at Timberlane Park on Boxing Day.

watchmen's log book. Farthest visitors
were from Calcutta, India—others came
from the Orient, Europe, South America,
in addition to the large group from other
parts of Canada and the United States.

As forecast in the last Digester, a second Toast-

masters’ Club was organized in Powell River on
January 7. Unlike their hardy predecessors — the
Teshquoit Toastmasters—who meet at early break-

fast—the new public speaking converts gather weekly
for a dinner meeting.
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The second Toastmasters Club gets under way.

Site of new Ice Rink at Willingdon Beach.

DOCTORS’ PANEL SERVES POWELL RIVER
By Harry R. Slade, Hospital Administrator

ITH the assistance of the Powell River Sick Benefit
Society and the Powell River Co., Dr. C. R. Marlatt,
Dr. O. O. Lyons, and the late Dr. J. M. Murison formed the
Medical Clinic in 1944.
The expansion of the Powell River Company operations
and the influx of retired people who enjoy the favorable

climate of this coastal town, have made it necessary to kecp
abreast of medical services: and under the able leadership and

experience of Dr. C. R. Marlatt, the clinic now comprises a
very progressive group of eight practicing physicians.

The clinic building built by the Powell River Company
adjacent to the hospital is modern and well equipped. It
has office and dressing room space for eight doctors with
facilities for future expansion. The clinic is well organized
and very complete medical records are kept on all patients.

Such positions as Port Doctor, Indian Health Doctor,

Medical Health Officer are held by individual doctors.

‘T he

members of the clinic are: Doctors C. R. Marlatt, J. L.
Macleod, D. R. Collins, R. E. Fisher. H. E. White, P. W.
Jaron, A. J. Trudel, W. D. Panton.
This is the group who take care of the health of the
employees of the Powell River Company and their families
and approximately another 6,000 people in the immediate
district and a further 10,000 people who are scattered up and
down the coast for a distance of 100 miles.
Many logging camps operate in the area and accidents
are not uncommon and it often happens that a doctor has to

fly on a mission of mercy.
Powell River is becoming well known as a health centre
in this mid-coastal location. The concentration of professional, diagnostic, consultive and treatment services offers

the community an invaluable and comprehensive medical .

coverage not often seen in communities such as this. It 4°
rare indeed that cases are referred to Vancouver and the
public have confidence in these medical men who have grouped

themselves to pool their knowledge and training, for the
benefit of the health of the community.
The 115-bed hospital which is operated by a hospital
society is modern and well equipped. Surgical, obstetrical
and pediatrical departments were remodelled in 1952.
The radiological and pathological departments have all
necessary facilities with a very competent technical staff.
There is practically no diagnostic procedure required by the
doctors that cannot be performed in the clinic. ‘The department of physical medicine is also very active and has a staff
of two qualified physiotherapists.
The hospital makes every effort to keep abreast with the
medical staff requirements, in fact, everything is done to
anticipate future trends in hospital and medical work.
The hospital in 1947 engaged the services of a radiologist
and a pathologist. The radiology is under the guidance of

Dr. Andrew Turnbull and associates of Vancouver, one of
whom visits the hospital every Monday.

The pathologist, Dr. T. Harmon of Vancouver, also

visits on Monday and both these specialists are available at
all times to give valuable assistance to the regular staff.

Perhaps the most important question a prospective employee

will ask of the place he intends to work is:

Can I, my wife, and my children be assured of good
medical care and attention?’’ From this standpoint the
Powell River employee and his family can confidently state
that they have a standard of medical care comparable to the
best in the province.
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Dr. W. D. Panton

TOASTING THE

ON annual
January
25 powell River Scots held their
Burns Night.
There is nothing novel in this announcement.

Burns’ suppers have been an annual event in Powell

River practically since the dawn of the townsite, in

1910. Invariably the hall is jammed and tickets
are at a premium as the sons of Scotia gather to
honor the memory of their famous bard.
To the outsider there is something incredible,

something almost mystical about this reverence for
their national poet. On January 25, in every corner
of the world where a quorum of Scots exist, you will

find a Burns supper in progress. In Malaya, in

south Africa, in the United States, in almost every
hamlet and village of Canada, across the length and

breadth of the United Kingdom men and women

worship at the shrine of the Ayrshire peasant. People
of every nationality clamor for admission—and occa-

sionally an ‘alien,’ by subterfuge or as a special

guest, crashes the sacred portals—to stagger out, half

convinced that there are two classes in the world—
Scots and those who would like to be Scots.

The ceremonies attending the opening phase of
the supper resemble a tribal rite in their intensity and
fervor. The audience rise as one person when the
picturesque ceremony of piping in the haggis begins.

The serious faced escorts, clad in their Highland
tartans, reverentially hold the haggis high on the
platter and pace slowly down the banquet hall,
behind them the pipers, skirling the martial airs of

Scotland. There is something gripping, almost
religious in the atmosphere as the platters are deposited

on the board in front of the president.
And then comes the “Spiel to the Haggis’’— a stirring, primitive prelude that is more an appeal to the
tribal emotions of the Gael than to his gastronomic
anticipations. Look at the audience—and every face
flames with the ancient ardor of the Highlanders,
ready to fling back the hated English from their glens
or die in the attempt. Flushed, wild eyed, fiercely

enthusiastic they thrill with the speaker as he
declaims:

chief standing exultant over his prostrate victim,
reminding all and sundry that no one insults Scotland with impunity. ‘The rampant lion is unleashed
again.

Then to the heart and core of all Burns gather-

ings—the ‘‘Immortal Memory”’ address. ‘To deliver
this oration at a Burns’ banquet is an honor eagerly
sought by the greatest in the land. In Britain, Prime
Ministers and the mightiest orators in the nation vie
with each other for the privilege. ‘The speaker for
the address must be a recognized authority on Burns,
must be noted for his delivery, his skill and appeal.
Statesmen, scholars, prime ministers, leading clerics
consider they have reached the top, if they are called
on to speak to the “Immortal Memory.”’
In Canada the same reverence, the same clannish
intensity pervades the local Scot, even of the Canadianized variety. For one evening he is completely

blind to the virtues or abilities of the rest of the
world. Two things and two only, count—Burns
and Scotland.

The writer well remembers his first appearance at a

Burns supper in the early days in Powell River.
After listening to the tremendous, and we frankly
thought, over ambitious eulogies poured out on
Burns, we turned to the quiet, benevolent looking
old lady beside us, and remarked.

‘You know, sometimes these Scots overdo the
thing a bit. One would almost imagine, to hear all
this that Burns was greater than Shakespeare.”’
‘The old lady turned, looked at me. ‘The benevolence faded. She tilted her nose, stared stonily, and

Auld Scotland wants nae stinkin’ fare.
That jaups in luggies.”’
And their emotions rise as he approaches the peak—
“See yon rustic, haggis fed
_ The trembling earth resounds his tread.”
Then as the knife, poised above the haggis descends,

pierces the sheep skin covering and the speaker
thunders on—

Crushing your gushing entrails bright,’

Piping in the Haggis.

the mesmerized audience, in fancy, see the Highland

retorted icily:
~ Well, young man, hae ye any doubt aboot that!"’

In any case, the Burns’ Night is an institution

wherever there is a Scotsman.

‘The Burns’ cult shows
no sign of deterioration or decay. One hundred and
twenty years after his death, the Star o’ Rabbie Burns
shines more brightly than ever and ‘‘ne’er grows dim

with time.’
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UKON INTERLUDI
By Mrs. C. R. Marlatt

EDITOR’S NOTE: This article on ‘““Yukon Interlude,’’ was written spectally for The Digester by
Mrs. C. R. Marlatt, wife of Dr. C. R. Marlatt, of

Powell River. Mrs. Marlatt has just returned aftev

road and the many strategic air fields
sprinkled along its length.
At Whitehorse homes were built by
the Canadian government to shelter the
soldiers and airmen, their wives and families.

‘These

spending
several months visiting relatives in the
uwkon.
houses are fully furnished, having oil furnaces, elec-

tricity, water, household furniture sufficient for all

FRECENTLY the site of government of the Yukon
Territory was moved from its historic site at
Dawson to the town of Whitehorse, for reasons of
accessibility and economy of administration. Both
Dawson and Whitehorse are historically associated
with the development of the Yukon from its infancy
in the great gold rush days of eighteen ninety-eight.
Although the romantic era 1s long past, the Yukon
is becoming more and more important in the mining
world, and its commerce is developing accordingly.
The importance of the region is also considerably
enhanced by its location on the great defence line
which must be maintained equally by Canada and
the United States as a bulwark against the common
enemy to the north and west.
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requirements, houses of suitable size being allocated

according to the needs of the family being therein
installed. The military and air force establishment
is of considerable size, and is furnished with the
needed commissary, hospital and recreational requirements, as well as a radio broadcasting station which

is operated by a volunteer staff of army men and
women who “hook up” with the American Army

broadcasts.

The funds required to operate this radio station
are raised locally by a volunteer scheme which 1s

unique. The scheme holds an annual concert of the
air in which a person may request another to sing a

certain song, or otherwise provide a short period of
entertainment. The person making the request 1s
obligated to pay for the performance to the tune of
anywhere from two to twenty-five dollars. During
the time of my recent visit to Whitehorse this annual
event yielded the sum of two thousand dollars.

THE HIGHWAY
The highway follows the Yukon River closely a:

Sg
Sa ca

a,

Whitehorse, and in places approaches close enough
so that one can overlook the stream from the roadway, a magnificent river, stretching for two thousand
miles beyond Whitehorse to where it terminates in the
Behring Sea.

A few miles south of the town is the ill-omened

Mules Canyon, where so many lives were lost in the
days of the great gold rush, as stampeders sought to

3.0.0
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run the swift rapids in home made boats, rafts or
barges. There is a suspension footbridge over the

river above the canyon, the only bridge which crosses
the stream in the whole two thousand miles between
Whitehorse and the river’s mouth.

The highway has a system of demarkation into
certain areas called “‘Mile Posts,’’ starting at zero,

Dawson Creek, and ending at Whitehorse at Number
91/7. Where there are points of interest of any kind,
or hunting lodges, motels, accommodation and good
sport for fishermen, or any unusual feature whatever,

Seer
OK

the spot is identified by the number of the nearest
mile-post, and these are all listed in a magazine
published by the publicity agent for the Whit

Pog

It was in connection with this phase of the

territory s importance that ten years ago the United

and Yukon Railway for the benefit of any travellers
who may be interested.

The “Two Mile Road” leads from the armv
States Army engineers started to build an interiot establishments on the highway down to the town

Here is now situated the administrative office of the Yukon Government, recently
moved from the old capital of Dawson City during

supply line to Alaska from the northern boundary

of Whitehorse.

Canadian gap between Whitehorse in the Yukon and
Dawson Creek, a distance of fifteen hundred miles,
was completed in a little over a year. ‘The completed
project was turned over to the Canadian Army and

the past year. This step has given new impetus to

of British Columbia. Work was started simultaneously from both ends of the route. The

Air Force who took over the maintenance of the

the growth and importance of the town, and with
the military and air establishments so close at hand

the population centred in the immediate area has

attained the status of a city, with a mayor and
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aldermen.

It is also the headquarters of the Royal

Canadian Mounted Police for the territory, from

WUITEHORSE oe
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which the licing of the vast hinterland is controlled
in the ancient and established manner of that force.
Wisely, also, the police have established a curfew
in Whitehorse which decrees that al] children be off
the streets at nine-thirty each night, the only excep-

tion being on Halloween when they are allowed a
half hour of grace. When this curfew sounds it is
answered by howls from the throats of a thousand
husky dogs who form a very noticeable feature of
the sidewalk scenery in Whitehorse, as in all northern
TOWNS.

‘There 1s an old log church in the town which ts

still in use. It was begun in the summer of 1900, by

an English Church clergyman, who, with his wife

lived in a tent until the church was far enough

advanced to provide living quarters at one end. This
church has since been the centre of activities for the

town; it is the Parish Hall, and serves many other
meeting purposes such as the I.0.D.E. annual sale of

work, the auxiliary tea devoted to the collection of

funds for the establishment of a hostel for the children

of the Mile Post families, in order to allow these
young people to take advantage of the wonderful
modern school system which has been established by

Mile Post “Zero’’ at Dawson Creek...

the territorial government in the town. ‘The wife
of the Inspector of the Mounted Police sings in the
choir of the old log church, and His Lordship, the
Bishop of the Yukon attends service there with his
wife and family.

of caribou meat there at a dinner given to a visiting

all parts of the country, but in the cold northern

self with the local conditions throughout the

‘The housing problem is acute in Whitehorse as in

climates it assumes new aspects of difficulty on account

of the shortage of building material and the high cost
of construction. The rigors of the winter climate,
and the high price of fuel force the people into very

small dwellings where they can more easily keep
Warm.

Quonset huts, log cabins, often of one room

are quite the order of domicile. Behind the chief
magistrate’s home is a structure referred to by the
people as the Pagoda; it is a three storey log building, having three one-room apartments built one on
top of the other with a railing of peeled logs completely surrounding the floor level of each apartment.

In view of the fact that all wood, water, and other
requirements have to be carried into this peculiar
domicile by hand, it does not seem that the dweller
in the upper storeys is in

a very happy situation.
Fiowever, the peculiar
construction of the Paconsiderable interest to

a one-room log cabin

which still stands. Here
he wrote his ‘Songs of a
Sourdough’”’

between

trips to the Klondyke.
The Officers’ Mess in
the town has many visiting V.I.P.’s who are there
entertained. [he walls are
hung with caribou, moose

and mountain sheep
horns, bleached to snowy
white. I had my first taste
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Dominion before presenting his credentials to the
President of Turkey at Istanbul, an event which has
We had tea with the first
governor of the Yukon, Mr. George Black and his
lady. Mirs. Black was one of the first women to walk
over the Chilkoot Pass in 1898, and has lived most
of her 86 years of life in the Yukon, only broken
by a period of war service in the First World War

since been consummated.

when she accompanied her husband, Captain Black,
to England. Captain Black had recruited his own
Yukon regiment and went with the men to England.

This remarkable woman took her husband's place
later in the Canadian Senate when illness prevented
him from attending to his duties as Senator, and
there she served the [erritory well.
..- Whitehorse—918 miles to the north.

goda makes it an object of

tourists.
Robert Service lived in

British general. There I also met the newly

appointed Canadian Trade Commissioner to Turkey,
who was making the rounds of Canada to orient him-

ty. eth CBE > of?

Harry Grant

ARRY GRANT OUR LOSS, FLORIDA’S GAIN
BACK
in the still not optimistic days of 1959, 3
young lad in his early 20's applied for an office
post—any old post, he carefully explained—ain the
Powell River Company’s Vancouver office.

With everyone still looking over his or her

shoulder at the depression which hadn't yet retreated
around the corner, there wasn’t much to offer. But

they did suggest that if the young man wanted to
travel up north about 75 miles to a place called

Powell River, there was an opening in the accounting
department for a stenographer.

The young fellow’s reply was, ‘‘How do | get

there?’’—and by the next day Harry Grant was on
his way north aboard the old Princess Mary to begin
his association with the Powell River Company.
A few months of this and he caught the alert eye

of J. A. Kyles, now Vice-President, then Mill

Secretary at Powell River, who transferred him to
steady secretarial work.

In 1938, President Harold Foley, on one of his
frequent trips to the plant had occasion to use Harry
for some confidential work: and the results were so
satisfactory that he later was transferred to Vancouver
office as his personal secretary.

Harry's energy, application and ability were soon
recognized—and he became a confidential secretary—
and later personal assistant to the President.

In mid-December, 1952, another step up the
ladder—this time the biggest yet, came with the

announcement that Harry Grant had been appointed
Executive Vice-President of the Foley Lumber Company in Jacksonville, Florida. Accompanied by his
wife Betty, he left Vancouver after Christmas to take
over his new post.
Harry's well earned promotion was popular with
the entire Vancouver office staff, of which he had been
the spark plug for years. Organizing picnics, bowling
tournaments, settling ruffled spirits and generally act-

ing as chief trouble shooter for everyone from the
President down, have been ‘‘part of the job.’’
He takes with him to Florida seventeen years of
intimate experience with business problems and
administration—accompanied by an unruffled disposition and a happy knack of making friends wherever he goes.

The Digester will regret Harry's departure as much

as, if not more than his other associates. As a
member of The Digester advisory board he has been

closely associated with us—-and his counsel and
experience at our board meetings will be missed.

Our best wishes accompany Harry and Betty in
their new life and work in Florida.

in a note from Harry, following his arrival, he

comments, Ihe retail lumber business is a challenging one, but most interesting.
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Chips speed by conveyor from storage silos to the digesters.

The expanded operations of Powell River
Company Limited, whose properties now
include pulp and paper mills, sawmills and
logging camps, enable complete control in
selection of raw materials for the closely

integrated operations and assure high
quality of end products.
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Q TARTED
in 1950,
Powell
River's second
postwar expansion
and
modernization
program
has
now been completed.

The last of the paper machines

has been speeded up; the new hog fuel handling
system, the new steam boiler and turbo-generator and

the new ring barker are all in operation.

It has been a long haul and both operating and
maintenance crews appreciate the “return to normal
and the opportunity of tackling jobs that were perforce delayed during the heavy rush of construction.
For seven years, with only a short breathing spell
in 1949, new construction and modernization have
proceeded at top speed. In the three years following
the war came the installation of Number 8 machine,
the first paper machine installed on this continent
since 1937. Coincidentally, hydraulic barking equipment, chipper plant, and increased groundwood,
sulphite and power facilities were installed. ‘T he lull

in 1949 permitted little relaxation, for plans and
preparations were already under way for further
construction.

In this spring of 1953 we can sit back and survey
For capital expenditures at Powell River and

results.

in the purchase of lumbering operations at New
Westminster, over $40,000,000 has been spent—
without long term borrowing or increase in funded
debt.

Newsprint production has increased by over
350 tons daily, the plant has been expanded and

modernized.

‘Timber reserves have increased and the

Powell River is in a strong competitive position, able
to guarantee uninterrupted delivery of its products.
The Cover Picture
Multiplicity of subsidiary operations, necessary in the manufacture of our product before
it reaches its destination—the customer—are
shown in our cover montage.

Walter Batterham

ALTER BATTERHAM — POWELL RIVER'S STOREKEEPER
LN the spring of 1915, Walter Batterham, a young
lad just out of high school in Vancouver, started
work in Powell River and that summer was transferred as assistant in the Mull Stores. The word
‘‘assistant’’ is used advisedly, for Walter and his boss
Ralph Moore were the entire complement of the staff
in those days.

> There was no Mill Stores building; and supplies
were spotted at a convenient place in the old mill
and a cage built around them. Walter started 1n at
20 cents an hour for a ten-hour day; and on a busy
shift handled about 40 requisitions daily.
Today, in the modern Mill Stores building, over
400 requisitions go out every 24 hours. Annually,
in excess of $2,000,000 worth of equipment 1s
handled by Walter and his crew; and above 55,000

and community minded citizens over the past thirty
years. He has been prominent in our fraternal life—
and is a past Chancellor of the Knights of Pythias.

He is a chief organizer of the highly successful
Annual Musical Festival, today an outstanding event

in the community's cultural life.
In World War I Walter served overseas with the
famous 16th Battalion, Canadian Scottish—and

after the Armistice entered Germany with the
battalion, commanded by Colonel Cy Peck, V.C.

An original founder and president of the first

Community Chest in Powell River, he takes time out
to follow local soccer and other athletic activities.

Walter was born in Watford, England, but came
with his parents to Western Canada at the age of

three months. On arrival at Powell River he
separate
items appear on the department's card
index the promotion trail, as many others have
e.
followed
This is a bare background of the business that Mill
Store Superintendent Walter Batterham takes in his
stride.

He has been with the department almost
since its infancy, has participated in its growth and
has been a chief factor in building it to its present

done, by starting in the groundwood mill. In 1923
he came under the Welsh influence, marrying one of
the district's most popular young ladies—Miss Irene

Powell—daughter of Charlie Powell, undisputed
chieftain of the district’s Welsh clan.

efficiency.

A charter member of the Company's 25 Year

Club, Walter has been one of our most popular, active

Mr. and Mrs. Batterham have two children—a son

Walter, prominent local business man, and a daughter,

Mrs. Tilleborn, resident in Vancouver.
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UNION-TRIBUNE
SERVES

Union-Tribune’s fast, mighty Goss “Headliner” Press

(THREE
yearsCompany
after San
Diego's
I ribune
Publishing
first
becameUniona Powell
River
newsprint consumer in 1949, it moved into its
imposing new building—one of the most modern
newspaper plants on the Pacific Coast.
Completed and occupied last year, the four-storey
building houses the million dollar speed presses and

recently as a salute to National Newspaper Week and

a symbol of the rapid growth of the city of San
Diego.

James S. Copley, president and publisher, and
William Shea, associate publisher and_ general
manager, both of whom actively worked in over-

the latest available typographical and stereotype

seeing plans and construction, viewed the operation
of the huge Goss Headliner press during a trial run
and expressed themselves thoroughly pleased with its

Tribune dailies meet the growing pains of one of the

increase in capacity.

equipment, all of which are helping the Union-

fastest developing areas in the United States.

Specially designed space for composing, editorial,
advertising and circulation departments, as well as
the executive staffs is also provided in the spacious,
well lighted building. Adequate storage space has
been set aside for newsprint.

The enlarged operation houses two daily newspapers, The San Diego Union which is published
mornings and Sundays, and The Evening Tribune.
Their present combined daily circulation exceeds
172,000.

The new million-dollar presses were dedicated

‘The new press is an expression of my personal
belief and the faith of the company in the future of
San Diego,’’ Mr. Copley commented at that time.

‘Its every roll will be dedicated to furthering the
welfare and progress of San Diego city and county.
Thirty seconds after the 356-ton press is started

by the push of a button and the first white paper

starts unrolling, a complete newspaper can ‘hit the
street. The press can print 50,000 papers of 64
pages or 25,000 papers of 96 pages per hour.
It is the only Goss Headliner press west of Denver
to be equipped with every late attachment, including
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New 4-storey building in San Diego which The Union-Tribune Publishing Co.
occupied last year.

a high speed paster, which enables it automatically to
take on new rolls of newsprint at high speed. Paper

from the new roll is pasted in automatically without
a pause in operation or loss of a second of running
rame.

The new pressroom, built especially to house the
new 500-horsepower monster, is 50 by 100 feet and

three stories high. Power is generated from 50
electric motors connected by 15 miles of control
wiring.

In addition to the high-speed paster, the press has
the latest equipment for color printing. It rests on a

floating foundation of three-inch-thick cork and
1700-pound rolls of newsprint (each roll of which

has four miles of paper) move into position on a railroad of steel conveyors which circle the press flush
with the floor.

The new building has separate city rooms and an
enlarged photo lab for the two newspapers housed
in it. The engraving department is situated on the
fifth floor and an offset roof holds a special glassed-in
room for employees to relax and eat lunch. Huge

glass doors opening directly onto the roof with a

magnificent panorama of San Diego's harbour spread

before them, provide the opportunity to lunch al
fresco in the great out-of-doors.
VE
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James S. Copley (right), President and Publisher, and William
Shea, Associate Publisher, admire ultra-modern press.

“NOWN-UNDER” PETS FASCINATE MR. & MRS. M. J. FOLEY
Y ou
don't have
$0 tobear,
the Zoo
toyou
Seere‘ adownbaby
kangaroo
or afokoala
when

under,’’ Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Foley discovered on their
recent trip to Australia.

But the lovable pets grow to a good size and cant

be handled with such easy enjoyment as our executive
vice-president and his fair lady portray below. Mir.

and Mrs. Foley have now returned safely home.
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THEY SUPPLY THE RAW MATERIAL

HE larger portion of Powell River Company's
log requirements is met by operations in our
own logging camps which are located over a 500
mile stretch on the west coast of British Columbia
and Vancouver island. Principal locations of the,

experience is second to none and whose reputation as

approximately, one dozen camps operated by Powell
River Co. Ltd. are at Stillwater, fifteen miles south of

know intimately all the idiosyncrasies and virtues of

Powell River, at Port Hardy and Salmon River, on

On this page it is both a pleasure and a privilege
to introduce our logging superintendents—the men
behind your newsprint and pulp.

the east coast of Vancouver Island and in the Queen

Charlotte Islands, about 5Q0O miles north of
Vancouver.
At various camps the logs are assembled, boomed
and towed direct to Powell River or to the Company's
lumber mills on the Fraser River.

Successful and economical log production is the

foundation on which all Powell River operations
depend—and the calibre and experience of the men

responsible for log output are of vital concern to
everyone from the man in the plant to the final user
of our products.
In introducing to readers our logging superintendents—the men responsible for getting out the raw

material—we are able to present a group whose

loggers is known throughout British Columbia and
Most of these men have devoted their lives
to logging, have served as whistle punks in camps,
beyond.

have rigged trees, fallen timber, assembled booms and
wood species in the west.

CLAY ANDERSON is production manager at Kelsey Bay for
the Salmon River Logging Co.
Ltd. He started logging 35 years

ago as a signalman for his
famous father, P. B. Anderson.

at Pender Harbor in 1911]. Clay
owned his own logging
company, Granite Bay
Logging Company, on
Quadra Island. He was
with the Salmon River
Company first, for one

year from 1938 to

XY

1939; he rejoined this
organization in 1946,
where he has remained

for the past six years.

GEORGE BELL 1s superintendent of our Aero Logging camp

operation in Cumshewa Inlet.

Queen Charlotte Islands. tHe is
known to everyone on this coast,

north of Blaine, Washington, as

‘“Panicky Bell.’’ As a practical logger George, turned
superintendent, can do every
job in his ratlroad operation,

including high rigging, running logging engines, loco-

motives, boats, etc.—and his
knowledge of logging history
in B.C. 1s unsurpassed.

HAMILTON WADDELL is

superintendent of the O’Brien

Logging Company Limited

which has its camp headquarters

at Stillwater, fifteen miles from
Powell River. Ham came to the

Powell organization in 1942

when the company acquired the
properties at Hardy Bay. Four
years later he was transferred to the O’Brien Logging Company where he
is still supervisor. Ham
resides with his wife and

three children at Srillwater—and is a regular
visitor to Powell River.

TED STROMME has been,
for the last six years, superintendent of the Alice Lake
Logging Company at Hardy

CLAUDE GERMYN is superintendent of our largest single
logging unit in Juskatla Inlet, a

Before that he was foreman

that post for four years. He
came to the Kelley Logging

Bay on Vancouver Island.

for the O’Brien Logging
Company. Ted is a fine

Norwegian and his record

with the company speaks for

itself. He has many old

friends in the Powell River
area.

branch of Massett Inlet, Queen
Charlotte Islands. He has held

Company from the Moh Creek
Logging Company in Bute Inlet

and before that he spent ten
years as logging superintendent

for the J. R. Morgan Company
in Cumshewa Inlet.
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POWELL RIVER

A section of the original application for patent
registration reads as follows:

FH OR the past twenty-eight years, Powell River
products have been identified by the now internationally known red and black triangle, with the

“WE, POWELL RIVER COMPANY LIMITED, of 510 Hastings Street West, in the City of

totem pole inside and the words TESHQUOIT

Vancouver, Province of British Columbia, Dominion
of Canada, Paper Manufacturers, hereby request you

The present Trade Mark dates back to 1925,

COMPANY LIMITED, a specific trade mark to be
used in connection with the sale of paper, which

across the centre.

when the need for an outstanding label was recognized

to register in the name of POWELL RIVER

by Company officials.

specific trade mark we verily believe is ours on account

identification was used.

Within the said words ‘‘Powell’’ ‘‘River’’ and

Prior to this period the old,
useful, but unattractive and uninspiring stencilled
The original Trade Mark was designed by John

McIntyre, then Townsite Superintendent. This
consisted of a double triangle with red arrowheads
at the tips of the outside triangle. The totem pole
was conceived as representation of British Columbia

and particularly of the West Coast, noted for its
Indian settlements.

On many occasions we have been asked what the
word IT eshquoit means. As near as we can determine,
after an exhaustive search through the files, and a talk

with old timers, including the designer, the word is
an approximation of the Chinook Indians’ name for

of our having been the first to make use thereof.
‘“‘Newsprint’’ is a second equilateral triangle having
a black and white diced border within which there
appears the representation of an upright totem pole

stretching from the centre of the base of the said
inner equilateral triangle to approximately the apex
thereof, while the word ““TESHQUOIT”’ in block
letters traverses the centre of the said equilateral
triangle horizontally. A drawing of the said specific
trade mark is hereunto annexed.’”’

And that, inquiring friends, is all we know about
that Teshquoit Triangle that appears on all Powell
River products.

Powell River. Apparently John McIntyre and
Chief Timothy of the nearby Sliammon tribe

smoked a pipe of peace together one night and discussed the problem to the mutual bafflement of each.
In the end the Chief grunted something that sounded
like T’Shoo—and the receptive John freely translated
the grunt as TESHQUOIT. In the course of the
same and subsequent conversations the impression was

gathered that Teshquoit or its equivalent, in Chinook,
had been used by Indians before the coming of the
Powell River Company and has something to do with
a rocky canyon and falling waters. Anyway that’s

how the TESHQUOIT came to our labels—and its
as near the truth as we are ever likely to arrive at.

There were initial complications in getting the

new I rade Mark patented.

Another company had,

two years previously adopted a Trade Mark, that
embodied the triangle as its basic design.

By eliminat-

ing the original red arrowheads on the tips of the
outer triangle and with the totem pole as a theme,
the design was accepted—and patent rights were
granted in September, 1925.
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Every roll carries the triangle trade mark.

Typical view of Islands in the Gulf of Georgia, scene of tree farming experiment.

—Photo by B.C. Govt. Travel Bureau.

ULF ISLANDS TREE FARMS
By E. G. MARPLES

A TREE
FARM, as the name implies, is a tract
of land set aside for the production of successive
crops of timber. Normally the land is privately
owned, and the owner must agree to carry out certain

basic principles of forest management designed to
keep his land in a continuously productive condition.

The movement, started in 1941 in the Pacific

Northwest, has spread rapidly.

In recent years, the forest industries have entered
upon an era of consolidation and have been increas-

ingly concerned with regard to their future timber

supply. For while it was obvious that the land

would produce the timber, there was no machinery
set up whereby the individual or corporation could
be assured of a share of that growth every year in
perpetuity.
The Sloan Report, in 1945, recommended that

new systems of forest tenure and taxation be

developed to encourage private forestry. The first
step in this direction was taken in 1947, when the
government introduced the new system of tenure
known as the Forest Management Licence, but while
a Management Licence might in the broadest appli-

cation of the term, be called a Tree Farm, it differs

from the accepted meaning of the term in that it
apphes to Crown Land.

Meanwhile, the situation on private land remained
unchanged.

They were still taxed according to the

system evolved in the early days and designed specifically to ensure the Crown revenue from virgin timber,

which the owner had acquired along with the land,
and which had cost him nothing to produce. ‘This

was fair enough in its day, but where the owner
must grow the second and successive crops from the

seedling stage to maturity, bearing all the costs of
planting, protection and supervision throughout the
life of the stand, the existing system of taxation had
made tree farming a poor risk financially.
Consequently, in 1951 an amendment was made
to the Taxation Act to provide reduced taxation on
privately owned forest land certified as tree farm land.

In order to obtain this certification the owner must

make application to the Minister of Lands and
Forests, presenting information on the present growth

on the area and outlining a programme of forest
management designed to keep the land continuously
productive. The area is then inspected by a govern-

ment forester and if everything is satisfactory, the
certificate is duly granted.
The Powell River Company Limited has filed an

application for a Tree Farm certificate on 10,000
acres of forest land on Galiano and Valdes Islands.

Here was a piece of timberland only 30 miles

from Vancouver, loggable practically the whole year
round, readily accessible by tractor or truck, and with

a steady local population willing and anxious not
only to log small and widely scattered stands of
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mature timber, but also willing to go in with horses
and farm tractors to take out fir and cedar poles and
piling and small pulp.
Forty-one per cent of the land area supports stands

of immature timber ranging in age from 5 to 100
years. Forty-six per cent is composed of immature
stands which have been logged through to a greater
or lesser degree. Five per cent of the ground has been
logged clean within the last five or six years, and most
of this is reproducing satisfactorily.

to that which exists on most of our timberland,
where we are forced by reason of locality, climate or
ground conditions, to pay taxes and receive no return

until the entire stand is cut at maturity.
Preliminary calculations of the growth potential
indicate that the ground should be capable of producing approximately four million F.B.M. per year.
For the time being the yield will be considerably less
than this, for a considerable portion of the forest
area is not yet producing.

Meantime, our management programme consists

‘The distribution of age classes of immature timber
is excellent, for there are considerable areas of timber
from 60 to 100 years old. These older classes have
resulted from past fires and are particularly valuable

chiefly of salvage of cedar and fir poles and piling

in that stands of that age are not very plentiful on

years, through capable management; the allowable
cut will be gradually increased. Our Gulf Islands
tree farm shows every indication of paying its way

the coast.

The growing site, or growth capacity of the soil
is fair on the whole, for the soil on the slopes and in
the valleys is quite good, and the timber is reasonably

tall.
The greatest asset on these islands, however, is

The ground is firm, usually with a
gravelly subsoil and, with the exception of a few
accessibility.

from the areas, and the removal of a certain amount
of old-growth timber in areas where logging will not
damage young growth.

The stand will be gradually improved over the

right from the start while remaining in a state of
continuous productivity.

Naturally we will encounter many problems.
This constitutes the first attempt at intensive forestry
on a commercial scale, and we have much to learn

on the subject. We will have to feel our way

every corner of the islands where timber grows.
The fact that we have substantial areas of 60 - 100

cautiously and make every effort to avoid the more
obvious mistakes, for there will be plenty of problems
which we can only solve by trial and error. Our
cutting regulations must be strict enough to conform
with good forestry, yet reasonable enough to keep
the operators working.

year-old timber, and can move around in it to pick
it over, means that we can expect a steady revenue
from the property. This ts a very different situation

doing our part to make the scheme a success.

weeks in mid-winter, logging is a year round proposition. in the drier months, roads can be pushed in to

CLAUDE ISBISTER DROPS IN
“(CANADA
is leaving
no stone unturned
in its
search for
new markets—and
our Trade Commissioners in all parts of the world are doing first

class jobs of selling Canada and Canadian products.”’

This information was made by Mr. Claude
Isbister of the Department of Trade and Commerce,
during a recent trip to Powell River, where he saw

a western pulp and paper mill in operation for the
first time.

Mr. Isbister stated that Canadian industrial
stability and know-how are highly regarded in
foreign countries; and that the sound financial
policy of the government has given our nation
tremendous prestige. He was hopeful, too, of
future potential markets in the Orient.

It was Mr. Isbister’s first trip to Powell River:

and he was particularly impressed with number 8
paper machine and the size and extent of the plant
properties.
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We are one of the pioneers in tree farming in
British Columbia, and we have every intention of
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Architect’s sketch of the 35,000-seat B.E.G. stadium.

BRITISH EMPIRE GAMES FOR VANCOUVER IN 1954
LN British
the summer
of 1954,
City of Vancouver,
Columbia,
will bethe
a rendezvous
for one
of the most colorful athletic carnivals of modern
times—the British Empire Games.

On Vancouver will converge the pick of the
athletes from the British Empire and Commonwealth—-men and women from every corner of the

globe. Ceylon, Australia, New Zealand, India.

Jamaica. Canada. Trinidad. Great Britain. Pakistan
—every land and clime which retains membership in
this unique federation of nations and peoples, wil!
send its representatives.

It is a tremendous undertaking—but, Mr. and
Mrs. Vancouver, who, a year hence, will act as
Canadas hosts, will be ready with the outstretched
hand of hospitality and every facility, to welcome
their brothers and sisters of the far flung Common-

wealth. A 35.000 spectator stadium will be built:
swimming pools constructed: a special ‘Games’

in track and field.

l¢ was at this meet that Percy

Williams of Vancouver won the sprint ‘double’
for the first time in Olympic history.

Out of these events grew the conception that this
impetus should be maintained—and that opportunity

for more widespread competition among Empire
countries should be available. Following the 1928
Games, a committee was set up—and the first
British Empire Games was billed for, and held at
‘Toronto in 1930. The rotation of the Games is
similar to the Olympics—-and spaced to provide
competition in the ‘off’ years. which means that
Commonwealth athletes have two world gatherings
every four years.
The second Empire Games were held in London

in 1934, the third in Sidney. Australia in 1938.
Then came the long gap of World War [I—and
its aftermath. It was not until 1950 that the
Games were revived. when the nations of the Com-

Village for accommodation of athletes erected: and
all necessary indoor and outdoor facilities completed.

monwealth came together for the fourth time at

What are the British Empire Games? How did
they originate and why were they organized?

The British Empire Games are probably one of
the most friendly athletic competitions held any-

The first actual, though unofficial, Empire

bickering. which all too often mar the spirit of the

Games, were held in London in 1911 to celebrate
the Coronation of George V. ‘This. while a lone
wolf effort, undoubtedly was the seed from which
the later British Empire Games developed. Until
1930, it had been the custom. at the close of each
Olympiad. to hold a competition between athletes of

the British Empire and the United States—a
practise still carried on. In this competition was
a further seed to an idea suggesting an exclusive

gathering of the Clans.’’

The idea, while discussed many times in _preceding years, received spirited inspiration from the

1928 Olympics, when British Empire athletes

turned in outstanding and spectacular performances

Auckland, New Zealand.

where in the world today. The quarreling and

modern Olympiad, are conspicuously absent.
Competition is tough. events are contested with
spirit and keenest rivalry—but overall is the happy
and friendly reunion of men and women who have
something of a common ideal—and who look forward to these Games not only as a contest but, more
important, as a great family gathering where the bond
of friendship and the cementing of mutual ties means
more than winning.

It is to this reunion of relatives that the city of
Vancouver, tn the name of Canada, will play host
in 1954—and bring to residents and visitors one of
the world’s most spectacular, colorful and inspiring

athletic pageants.
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HREE PROMOTIONS ANNOUNCED
“THESales
appointment
of Gordon C. Dougias as
Manager of the Company's sawmilling

Alberni Pacific Lumber Company. At the outbreak
of war he specialized in aeronautical engineering and

Mills and Maple Ridge Lumber Company, was

purchasing department and came to Powell River
Company in 1945 as an Industrial Engineer.

division, British Columbia Manufacturing Company
and its afhliated lumber mills Westminster Shook

joined the Boeing organization. He left their

announced early this year by Harold S. Renwick.

Vice-President and General Manager of the
companies.

Gordon is a native of British Columbia attending

primary schools in British Columbia, Eastern

Canada and as far away as Glasgow after which he
graduated from the University of British Columbia
in Arts and Commerce.
On graduation he became an articled law student
but the war interrupted his career in this direction.
He enlisted as a private, was promoted from the
ranks and was discharged with the rank of mayor.
He joined Alaska Pine Company Limited after the
war. working in the lumber production department.
later transferring to the sales division where he was

J MeMillan

In June, 1946, he was appointed Assistant
Purchasing Agent and early in 1948 took over the
purchasing for the Company's logging subsidiaries.
When the big expansion program at Powell River
started. he rejoined the Mill Purchasing Division.
John lives in West Vancouver where he and his
wife, Dorothy, have a fine home and plenty of fresh
air for four growing children, John Jr. 10, Jane 6,

Marjorie 3 and Kenneth 1!'%. He takes a great

interest in golf, and is a member of Capilano Golf
Club and has been known to shoot the odd game
in the 8Q s.

Jack Graham. who takes over as Assistant Purchas-

ing Agent, has been with Powell River Company

G. C. Douglas

At the
beginning of this year he joined the Powell River

for 20 years. He joined the organization as a Secretary

His chief hobbies are his family and gardening.
Gordon and his wife Ruth. have two fine daughters,
Wendy 9 and Jandi 6. An ardent rugby player at
college, he has been too busy since his return from

obtaining the rank of Pilot Officer.
Returning to the Company in November, 194),

promoted to Assistant to the Sales Manager.

organization.

overseas to take up his former interest in sports.
Welcome to the organization, Gordon:

Two promotions in our Company's Vancouver
Office have recently been announced. Mr. John

in the Executive Department in May, 1932, and was
appointed Office Manager in June, 1940. In April,

1943, he joined the Royal Canadian Air Force,

he joined the Forestry Division in charge of all
forest records. Recently he has been Manager of
the Powell River Company's aircraft operations.
Jack was born in Calgary and attended school
both there and in Vancouver. His first position was

McMillan has been appointed Assistant Manager of
Kelley Spruce Limited, a subsidiary of the Company:
and Mr. J. M. (Jack) Graham has been appointed
Assistant Purchasing Agent.

with the Canadian National Railways, which he

John McMillan was born in Vancouver where
he took his primary schooling, later moving to

Kay. have two fine children, Marilyn 11 and David
/. Their beautiful home on Puget Drive overlooks

Alberni where he attended high school. He

graduated from University of British Columbia in
1938 in Arts and Commerce after which he joined

left to join Powell River Company.

His chief hobbies are his family, fishing, golf,
and of necessity, gardening. Jack and his wife.

the city towards the ocean and mountains, and

mowing the lawn and looking after the flower beds
keep Jack fully occupied.
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New 12,500 K.W. Turbine being installed in Steam Plant addition.

"MORE POWER FOR POWELL” IS STEAM PLANT’S THEME
HEN the 1950-1952 modernization and ex-

pansion program was initiated the three

largest projects were speed ups on paper machines,

steam plant expansion and construction of a new

step was sufficient to provide steam for the tonnage
visualized at the conclusion of that program.

made up one half of the capital expenditures for the
program. The steam plant, on which $2,700,000
has been spent 1s now in operation—and its opening

When the new Development Program was undertaken, in 1950, it immediately became apparent that
the steam plant facilities would not be adequate to
meet the mill requirements for steam and additional
steam plant capacity became necessary. Coupled

wharf. Between them these three installations

in April practically wound up the three year
$15,000,000 expansion program at Powell River.

As part of the 1948 development program, a

considerable amount of work was done in the steam
Excavation for Steam Plant started 18 months ago.

a

plant, modernizing existing boilers, installing feedwater heaters and other auxiliaries to improve the

efficiency and increase the plant capacity. This

with the shortage of steam required the new production would require more electrical power than

the hydro-electric system could support. This

meant the installation of a back-pressure steam
turbine to make up the deficiency between power
demand and hydro-electric capacity.

When No. 7 boiler was installed in 1930, the
planning at that time had been sufficiently fore-

sighted to anticipate the possibility of high pressure
steam for power at some future date. This boiler
was so constructed to produce 600 pound pressure
steam although, for the last twenty-three years, it has
been operating at a maximum pressure of 200 pounds

in conjunction with our other smaller boilers. A
point not fully realized in 1930, however, was that
when high temperature steam is being generated
from hog fuel for power purposes, special provisions
have to be made to keep mud and salt carried with

the fuel from caking on the outside of the boiler
tubes and rapidly curtailing the boiler’s production.

Based upon experience in burning hog fuel in various

plants in the last twenty years, it was found that
while No. 7 could produce steam at 600 pounds

pressure, the power available from this steam would

be very limited because it would be impossible to
bring it up to a sufficiently high temperature.
It was, therefore, decided to install an oil-fired,
separately fired superheater in conjunction with the
Page Ten

existing No. 7 boiler. By this means, steam would
be generated by No. 7 boiler but no attempt would

be made to heat it to a high temperature in this
unit. This steam would then pass through the
separately fired superheater where it would be raised

in temperature from approximately 500 degrees F.
to 800 degrees F. It would then join the steam from

No. 8 boiler and the joint output from the two

boilers would be fed to the new turbine. ‘The steam
discharged would then be piped to various parts of
the mill.

It was determined that a 12,500 KW turbine
would be required to meet our foreseeable production requirements. With No. 7 boiler, having
a normal capacity of around 100,000 pounds of
steam per hour, No. 8 is designed to produce an
additional 250,000 pounds of steam per hour to
adequately supply the turbine.

As a matter of general interest, the capacity of
the new turbine translated into practical terms.
could supply power for a city of 50,000 people.

The boiler, itself, has a number of unusual

[t is designed for extreme versatility. At
the present time, hog fuel or oil can be burned.
Provision has been made in the boiler and in the
features:

building arrangements for pulverized coal, gas, or
waste liquor from the sulphite mill to be burned in

this boiler, if necessary at a later date.
The complete boiler, turbine and separately fired
superheater installation are housed in a new extension
to the existing steam plant. ‘This extension consists
of a structural steel framework with concrete walls.
floors and roof. In addition to the above facilities,

the central mill electric switching, metering, and
control rooms are installed in this same building,

as well as steam plant offices and water treatment
laboratory. Every attempt has been made to make

this building and all its appointments as modern
as possible and this new extension presents quite
an imposing feature of our mill structures and overshadows the old Steam Plant building to which it
is attached.

In order to supply hog fuel to this new unit, the
hog fuel unloading and handling system had to be

completely rebuilt. A new high-speed six-ton

Colby Engineering 6 Manufacturing Company hog
fuel unloading tower was installed on wharf ‘‘B’’,

_—>_ we . thuf

View of hog fuel conveyor system, running direct from wharf to steam p lant.

a section of which was rebuilt and stiffened up

for this service. A total of seventeen new conveyors

were installed to take the hog fuel from the water-

front into storage and from there to the steam
plant with any excess being returned again to
storage.

The storage area for hog fuel has been very

greatly extended.

The area now used was formerly

occupied by the old Barker Mill, which went out
of operation in 1946 when it was replaced by the
Hydraulic Barker Plant.

Storage was provided by

the simple expedient of knocking out one of the

concrete walls, patching and_ reinforcing the
remaining three. A storage capable of handling
approximately fifteen scowloads of hog fuel was
made available, sheltered on three sides from wind.

At the time this article is being written, No. 8

boiler is being warmed up preparatory to going into
service. The new hog fuel system is working and

by the end of April all the hog fuel conveying
systems in and around the steam plant should be
in full operation.

Page Eleven
Three million dollar Steam Plant modernization in final stages.
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BRINGING DOWN THE BUDGE

House
of Commons is crowded to capacity.
Every member is 1n his seat. The galleries are

filled to overflowing. Radio announcers stand by
their mikes, ready for instant action. Hope, uncertainty, apprehension, optimism are in the air.
Into the tense, expectant House, despatch case in
hand, comes the man of the hour, the Honorable
Douglas Abbott, Minister of Finance, carrying with
him decisions and policies that will affect, in one way

or another, the lives of every Canadian from the
Pacific to the Atlantic.
Budget day in the Canadian House of Commons
is an occasion unparalleled in nations outside the

British Commonwealth. Until the Minister of
Finance starts speaking, no Canadian, not even mem-

bers of the Cabinet, knows what Mr. Abbott has

up his sleeve. It is one of the nations most
zealously guarded secrets—and any leak from the
imside is viewed as an indictable offense. On two

separate occasions British Chancellors of the

Exchequer have been dismissed from office because
of ill guarded, pre-budget utterances.
Budget procedure in Canada differs radically from

a it is fee OE 33
The Hon. Douglas Abbo

that of the United States and most European
countries.

Here it is a Cabinet responsibility and
No person, Cabinet Minister or other-

the annoying stamp tax on cheques and documents.
Since 1939, the value of Canada's gross national

and his assistant has seen the Budget, in its entirety.

in 1952. Population, now 14'4 million, has

public before Budget day. No appropriation

country, with tremendous areas of undeveloped

Parliament, in practise, has little to do with its
preparation.

wise with the exception of Mr. Abbott, his deputy

product has risen from 5.7 billion to over 23 billion

Major matters of policy—income and corporation
taxes, etc. are discussed beforehand—but no hint
of the actual contents ever seeps through to the

increased 17.4% since 1946.
Canadian post war financing has established, as
its basic principle, the face that Canada 1s a youthful

committees pass on special phases—no preliminary

estimates are submitted to Parliament, as in the
United States. The Budget is presented to Parliament——and is debated for weeks after. It may be
accepted or rejected, and if rejected (a rare, 1f not
unknown feature), the Government would promptly
resign and a new election would be called. Bringing
down the Budget is a dramatic, outstanding episode
in the Canadian Parliamentary year.

Successive Canadian Finance Ministers have
operated on one basic principle—the presentation
of a balanced Budget—and this, in no small measure,

has accounted for our nation’s financial strength.
When Mr. Abbott presented his 1953 Budget he
was budgeting for his seventh consecutive surplus.
Outstanding features of this Budget provide for a
reduction in personal income taxes and in corpora-

tion tax. <A further step in the elimination of

double taxation was the right to deduct directly
from tax payable 20% of net dividends received
from Canadian corporations. Other concessions
included removal of the 10% Sales Tax on many
items, reduction in cigarette tax and elimination of

wealth. Consequently, no tax structure should be
erected that would discourage industrial development,

by blunting initiative, or impairing production, at
a time when every effort is necessary to continue
our spectacular progress and development. To
balance this principle against new and extraordinary
defence requirements, improved welfare plans for our
people and the necessity of combatting inflation, has

not been an easy job. But it has been tackled

conscientiously and, in the over-all picture, fairly
successfully.

‘Today the Canadian dollar is one of the world’s
strongest currencies—and for over a year has been

at a premium over the United States dollar. This
years Budget, while providing for the _ largest
expenditure in history, has brought important, if

not as large as hoped for, tax concessions to almost
every section of the country. The 20% allowance
for dividends of Canadian companies has been hailed

as an imaginative and bold move to _ encourage
investment capital; and the reduction in corporation
and income taxes as a further step in the maintenance
of private enterprise.
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OPEN HOUSE

FRESULTS
of the two
post-waratexpansion
and
modernization
programs
Powell River,
which cost the Company $30,000,000 over a
seven-year period, will go on display during a plantwide Open House scheduled tentatively for May 27.
Special exhibits will augment the supervised mill

tours for the many _ visitors expected. The
Company's story will also be told with signs.
souvenir booklets, and brief addresses by Management representatives during the refreshment period.
ORONATION CELEBRATIC
in common with the rest of the British Commonwealth, loyal Powell Riverites will mark the crown-

ing of Queen Elizabeth on June 2nd with a

colorful street parade and suitable entertainment and

ceremonies at Iimberlane Park. A Coronation
Dance will be held at night in Dwight Hall under

the auspices of the Imperial Order, Daughters of the
Empire.
The last time Powell River celebrated a coronation
was in 1937 when George VI was crowned.
B. M. MacIntyre, prominent Powell River business
man and former M.L.A. is chairman of the committee.

MEDAL OF MERIT
For his fine services to scouting, mill carpenter
Harry Heslop was awarded the prized Medal of

Merit in February. His Excellency, GovernorGeneral Vincent Massey, Canada’s Chief Scout, made

the announcement on the eve of the _ birthday

anniversary of the late Lord Baden-Powell of
Gilwell, founder of the world-wide Boy Scout

worked

MacKenzie of Public Relations changed the sign on March 14.

movement. District Scout Commissioner Heslop

has devoted 22 years in Powell River
to the cause of Scouting.

Shakespeare's ‘“‘Hamlet’’ made a hit
with high school students and adults

alike.

IDEAS PAY OFF
Wharf shedmen A. J. Korpi and
C. F. Churchman received a joint

FLOOD RELIEF

AROUND

award of $500 in March for their

suggestions to improve loading’ |
methods of newsprint rolls aboard
ships. Lesser awards ranging from
$50 to $5 were given for their ideas
to A. J. Montgomery, Walter Hopkins, Frank Scott, John McDougall,

\

TOWR

and Golden Stanley.

BIGGER AIRCRAFT

A new chapter was written into Powell River's
air transportation in March when Queen Charlotte
Airlines replaced three small planes with a DC-3,
capable of seating Z8 passengers.

of the

Westview airstrip and the introduction of the larger
aircraft should prove a boon not only to the travelling
public at large, but also to organizations flying in
special groups. The planes are now scheduling two
daily flights from Vancouver to Powell River.
CONTEST GETS NAME

Honoring Lord Willingdon, the first Governor-

General to visit Powell River, ‘“‘“Willingdon Arena”
will be the name of the year-round ice rink and community centre at Willingdon Beach Park. The name
was selected from 335 suggestions entered in a special

contest organized by the Powell River & District

Skating % Curling Club. ‘Lo attract more attention
to its fund raising campaign for the proposed arent,
the Club has been bringing top-notch entertainment
from Vancouver each month since February—when

Powell River’s branch of the
Imperial Order Daughters of the
Empire and the local Dutch community came quickly to the aid of
Furope’s Flood Relief Fund, the
former staging a tag day, and the
latter a two-day Dutch Fair, both of

which were generously supported by
district residents.
RECORD CROWD

More than 2,000 persons, one of the largest

crowds ever assembled locally under one roof, was

attracted to the Brooks High School Carnival on
March 6 by imaginative publicity stunts arranged
by the students themselves. These included air-

craft dropping leaflets, a cavalcade of decorated cars
and roadside signs good enough to make two Vancouver daily newspapers.

“Indications were we would get a good turnout,

but we never anticipated anything like this’’’
commented principal G. S. Brynjolfson.

Powell River’s famed Pipe Band added another

feather to its much decorated cap on March 7
when its drummers took the Bob Wiley Trophy
at the Seattle Pipe Bands Indoor Competition.

Drum Major Bert Sorley led local drummers
James Robertson, Art Forbes, Harry Steel, and
Bruce Montgomery to victory in the drum section

of the Puget Sound city contest.

MUSIC
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T. Morgan, Cardo Smalley, T. L. Fawick, S$. Morton

ND THE BAND PLAYED ON—\thanks to
Incredible as it may seem, the Shook Mills is

‘To show the men at the mill the important part
they played in the production of the violins, Mr.
Fawick flew to Vancouver with several of his
masterpieces and engaged one of the city’s out-

and exacting manufacture of violins—a most

special gathering of the day shift crew, Mr. Smalley

stock as stringers, uppers, ladder stock, planking,

resiliancy of the violins.

About two years ago Mr. Tom Morgan, manager
of the Shook Mills, received a request for a small
amount of 144x10 edge grain Hemlock. Khe was
told the purpose for which the stock was required,
but knowing the ever-versatile lumber industry, he
thought no more about it. A short while later the
Shook Mills shipped another larger quantity of the

clearly.
His hobby has proved so interesting and successful

the Westminster Shook Mills, one of the three
sawmills in the B.C. Manufacturing group.
now supplying West Coast Hemlock for the precise

unusual thing for a big sawmill which cuts such
dry dimensions, etc.

same stock.

The Hemlock was destined for Mr. Thomas L.
rawick, a wealthy industrialist from Cleveland,
Ohio, who has made a hobby both of collecting
rare violins and now of making them. Although
Mr. Fawick is not a musician, he is a great lover
His avid interest in violins caused him to
search for some way in which to produce a violin
of music.

that would be accessible to the average person with-

out sacrificing quality, the criterion of this delicate
instrument. Being an engineer by profession and
a prolific inventor by nature, he eventually devised
a process for treating wood which in some way, a
secret to all but himself, made it adaptable for his
purpose.

His next problem was the specie of wood to use.
His Vancouver representative, Mr. Stan Morton of
Renold-Coventry Ltd., heard of this and contacted
Tom Morgan. Hence the shipments of West Coast
Fiemlock, and simultaneously, success.
‘Twenty-three violins"%:ave now been made from

the Shook Mills stock and according to tests con-

ducted in a Los Angeles theatre, the instruments Mr.
Fawick has produced are comparable to the revered

Stradivarius violins. Top musical celebrities in

the United States, including men of such calibre as
Jascha Heifetz, made the above comparison.
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standing violinists, Mr. Cardo Smalley. At a

brilliantly displayed the mellow tones and
It is the sounding board or

face of the instrument which is made of Hemlock
and its successful adaption was displayed most
that Mr. Fawick is now constructing a small factory
to manufacture these violins on a larger scale. He
hopes to market them for around $1,000.

It 1s hoped that he will be able to pursue. his
hobbies further, if his duties as president of Federal

‘Truck Company and of The Fawick Air-Flex
Corporation (now merged into the Federal-Fawick
Corporation) will permit. His participation in both
the latter companies came about through his inventions.

Fie designed the revolutionary air-flex clutch.
now used on all oil-well drilling rigs and also on the
brake at the Powell River log haul.
Cardo Smalley and T. L. Fawick

HE PEEKS BEHIND RUSSIA’S PAPER CURT
By DON CARLSON, Business Editor, The Vancouver Sun

EGULARLY, the
American Chemical

Society gets hold of
Russian reports on the
Soviet pulp and paper

industry, which it
whisks to a Powell

River Company research
chemist named Dr. John

Keays with orders to

“The Russians are only now talking about artificial stones (used to grind pulpwood into groundwood pulp). We got into them 15 years ago.”
‘‘In organic chemistry, Keays said, they are up
to us. Their work on sulphite pulp could be taken

right out of our current literature. But their stuff

on actual paper production is out of our journals of
10 to 15 years ago.

Chance led Keays into his unique role. As a

read, digest, and

McGill undergraduate, he picked Russian language

interpret.

American Chemical Society's (largest in the world)
No. 1 watchdog on Soviet pulp and paper.

A man getting such
Dr. John Keays
intimate glimpses _behind the Iron Curtain is rare, so I visited Keays at
his office in Powell River, where he'd just finished
‘‘abstracting’’ the latest Moscow datelined essay.
‘‘Russian paper makers,’’ he said, nodding mildly
contemptuously at the black-bound, glossy-paper
Russian volume without pictures, ‘‘are 10 to 15
years behind us. —

He recited his arguments why. ‘Their fastest

paper machines run 1200 feet a minute, he said.
Powell River averaged 1500-plus feet.

purely “on a whim.” Today, he’s big, influential

That makes him, boasts Dr. Ralph Patterson,
Powell River Company's technical director, ‘“‘the
world’s expert’ on a Russian industry which has
the resources, ‘timber, power, cheap labor’’ to make
it potentially a tough export competitor of Canada.
So far, however, Keays assures his western world
associates, ‘the Russians seem to worry mostly about
what they d like to do, not about what they ve done.
‘There was a long report recently describing paper
machines they d like to have—2Z,000 feet a minute,
90 per cent efficiency. Who wouldn't?’

MIRROR FOCUSES ATTENTION ON “NO. 1” IN HEW CONTEST
UST as the housewife was the central figure in
Powell River’s novel December-January telephone
Safety Quiz, so the millworker himself was selected
as the ‘‘target’’ for the original Safety Contest which

followed.

March 24. On that day an accident occurred in the
old machine room, and vice-president R. M. Cooper

sent a letter to all employees, asking them not to
slacken their efforts, but rather to use the new ‘run

as a springboard for an even greater safety performance.

Look into the mirror, said the special window
display in the Company’s Central Building, and
you'll see the best safety guard ever invented.

By press-time the safety quiz prizes had been

claimed again, but no lost-time accident had marred
the Safe Days score board. (See cut on page 13).

As an incentive for every man to be on guard
against accidents, valuable merchandise prizes
rewarded those contestants who could answer the
weekly safety questions posed to them by safety
supervisor Stuart Slade and Union safety representatives Herb Keech and John Cramb.

Ruled ineligible, for the rest of the month, were
members of a shift or department which had a lost-

time accident during that month. Prizes were
increased in value every time a contestant, whose
name was picked up at random from the list of mull
employees, failed to supply the correct quiz answers.
As the contest gathered momentum, the entire mill
went 37 days without a single lost-time accident by
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Prizes, rules displayed in window.

POWELL RIVER

Dr. G. Allen, C. Walker and Dr. A. Robertson watch Dr. J. Keays open Isotopes box.

ATOMIC
to most
people
means
bombsenergy
and atomic
warfare
although
theatomic
use of
atomic energy for power production is also receiving
some attention in the lay press. It is not generally

realized, however, that the multi-million dollar

CO. -Hereg
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studies and developed a method for treating pulp
fibres with radioactive iodine. “Tagged” fibres of
this kind were first used in 1950 at the Baie Comeau

mill of the Quebec North Shore Paper Company.

Here Institute technicians introduced a small amount

expenditures on atomic piles and on nuclear research
have given science its newest and perhaps its most
powerful tool for non-military research investigations.

of activated fibres into the pulp system just before

Some naturally occurring materials, such as

and the distribution of the fibres during the paper

uranium and radium, have been known for many
years to be substances which are constantly giving
off energy as they slowly change into other substances.

These naturally occurring radioactive materials are
exceedingly rare, exceeding costly to obtain, and not
always suited to the requirements of research. ‘The
atomic piles such as those at Chalk River in Ontario
and at Oak Ridge in the United States have now
made it possible for man to produce many new radio-

active substances which are proving to be of very
great value in such fields as medicine and industrial
research. Radioactive cobalt metal, produced in

Canada’s atomic pile, is one of the most potent
weapons known today in the fight against cancer.

The value of radioactive materials in industrial
investigations depends to a great extent on the fact
that they give off energy just as a hot substance gives

off heat. Instruments have been built which are
extremely sensitive to this radioactive energy and with

which infinitesimal quantities of the radioactive
materials may be detected. To give on example of
the new tricks made possible by the use of these
materials, let us consider the proverbial needle in
the haystack. If the needle were made of a radioactive metal it could be found as easily as if it had

a voice which kept on saying, ‘Here I am, here I am.”’

If a wood fibre is impregnated with a radioactive
material it will be just like the talking needle and can

no longer hide -among other fibres but will be

conspicuous to the sensitive detecting instruments.
This furnishes a new technique for the study of pulp
flow in the papermaking process.
Scientists at the Pulp and Paper Research Institute
7

of Canada in Montreal were quick to realize the
value of radioactive materials in pulp and pa

the paper machine. By studying the paper produced
they were able to learn new facts about the movement
making process.
In December of 1952 the Pulp and Paper Research

Institute suggested that further experiments along

these lines be conducted on the high speed newsprint

machines at Powell River. Mutually satisfactory
arrangements were worked out and technical men
from the Montreal Institute assisted by Powell River
Company research laboratory technicians are conducting the experiment. As in the previous trials
pulp fibres treated with radioactive iodine will be
used.

These will be injected into the pulp flows

feeding two high speed paper machines and will be
incorporated into the finished paper with no inter-

ruption in normal operation. The amounts of

radioactive material required are so small that no
health hazard exists either in the making or the
handling of the paper.

The paper containing the

activated fibres will appear normal in all respects but
sensitive instruments will still be capable of locating

the tagged fibres and in this way their behaviour
during the forming of the paper sheet from the wet
pulp can be studied.

~— ou

Additions of radioactive fibre will be made at
several places in the machine headbox, the experi-

ments being designed to study such important
factors-as the degree of mixing, the effect of flow

rectifiers and the behaviour of the fibres on the paper
machine wire.

It is felt that this radioactive tracer technique is
one which may aid in the solution of many different

pulp and paper problems and the Powell River

laboratory staff is pleased to have this opportunity of
learning how studies of this kind are undertaken.
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WHITEHORSE TO WINNIPEG BY DOG TEAM
too. For the tall, slim, quiet spoken timekeeper—
[ 1 hit
is just
yearsnewspapers,
since Gerardmagazines,
(Gerry) Belanger
the seven
continent's
and
first aid man—and commissary operator was then

radio programs with his unprecedented feat of

the big noise at centre for the famed Winnipeg

Today—unless someone tips you off—you'd

out with 11 dogs and lost four during as many

covering the 2,467 miles between Whitehorse and
Winnipeg by dog sled.
never guess that the slightly-built, blue eyed, sandyhaired cook of the Olsen Creek Logging Company 1s
the same man who conceived and carried out what
became known far and wide as “‘Operation Husky.”’
And yet somehow the challenging four-months’ trip

along the snowy Alaska Highway fits right into
Gerry's makeup.
A strong trade unionist, he played a major role in

forming Whitehorse’s All-Union Committee in 1944

and raising funds for it with a spectacular Winter
Carnival the following year.
That summer he got the backing of Whitehorse
businessmen for his proposed dog team dash to
Winnipeg to publicize Yukon’s Golden Jubilee. But
getting permission from the military authorities to
use the Alaska Highway wasn’t so simple. In fact,
Gerry received the green light only after his friend
Mike Czech rigged up a truck to serve as sleeping and
eating quarters and agreed to accompany him over the

military road.
Fasily the most memorable highlights of the trip

to the pair were the friendly receptions accorded them
by service clubs, boards of trade, and civic officials all
along the route. These became particularly enthusi-

astic when they were joined by a car-load of wartime entertainers at Edmonton.

Radio stations and newspapers proved a great help

in advertising their programs, which comprised

Gerry's talk on the Alaska Highway, a variety show,
and a public dance. Coincidentally enough, among
radio men Gerry encountered on the prairies, was
‘Tom Benson, younger brother of Jack Benson, time-

‘Tom, who interviewed Gerry at Headingly, a dozen miles out of

Monarchs ice hockey club.

It was also at Headingly that Gerry, who started

months on the road, wound up with 12 when one

of the huskies had pups. That's the only time on
record a husky became a mother in a hotel!’’ recalls

Gerry with a chuckle.

Although its success exceeded the sponsors’ best
hopes—'‘‘the betting was 10-1 when we left Whitehorse on December 7, 1945, that I wouldn’t make
it —-Operation Husky failed to achieve its designed
purpose of publicizing the Yukon’s Golden Jubilee
at Whitehorse for two reasons. One was that the

Alaska Highway was not thrown open to tourist

traffic immediately after the war, as had been fondly
expected by his Whitehorse backers. ‘The other was

that Dawson City had insisted that it—and not

Whitehorse—was the place of the Yukon’s discovery
and the celebration was held there instead, in 1946!

“It was a worthwhile and unforgettable experi-

ence, just the same,’’ says Gerry today as he and his
wife keep the Olsen Creek loggers well fed in a spotless cook house.

But he admits that he’d sooner travel in his
immaculate Pontiac eight—the wondrous sight of
Olsen Creek, with its eight miles of logging road—
than by any dog team. June, the Belanger’s threeyear-old daughter and cook house mascot, is ready
to take her father's word for that every time he takes
her for a car ride.

What little June will probably never understand,
however, is how her daddy was able to buy such a

beautiful car by mail—which he did. But that’s
another story that a livewire car salesman in Van-

keeper at the Olsen Creek camp.

couver will never tire retelling!

Winnipeg, has since become a special events announcer

EDITOR’S NOTE:—Located 15 miles from Powel!
River on Powell Lake, the Olsen Creek Logging Co.
Ltd. is one of seven logging companies owned by the
Powell River Company.

for the C.B.C. at Toronto.

And had Gerry arrived in the Manitoba metropolis

some 20 years earlier he could have seen Jack 1n action,
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Little June’s Dad and favorite car.

“"Whitehorse-Winnipeg Special” and prairie admirers.

Variety of packages produced by

NEW HAVEN COMPANY GROWS WITH ITS CUSTOMERS
"THEflakes,
housewife
picks up
a box
of granulated
soap
the husband
opens
a carton
of cigarettes,
the youngster reaches for a box of tissue hankies.
Each takes the convenient, practical, yet attractive
packaging for granted, yet behind these 1s a story of
manufacturing, sales, and service almost undreamed

of before the turn of this century.
It is a story of particular interest to Powell River
which supplies unbleached sulphite pulp to such
converting mills as The New Haven Pulp and Board

Three years later an expansion program was
embarked upon, which included the erection of a

four-storey building at New Haven with 65,000

square feet of space, in addition to existing buildings
used for carton manufacture, and the installation of a
new boiler plant at Bartgis. Many plant 1tmprovements were also made, among them additions to No.
2 paper board machine and the installation of new
5-color presses and high speed gluing equipment.

In 1949 round-the-clock quality control depart-

Company of New Haven, Connecticut, and its

ments were established at New Haven and Bartgis to

Formed in 1901 by a group of New Haven

departure is described by F. S. Wakeman, executive

associate, the Bartgis Brothers Company of IIchester,
Maryland.

business men, including W. R. Shaffer (now chairman of the board of directors), “—The New Haven
Company started with 35 people and a paper board
machine with a capacity of about 25 tons a day. In
1945 the company purchased the controlling interest

in The Bartgis Brothers Company, increasing the
annual production to 90,000 tons.

maintain higher production standards and assure
customers of uniform high quality cartons. This

vice-president of the New Haven Pulp and Board
Company and general manager of The Bartgis

Brothers Company, as one of the most important steps
taken by these companies during the past decade.

‘We grow and prosper as we furnish the board
and boxes used for packaging such items as food,
soap, tobacco, etc.’’, says J. S. Miller, president of
both companies.

second high-speed 5-color rotary press.

of |

“We grow as our customers are able to sell their
products and require boxes for them. We leave no
stone unturned to see that they are furnished boxes
which will work well on their high-speed machines
and represent their products as they wish them represented on the shelves of self-serving stores.

“We are also striving to keep up with these

expanding industries by continuously improving our

plants, developing better methods, rebuilding.

modernizing, and adding new machines which will
improve quality, speed production, and lower the
costs of our products.
‘In one particular respect our company has been
fortunate and that is in the character and ability of
the people working for it,’ Mr. Miller sums up his
company s success.
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PAPER AND INK MUST GO HAND IN HANI
By PAUL E. LEHRKIND, Chemist, California Ink Co. Ltd.

"TONGUE
andisgroove,
nuts and
paper and
‘The
ink—each
indispensable
tobolts,
the other.
tongue and groove, nuts and bolts, joined forces long
ago and now the paper and ink industries are realizing the importance of close co-operation if superior
printing progress is to be made.

Recently I made a trip from the California Ink

Company to the Powell River Paper Mill. A week
was spent enjoying the noted hospitality of VicePresident Russ Cooper, technical director Dr. Ralph
Patterson, their co-workers and associates. ‘T here
were two reasons for my presence at the largest of
newsprint paper mills: the California Ink Company
was anxious to learn more about paper, and Dr.
Patterson and his. staff were eager to learn more
about ink.
One of the first things that impressed me at Powell
River was the size and quality of the laboratory and
research facilities. It is a fact that you can measure
the size and progressive ability of a company by the

attention given to quality control and research on
their product. Powell River has many
small testing laboratories scattered
throughout the mill at strategic loca-

tions for constant hourly checks of

both pulp stock and paper. The

i

respects.

We, like the paper company, have a large

research organization constantly endeavoring to
develop a better ink. We must always be striving
for an ink that will print better on a given paper—a
shade brighter, perhaps, a bit cleaner, a degree glossier,
a little faster setting, less fly, or perhaps less expensive.

In contrast to the middle west and eastern states,

rotogravure publication printing has not, until this
last year, had much volume on the West Coast. ‘T he
familiar Sunday rotogravure newspaper supplement

must, for economic reasons, be printed near large
population centres. The West Coast now has the

necessary population. This type of printing has

progressed a long way from the old sepia-colored
sections that were popular ten to fifteen years ago.
These magazine sections, to be found in most major
newspapers in the United States and Canada, are
recognized by their clear, clean printing and excellent

color reproduction. In the near future there will be

three large rotogravure publishers on the West Coast
located in the Los Angeles area of California. ‘These

printers, because of the expected
brilliance of Intaglio (rotogravure)

printing, require a higher quality

we

Bo AN he

Lay sth ig, an

information gathered by these control laboratories is of prime importance and invaluable when a product
of utmost uniformity must be turned

_>

newsprint. The inks used are entirely

different from ordinary news ink.
Rotogravure inks are very volatile

and dry by evaporation. News ink
dries by penetration.
The manufacture of rotogravure
newsprint and rotogravure ink must
deal with the same hard economic
facts. The publisher and his advertiser are competing directly with the
magazines and their excellent, highpriced, high-quality paper, and excel-

out. The condition of logs in the

pond, water temperature, physical
characteristics of the pulp, every con-

ceivable contributing factor is carefully evaluated.

In addition to this precise and

routine control, many chemists and
lent, more expensive inks. The
Powell River Company and_ the
technicians are constantly striving to
P. E. Lehrkind
California Ink Company must do
improve the techniques involved in
the manufacture of paper. Others are constantly
their utmost to help the rotogravure printer equal this
testing new materials such as new wood species,
quality type of competition.
different filler materials and adhesives. In addition
Therefore, it is logical that the manufacturers of
the two raw materials used by the printer should
to the excellent testing equipment available, new pilot
plant stainless steel digesters are now being installed
understand both products. ‘There should be a free
to solve some of the unknown factors in sulphite
flow of ideas and problems from one industry to the
pulp production. For several years a small grinding
other, because what helps one helps the other. ‘The
paper man wants the ink to emphasize the good
mill has been grinding all different species of wood
qualities of his paper. He wants an ink that will give
under varying conditions to add to the knowledge of
ground wood pulp manufacture.
the proper gloss, minimum mottle, sharpness, contrast, and other laudable printing characteristics. “The
Another phase of testing for a better product is
ink man wants the paper to be smooth.
now being emphasized. Printability—that is, the
The increase in quality of rotogravure printing on
ability of the paper to work satisfactorily on a printnewsprint in the last fifteen or twenty years is due
ing press and, in conjunction with the ink, produce a
mainly to the improvements in smoothness of the
printed sheet to meet any specified standards.
paper. Other paper characteristics that are important
are: finish, brightness, opacity, color, absorbency,
The ink industry has processes and techniques
ability to print solids and smooth, even half-tones;
subject to the same variances necessitating careful
strength, and.moisture control. In the last few years
quality control. We, too, must have large analytical
staffs because we have numerous raw materials to
printing presses have almost doubled in width and
run twice as fast. This creates new problems and
check for physical and chemical properties. Pigments,
headaches for both the paper and the ink manudyes, solvents, oils, driers and resins must be sampled
facturer. Only by working together and approaching
and tested before they are actually used in a batch of
ink. Fven after this original testing is done, the ink
the publishers problems from all angles will we be
able to give him the two materials he needs to print
is inspected by scientific methods at various phases of
the superior product he must produce.
its manufacture in order to insure uniformity in all
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blessed with people of real citizenship calibre,’ the
FO OR
first Powell
time since
1944,
wasthe
named
River’s
first when
Good John
CitizenMcIntyre
by
committee commented as they ordered two gold
The Powell River News, a dual award was bestowed
upon two outstanding citizens for 1952.
Honored jointly for their good work over the past
25 years were Richard Bull, overhead crane operator
in Powell River’s Number 7 and 8 machine rooms.
and Mrs. Olive Devaud of Westview.

buttons and special certificates inscribed for Mr. Bull
and Mrs. Devaud.

In announcing their unprecedented decision, the
co-sponsoring News, Knights of Pythias and Pythian
Sister Lodges, pointed out that the task of selecting

Wearing a nurse’s uniform because she was nursing
her husband, Alphonse, since deceased, Mrs. Devaud

a winner was becoming increasingly more difficult
with the progressively growing numbers of nomina-

tions submitted to their judging committee each year.
‘Powell River District seems to have been generously
Mr. Bull and Mrs. Devaud with their awards.

These awards were officially presented to the winners at a public banquet in Dwight Hall on February

20 by G. B. LeVae, Powell River harbor super-

intendent, who chaired the gathering.

was introduced as “‘Powell River's Florence Night-

ingale’ with good reason. Born on a farm in

Birmingham, England, she studied nursing at a private
school, became the school's supervisor, was stationed

in London’s 2,000-bed King George Hospital in
1916, and joined her family in Canada after the

First World War. She worked in hospitals in
Vernon, B.C., and Spokane, Wash., before coming
to Powell River in 1925.
Since that time Mrs. Devaud’s many acts of kindness, thoughtfulness, and generosity have endeared her

to all who have come in contact with her. Among
the gifts of Mrs. Devaud and her late husband to the
community 1s an | l-acre tract of land for a chronic
hospital site.

Although rising costs have delayed the
project, it has not been forgotten and will some day
make a fitting memorial to the kindly couple.

Also of English birth, Richard (Dick) Bull came

to Canada in 1919 on the first passenger steamer from

England after the war in which he had enlisted at
the age of 15% years. Contsruction jobs of various

kinds led Dick ever westward until he settled in

Powell River in 1930. ‘That year he helped organize
the district's Community Chest. In 1947 he started
the Red Cross Blood Donors’ Clinic (of which he is
still chairman) when he was president of the local
Red Cross. An air raid warden during the Second
World War, Dick is past grand master of the I.0.O.F.

lodge, was president of the Westview P.T.A. for

two years, has been a member of the Powell River
Cemetery Improvement Association ever since - it
started 13 years ago, is union representative for Local

142 on the Company Safety Committee, and has
been a leading salesman in the mill for war-time
Victory Bonds and post-war Canada Savings Bonds.

Friends say of Dick that he is always available to
give a helping hand to anyone in the community who
is in need of assistance, and is ever ready to aid any
endeavor.

Despite his many interests, Dick still finds time for

a happy home life with Mrs. Bull and their son
Alan (Mickey), their daughter Margaret, now
married, residing in Nanaimo.
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—Photo Industrial Photographics.

The rugged beauty of the country between the British Columbia coast and the rolling hills of the interior
of the province is an awe inspiring sight. Photo was taken in August just north and behind Powell River.

anadas leadinc
manufacturing industry. It is first inemployment, first |
total wages paid, first in export values and first in capita
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A few days ago we noticed a young lady climbing
the clay bank along the side of the road between
Westview and Powell River. When we asked what
she was doing she replied: ‘I’m planting seeds.”’
She pointed out that each year there is an overabundance of nasturtium, larkspur, columbine and
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other seeds in her garden, and she was planting them
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blossoms along the

wayside.

American Coating Mills...

to try to beautify the “‘cut’’ along the road.
~My Dad always used to carry a pocketful of

seeds and strew them along the wayside,’’ she said.

It occurred to us that so often we go about

planting seeds of hatred, planting little innuendoes
about neighbors, planting petty problems, planting
fears, misgivings and dislikes, when we probably

could put in a little time,-at this time of year, to

plant seeds that will blossom into flowers along the
wayside.

Not many of us, when we pass away, will have
left paintings like Rembrandt, or symphonies like
Sibelius, or poetry like Kipling. We can, however,
leave greater things than these — flowers along the
wayside.

For, remember, Christ said: ‘‘Consider the lilies
of the field
a

The Cover Picture
in common with sister nations of the British
Commonwealth, Canada paid special tribute to

young Queen Elizabeth on June 2 when her

coronation thrilled all free people of the
world. (Story on pages 10, 11).

Roy Foote

33 YEARS OF SALES BACKGROUND
Bron
P al Tepresent
abelRiver
of the
Powell River Sales
Company
visited Powell

on a fact-finding trip. The visit was designed to
further acquaint themselves with the changes and
improvements in Powell River installations and production methods.

Prominent in the group was Vice-President Roy
W. Foote, an old friend of Powell River and a noted
figure in the pulp and paper industry for the past 33
years.

Roy started his paper-making background in
Powell River, whose products he now helps merchandise in many corners of the world. A sprightly

youngster, 16 years old, a dashing Casanova of the
younger set—and active in sporting and community

life, he caught the eye of his life-time boss, Bill

Barclay, who enrolled him in the Sales and Production force at Powell River. He was Assistant Manager of the office until, in 1930, he was whisked off
to Vancouver to join his former chief at Sales headquarters.

In 1936 he left Powell River Company for the

newly-formed Powell River Sales Company. He was
appointed Manager in 1945, and on the retirement

of William Barclay in 1951 was promoted to his
present post of Vice-President.

Koy is probably one of the continent’s best informed men on the production, sale and ‘marketing
of pulp and paper. With his long background of
experience in Powell River he has the ‘‘feel’’ of the
organization and the growth and tradition behind it.
He has lived in the Powell River community, knows
its people, their problems, how they work and how
they play. In his younger days he spent many hours
in the mill learning the practical side of paper making

—an invaluable basis for his later contacts with
pressmen and publishers.

On this continent, Roy has travelled extensively

and there are few presstrooms or mills, where Powell

River products are used, that he hasn’t visited or
where he isn’t known. He is a kind of disarming
fellow, too, and his even temper and ready smile—
backed by a lifetime of experience in the industry—
have disarmed the just or unjust wrath of his many
friends in the publishing houses.

Roy's long connection with United States territory
reached its greatest climax when he married Miss

Marjorie Woodring of Texas. With two healthy
youngsters cavorting around home pastures, the House

of Foote is in a first-class state of preservation, with
the Chief, despite the slightest tendency to an interesting waist line, still active and vigorous.
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Shareholders listen attentively to the President’s address.

produced and sold more NEWSPRINT
CSR For
esults
in 1952
were notyear
as good
as in 1951. (1) We
the second
consecutive
our earnings
than ever before and at higher prices.
were less than the 1950 peak.”’

This was the overall picture of Powell River
Company operations in 1952, presented by President
Harold S. Foley on April 29 in addressing the people
of Powell River for the eighth consecutive year. ‘The -

(2) We produced and sold 86% of our capacity
of SULPHITE PULP at the lowest price in
several years.

(3) We produced 82 million FBM of LUMBER.

previous day he had delivered his Annual Address

Here again the price of the finished product

to shareholders at Vancouver.

The Powell River meeting was instituted eight
years ago by the President as a follow-up to the
annual shareholders’ meeting—and is much in the
nature of a family gathering. The president and

directors all travel to Powell River for the occasion.
renew old friendships, and discuss informally with
residents the affairs of the Company.
This year's meeting was unique in its setting. It
was held in the new steam turbo-generator room,
which was jammed to capacity by the largest attendance to date. In opening, Mr. Foley remarked: ‘‘By
holding this year’s meeting in the new turbo-generator room we thought it would be of interest for
you to see, at first hand, the results of some of our
large capital expenditures in recent years.’’
Touching on the sales and production picture for
1952, Mr. Foley stated:
His Honor Clarence Wallace chats with Vancouver shareholders Mary
Frampton (left), Mary Leckie, Mildred Fraser, Edith Greatholder and
~ Tip Garvin, all present employees except Miss Leckie, who retired
a few years ago.

fake

was the lowest in recent years.

Factors adversely affecting earnings were:

I. Loss of premium on U.S. dollars.
Z. High level of provincial and federal taxation.
3. Increased costs of production.
The depreciation in value of the American dollar
was a big item in our loss of revenue, and the steadily
mounting scale of government taxes, which—in the
case of industry and individuals had reached a saturation point—was tending to discourage new invest-

ment and initiative. He was glad to see that this
had been recognized by the government and some
relief from this burden was provided in the recent
budget.

THE FINANCIAL PICTURE
Touching on the financial status of the Company
and its subsidiaries, Mr. Foley pointed out that total
net earnings for 1952 were $7,942,393. “During
the year we sold 350,949 tons of pulp and paper
products, an increase of 4,000 tons over the previous
year.

‘Despite the heavy capital expenditures and reduced earnings, Powell River Company was able to
enter 1953 in a sound current financial position. To
do this, however, borrowings were increased to 3%
million dollars and dividends to shareholders reduced
by 25%,’’ the president said.
Principal expenditures for 1952 included:
Wages, Salaries and Employee Benefits $14,914,000
Income Taxes...
8,148,000
Capital Expenditures...
8,071,076
Dividends to Shareholders ss it
4,830,000

Flanked by Directors and Executives, President H. S. Foley addresses Annual Meeting in Vancouver.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 1952
195?

Net Earnings_.......... $7,942,393

$1.15

Dividends per Share--

Number of

Shareholders _.... 10,000

1951

$9,680,479
$1.52
8,500

298,388
Newsprint Production 303,181
39,110
45,59?
Sulphite Pulp (tons)
Lumber Production... 82,000,000 fbm
$18,097,096
Capital Expenditure $8,071,076
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

“With the close of our Modernization Program,’
Mr. Foley told his Powell River audience, “‘we come
to the end of one of the most active and significant
periods in the history of our Company.
“Since the end of the war, Powell River Company
has spent a total of $47,000,000 in expanding, modernizing and integrating our operations and increasing reserves of standing timber.
~ [he major portion of these expenditures has been
spent in Powell River in expanding our properties
and putting the machinery and equipment in a postition to meet constantly stiffer competition from new
plants.

“Two years ago we extended our activities by
purchasing the plants and properties of the B.C.

Manufacturing group of companies. ‘This move into
the sawmill business was a logical step in the closer

integration of our overall operations.

During this same period we spent substantial sums
in the acquisition of new timber reserves as a means
of ensuring ample raw materials for sustained opera-

tions of our mills, now and in the future.
~ Today the Powell River organization emerges
with new strength and vitality, confident in its ability
to produce high-class products and to hold its place

in the front rank of pulp, paper and lumber producers.

We hope that 1n so doing we have provided
for our employees a high degree of security and con-

tinuity of employment.

~ [hese seven years have been trying ones and on

behalf of the Directors and Shareholders I want to
Page three

sincerely thank every one of you for your loyal and
sustained cooperation throughout this difficult period.

“And now, with this work completed, we can

return to normal operating schedules, knowing that

—as a result of our combined efforts—we have placed

ourselves in a better position to face the future.
In concluding his report, Mr. Foley reminded a
pulp and paper conscious audience that:

Concentration on quality, on turning out the

best possible grades of newsprint, pulp and lumber
are imperative to meet the demands of a selective
market. If we all work together, with mutual respect
for each other's problems, I am confident that we
can make 1953 a better year than last!’’
Company Directors George O'Brien (left), Anson Brooks and William
Brooks examine Experimental Digester

sir Archibald’s wide experience on the world’s

stage provides an ideal background for his present

appointment, which he is tackling with the same

energy and imagination as he has always devoted to
the public service.

An outstanding conversationalist, with a unique
knowledge of behind the scenes forces and movements, he has a rare gift of humor and happy phraseology. He described his interview with Stalin as

Almost Churchillian in its disregard of time and

physical enervation.”’

Speaking of the British Commonwealth, Sir

Sir Archibald Nye

AST month we enjoyed an informal—and all too

brief—visit from one of the Commonwealth’s

outstanding personalities—a man who has carved his

mark as soldier, statesman, diplomat and administrator.
Our visitor was His Excellency LieutenantGeneral Sir Archibald Nye, United Kingdom High
Commissioner in Canada.

Sir Archibald, who assumed his present post last

year, 1s on a fact-finding tour of Canada, and included

Powell River on a trip that will, in the next six
months, carry him to every corner of the Dominion.
AA distinguished soldier, the High Commissioner
has been a servant of his country in peace and war
for over 40 years. He enlisted as a private, went
through an N.C.O. school, and in World War J—at
the age of 18—-was awarded his Lieutenant’s commission in the field, and later the Military Cross for
gallantry in action.
tHe pursued his course as a soldier vigorously in
the post-war years, specializing in the technique of
ground and air cooperation. In 1939 he went to
India, was given command of the Nowshera Brigade

and promoted to Colonel. In 1941 his military

talents and administrative ability were recognized in
his promotion to the high post of Vice-Chief of the
Imperial General Staff with the rank of LieutenantC3eneral. In this key position he was on the inside
of the many movements and developments which
originated from the Prime Minister’s office or from
the Joint Chiefs of Staff. He is one of the few who

has gone through the intriguing experiences of a
personal interview with the late Joseph Stalin. He
met the Soviet leader when he accompanied Anthony
Eden as Chief Military adviser on his trip to Moscow,
in 19472.

Following the war, Sir Archibald returned to
India, where he served in the difficult post-war years
as Governor of Madras, a position he held until 1948,
when he became Britain’s first High Commissioner to
the new [ndian Republic.
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Archibald pictured it as ‘‘a loosely-knit federation of
peoples, with necessarily many points of difference:
illogical, but somehow always able to reconcile or
compromise viewpoints around a common table.’’

This, he felt, was what the world was striving

for—a common ground for settlements of disputes
and trouble, and as such a medium the Commonwealth was a great force for stability and peace.
Commenting on his mission to Canada, His Excellency stated he was here to serve his country in
the best way possible—by bringing a closer understanding of each country’s ability and will to serve
the other. ‘In Canada,’ he concluded, ‘‘I have found
a cooperation from your people and business leaders
that has gone far beyond my most optimistic hopes.

You have all been more than kind, and with such
help I am certain we can advance a long way together
in the years ahead.’’
Harold S. Foley, Powell River Company President,
and Vice-President J. A. Kyles accompanied the High

Commissioner and his party to Powell River, where
they inspected the plant and properties. In the visit-

ing group were Mr. Timms, British Trade Commissioner in Vancouver, and Mr. Gandee, senior
secretary to Sir Archibald.
ris Excellency at Powell River with Vice-President R. M. Cooper (left);
J. R. Gandee, Senior Secretary; President H. S, Foley, and A. P. Timms,
U.K. Trade Commissioner, Vancouver.

American Coating Mills Corporation, Elkhart, Indiana.

ELKHART AND POWELL HAVE SOMETHING IN COMMON
LTHOUGH they are many miles apart, the

American Coating Mills Corporation of EIlkhart, Indiana, and the Powell River Company of

British Columbia have a number of things in
COMmMmMon.

The American Coating Mills was the originator

of the ‘“‘continuous process’ operation, all operations
being in line——raw stock to beaters to paper machine
to coating to dryers to cutter to layboy. Production

at the Elkhart board mill now averages 250 tons

ufacturing fields; both have grown beyond their
founders’ fondest dreams. A further point of com-

daily.
With plants in Chicago, Grand Rapids and Middletown, Ohio, the organization is equipped to produce almost any color or type of clay-coated board,

Coating Mills Corporation uses Powell River un-

cartons, set-up boxes, displays and paper specialties,

Both were born in 1910: both started out in a
small way; both pioneered in their respective manmon interest, of course, is the fact that the American

bleached sulphite pulp in some of its manufacturing
Processes.

‘lhe company was first organized as the American
Coating Mills, Inc., to clay-coat board purchased in
the open market. Its original equipment consisted
of two coaters. two calenders and two cutters. It
employed a total of twenty people. Between them
they produced twenty tons of clay-coated board daily.
The mills prospered and soon outgrew the original

quarters.

Today the modern plant, housing an up-

to-date board mill and carton plant, stands on a
514-acre tract of land on the banks of the Elkhart
River, and employs approximately 750 people.

including metallics. Its products include folding
which are used by scores of leading companies to

package drugs, foods, tobaccos, etc.

‘The company’s

own converting plants consume approximately 50%

of the board production; the remainder is sold to
outside carton manufacturers, printers and lithographers.

In April of 1952 the American Coating Mills was
acquired by the Robert Gair Company, Inc., one of
the country’s largest manufacturers of paperboard
and related products, with plants in the United States
and Canada, and 1s being operated as a wholly-owned

subsidiary of Robert Gair.

Powell River is pleased to include this enterprising
company among the users of its products.
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Ms i eb nd date

Location of the B.C. Manufacturing Company plant is pointed out by the author to George B. Hills, Jr.

RASER RIVER MODE
By Dr. W. D. BAINES
National Research Council

and the amount has increased every year
[seems
to see
men
working
withboys
a scalechannels,
Since,
modelstrange
of the Fraser
River
in the
same way
play with model airplanes. This is just what is
Because of the pressing need for a permanent soluhappening on the Campus of the University of
tion to these problems, the Federal Department of
British Columbia where the National Research Council built a model to assist the Federal Department of

Public Works in the solution of some of their navigation problems. From Port Mann to the Strait of

Georgia, all the Fraser River channels are in constant
use by deep-sea ships and local commerce. Under

natural conditions the main arm averages 30 feet
deep at low water, but there are several reaches in
which this depth does not occur. In these areas
there are bars which, although dredged annually,

impose serious limitations. “The North Arm is a
shallow channel, heavily industrialized on both

banks, and is important as a supply channel for the
local industries and the ports of New Westminster
and Vancouver. Here also there occur many bars
which build up and require continual dredging. In
both channels, problems are aggravated by the continually increasing river usage and the decreasing

amount of space available for disposing of the
dredged soil, which is clean medium grade sand. In
19438, for example, the Federal Department of Public

Works removed over 3,600,000 cu. yds. from the

Public Works approached the National Research
Council in the fall of 1947 with a proposal to build
an hydraulic model of the navigation reaches of the
river. It would, of course, have been better to solve
the problems theoretically, but this could not be done
because the theory of sediment transport by flowing

water is not developed to the point where this is
possible. ‘TL he Council decided that the model should

be located as conveniently as possible to the prototype
river. The University of British Columbia was ap-

proached, and an agreement was reached in 1948

under which the University provided a site, constructed the model, and provided general supervision
of the operations; the Council supplied the scientific
and technical staff and reimbursed the University for

all expenditures. Beginning in 1950, the Federal
Department of Public Works made a yearly grant
toward the cost of the project and in April, 1953,
the model, having demonstrated its usefulness, was
transferred to the Department by the Council.

When the model was built all of the river chan-

nels affected by tides were included so that the most
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OWELL Riverites basked in reflected glory on
May 3 as their minor soccer ambassadors stole

the show at the Vancouver Suns J ournament of
Champions.

The fact that over 100 Powell River youngsters
took part in the provincial contest was in itself an
outstanding effort for a small town. Powell River's

seventh division entry was the only out-of-V ancouver

team to win a championship. In addition, three

Powell River players were selected on the All-Star
Team, and the top trophy, the Sun Rose Bowl, was
awarded to little Metro Gerela, spark-plug of Powell
River's skilful but luckless sixth division entry.
Son of William Gerela, a wet machine operator in
the Sulphite Department, 11-year-old Metro must
have inherited some of the world-famous Austrian
soccet know-how, for he was unanimously chosen as

the ‘‘most proficient and most sportsmanlike player
in the entire two-day tournament, which saw more
than two hundred youngsters—the pick of the provinces junior and juvenile soccerites—on their best
behaviour at Callister Park in Vancouver.

Grinning happily, Metro Gerela accepts the Rose Bowl from Vancouver Sun
Sports Editor Erwin Swangard.

FRASER RIVER MODEL (Continued)
accurate reproduction of discharges occurring in the
river could be gained. Consequently, all the Fraser
channels from the outlet of the Sumas River to the
Strait of Georgia (a distance of 63 miles) and all of
Pitt River and Pitt Lake were modeled. A horizon-

tal scale of 1:600 was used, 1.e., every distance

measured | foot horizontally in the model represents
600 feet in the prototype. ‘The vertical scale of 1:70
was chosen, which makes the depth of the water in
the model channels 1/70th of that in the prototype.

‘These different scales produce a distortion in the
model channels but not enough to make the banks

The reason for choosing the smaller vertical scale lies in the need for making the model sand
bed move in a manner similar to the prototype. ‘Lhe
too steep.

model bed 1s composed of sand slightly finer than
that in the river, so relatively higher velocities must
be imposed if it is to move properly. ‘These veloctties are obtained by using a smaller vertical scale.
The model, as constructed, 1s nearly wholly automatic in its operation. ‘The tides as in the Strait of
Georgia are produced in a large basin and are made
to follow a natural sequence by an electronically
controlled servo-mechanism. ‘Lhe fresh water discharge coming from the upstream reaches is controlled

in the natural sequence by another device and is put

in the model at the upstream limit.

During a test

the water levels are measured by automatic recording
gauges at various positions on the model.

The finished model covers an area of 3% acres,
has dozens of automatic controls, but can be completely operated by one man from a central control
LOOM.

The primary purpose of the model is to find the
most efhicient methods of removing the bars in the
river. ‘These bars always occur where the river 1s
wide and consequently quite shallow. In order to
make the channels deeper, jetties or groins are built
out from the sides to narrow them. ‘The river, with
its narrower width, has to speed up to get the same
amount of water through. However, as 1t speeds up,
more sediment is carried and consequently the channel is dug deeper. In studying the design of these
jetties with the model, the formation of the bars is
first produced, and then various jetty locations are
tried until the most efficient one is found. ()ther
things, such as flood levels resulting from the construc-

tion of the new jetties and the currents produced by
them, are studied at the same time. The installation
and study of the new structures can be made in a
matter of weeks and at a very small fraction of the

cost of construction of an actual jetty in the river.
In working with the navigation problems in the

Fraser, a great deal has been learned about the flow
of water in it. This has helped to produce an understanding of the devastating floods such as occurred

in 1948. Also, the information has been of great
interest to engineers in sewage disposal, control of
pollution, and fishertes development. In the future,
as more and more work is done on the navigation
problems, more general information on the Fraser
will be obtained. Eventually all problems will be
studied from the standpoint of greatest assistance to
the greatest number of people.
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By HUMPHRY DAVY, Victoria Times

The Indian chief established his workshop outAN 24
erlyeyes
india
in with
a deeply-lin
¢ at
a aface
kindly
chipped
away
with an adze
longand doors in the park, and almost overnight the chief and
cedar log in Victoria s famous Thunderbird Park. As
he trimmed the log with measured and even strokes,
a rough figure began to take shape in the wood.

At one end of the log an attractive girl and a

young man also trimmed the log with similar tools,
but at a much slower pace. ‘They often called upon
the old Indian for instructions.
~I never thought genuine totem pole carvers still
existed in British Columbia,’’ said an Irish museum
curator from Belfast, who was viewing the scene. “T
thought they were things of the past.”’
The curator had every reason to be surprised. Hie
was seeing something which no other generation will
ever see—a great authentic totem pole carver, the last

of his kind in the Pacific Northwest.

his family became the biggest tourist attraction in
Victoria. More than 20,000 visitors from all parts
of the United States watched the Martins at work
during the summer months. Photographs of the
family appeared in newspapers in nearly every coun-

try in Europe.

The chief is not only a carver of totems, but a

first-class artist.

He makes all sorts of ancient Indian

relics in wood. Provincial Museum anthropologist
Wilson Duff considers him the greatest wood carver
in Canada today. never seen a carver as skilful
as he is,” says Mr. Duff. ‘“He 1s creative. He is a
real find!’’
Most people who have seen the old man at work
in the park—-wearing glasses, overalls and a plaid

shirt—will agree with Mr. Duff that the chief is no
ordinary craftsman.
The totems made by himself and members of his
family range between 30 and 35 feet in height. ‘They
are made from red cedar logs and must be more than
two feet at the butt.

A totem is expensive to make. A straight log with
few knots and free from rot must first be found.

Sometimes it may take weeks to find a suitable tree.

Then it takes about three months to carve the log
into a totem.

Totems are not objects of worship. The Indians
regard them in much the same light as some white
people do their family crests and coat of arms. ‘T he
carved characters, usually representing animals, tell
the history of the Indian family or tribe.
Mungo Martin did not become an [Indian carver
by chance. At the age of 10 a shaman singled him
out as one who would become a great totem pole
Carver.
The chief forgot the prediction, but as he
grew older the urge within him to carve grew stronger
and stronger. Finally, at the age of 18, he began to
take carving lessons from Charlie James, a famous
Carver.

He practised for 10 years before he made his first

Mungo Martin and granddaughter Mildred put finishing touches on park totem.

The carver is known as Chief Mungo Martin of
the Kwakiutl tribe from Fort Rupert, at the northern
tip of Vancouver Island. His real Indian name is

Nkapenkum, which means ‘“‘Big Copper.’’ He is

/4 years old.
Mungo Martin was invited by the Provincial Gov-

ernment in 1952 to come to Victoria to assist in
saving some of the old totem poles and relics decaying

in I’hunderbird Park, an outdoor museum displaying
Indian exhibits. The program to improve the exhibits includes the replacement of old totems by new
and exact replicas.

totem pole by himself for a potlatch at Alert Bay.

This pole is now in the possession of the University

of British Columbia. “The totem established his
reputation as a carver among his people. And now
after many years of carving works of art for members

of his tribe, the old chief is making his last totems.
He 1s fully aware of this and is doing all he can to
pass on his knowledge to his children and relatives.
Under his guidance, his son, David, 35, has become
an accomplished craftsman. David's wife, Sally, and
their two young children are also learning to carve.
But there is something which the chief can not pass

on .. . that is the old culture of his people and
tribal training. [hat will go with him when he dies.
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Andy Devlin (centre) and ‘son Ray | explain their invention to Prof. E. S. Pretious, University of B.C.

ANDY DESIGNS UNIQUE FISH ELEVATOR
tinue their journey and, finding an inducement
\/ THAT
is the
quickest,
mostand
economical
way for
getting
salmon
over power
water storage
stream from the by-pass, naturally enter. Once in

dams, no matter how high they may be?

Andrew Devlin, mechanical supervisor of paper
machines at Powell River, believes he has found a

the by-pass, the fish are trapped by the lower gate in
an enclosed compartment. ‘The water is then let in
from the main passage until the compartment is full,

practical answer.

when the upper gate opens, allowing the fish free

For the past five years Andy has been perfecting a
working model of an hydraulically operated by-pass
which he expects will enable fish to surmount river
dams en route to their natural spawning grounds.
The model has been examined by business executives, biologists, and waterworks engineers. ““Not

Way.

passage through the pipe into the dam and so on their

one of them found a flaw in the operation that we
cannot correct, Andy says with conviction.
Like most inventions, Andy’s idea seems simple
when seen and explained.

The machine leads directly through a dam if built
with the dam. If installed later, it has an elevator at
its upper end to carry fish over the edge. It works
equally well for spawning salmon bound. upstream
and fry and fingerlings headed downstream.
Andy's ‘elevator’ is patented and ready for a trial
under actual fish conservation conditions, and there’s

nothing Andy would like better than to see a fullsized installation in operation in the Pacific Northwesf.

Roughly, the by-pass includes an hydraulicallyoperated lock to be placed at the foot of a dam or
near a spillway. ‘The fish, when obstructed on their
upstream migration, search about for a way to con-

sure, we've had herring go through the model

successfully, but that doesn’t prove anything. W ill
the salmon go up and spawn? If they do, it will

mean millions for the fish industry!’’ says Andy.
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Elizabeth ts Crowned...
lessness and kindness of a long line of predecessors,
CP anne
2 the1066.
Deitch‘The
people
nedpassed
thei 42nd
ruler since
haunted the historic streets of London as Elizabeth
eventcrow
has now

into history—and the world, via the magic of radio,

television and unprecedented press coverage—knows
the story and the picture of the great pageant as well

as, or better, than the actual spectator on the route.
It was a scene of pomp, heraldry, color and ceremony that perhaps only the British people, steeped
in the tradition of royalty, could reproduce.
Nine centuries and forty-one kings, queens and
protectors looked down on the young Sovereign as
the gold encrusted coach, with the red uniforms of
the Horse Guards and the historic costumes of the
Yeomen of the Guard in close escort, drove through
London's packed streets. The greatness and glory,
the wisdom and folly, the steadiness and instability,
the martial grandeur and physical weakness, the ruth-

of Windsor knelt in that same abbey where, eight
hundred and eighty-seven years before, the proud
Conqueror displaced the Saxon line of Harold.
On the self-same streets, where millions of loyal

subjects acclaimed their new monarch with one voice

—dwelt memories of the sturdy trainbands of London, defending their rights against King and court.
Over this same route tramped Wat [Tyler and John
Ball leading their ragged peasants in a revolt against
injustice and tyranny. Along these historic highways, Yorkist and Lancastrian battled for supremacy;
in the full meridian of their strength and greatness
rode the famous warrior Kings, returning from triumphs in foreign fields—Henry V from Agincourt,
Edward III from Cressy, Richard the Lion Hearted
back from the Crusades.

Through this London where, as Mr. Churchill

said, ‘‘are enshrined many of the title deeds of human

progress and achievement,’ through these streets
where King, commoner, prince and peasant, orator
and statesman have written the long story of the
British people, passed Elizabeth, modern symbol of
the responsibility and dignity of constitutional monarchy. On this young Queen and mother, who has
won the hearts and affection of her people in every
section of the Commonwealth, rests much of the
hope for the future happiness and continuity of our
way of life. And with her rigid training, high sense
of duty, her sincerity and common sense, there 1s
widespread confidence that the modern Elizabeth will

“measure up and perhaps usher in a new, inspired,
Elizabethan ‘golden age. ’
Of the forty-two rulers since William I, Elizabeth
is the sixth queen. The first was Mary I, whose short
reign of five years (1553-1558) was not too bright
a spot in the history of British royalty. But, generally the nation has prospered under Queens and
there is a feeling, almost a superstition, that, with
Elizabeth, a new and brighter page will be added to
our long story.

During the 45-year reign (1558-1603) of Elizabeth Tudor, England rose to perhaps her greatest
heights. An almost fanatical loyalty surrounded the
titian-haired queen, from the highest to the lowest
in her realm. Her sailors scoured the seven seas and
brought home undreamed of treasures and riches. Ihe
Drakes, Raleighs, Grenvilles, Hawkins, Frobishers
and Howards discovered and charted new lands and
continents and defeated the armed might of Philip
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... Long Dive the Queen!
and his Invincible Armada. Her poets, writers and
songsters turned England into a ‘‘nest of singing
birds. —

Hers was the age of Shakespeare, of John-

ston, of Marlowe and Fletcher. Her scholars and
statesmen have written outstanding chapters in the
history of political science and philosophy. Bacon,
Burleigh, Walsingham and scores of others were
glittering gems in the Elizabethan crown.

Our third queen, Mary II, ruled for six years,

1688-1694, jointly with her dour Dutch husband,
William III]. Her character and personal achievements have left no outstanding mark in history, but
her reign saw the beginning of Marlborough, and the
revival of British arms and prestige to something of
their former stature.

Queen Anne, 1/02-1714, colorless and unimaginative in herself, yet led a nation whose prestige and

power in Europe was second to none—a reign featured by the great military victories of Ramiullies,
Blenheim, Oudenarde, and the dominating personality of John Churchill, first Duke of Marlborough,
greatest soldier and diplomat of his age.
And then Victoria, who reigned 64 years (183/-

1901), the longest in the history of British mon-

archy, and one unlikely to be ever again equalled.
The long Victorian age was perhaps the proudest
and greatest of. all eras. The Empire was enlarged
and extended, the fruits of scientific knowledge were
made available to Britain and the world. British
merchants and explorers spanned the world and the
produce of her factories poured to all corners of the

globe. Her sea power was unchallenged, and a

British gunboat anywhere in the world was a symbol

of the power of the “Widow at Windsor.

‘Under Victoria came the freedom of elections and
univérsal male suffrage. Her statesmen — Disraell1,
Gladstone, Palmerston, Joe Chamberlain—and their
confreres dominated the political world. In the realm
of literature and letters her age produced the I ennysons and Brownings, Dickens, Thackeray, Macaulay,

Kipling, Wilde, Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley—

and a vast host of men and women whose names will
last as long as our language. With Victoria, too, the
world watched with interest and speculation the first

shaping of the greatest Englishman of this century,
Winston Churchill. She left her nation at the height
of its power, magnificence and influence.

And now Elizabeth of Windsor — great-great-

granddaughter in direct line from Queen Victoria—
daughter of a King who placed duty to his people
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before all else, and a mother whose smiling grace and

wholesomeness has won the affection of the world.
Provided her health remains good and the strain
of her high responsibilities do not shorten her life,
our Elizabeth should be among the longest occupants

of the throne. Since 1066, four sovereigns have
reigned for a half century or more. In addition to
Victorias 64 years, George III ruled for 60 years,

Henry III for 56, Edward III for 50 years.. Our

first Elizabeth withstood the strains and stresses of
queenship for 45 years.

The present Elizabeth, twenty-six years old, ascending the throne at the same age, could equal her

great predecessor. Certainly all her loyal subjects

hope and pray she will have a reign as long, as glori-

ous, and as inspiring as that of her famous Tudor
ancestor.
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in the tradition of royalty, could reproduce.
Nine centuries and forty-one kings, queens and
protectors looked down on the young Sovereign as
the gold encrusted coach, with the red uniforms of
the Horse Guards and the historic costumes of the
Yeomen of the Guard in close escort, drove through
London's packed streets. The greatness and glory,
the wisdom and folly, the steadiness and instability,
the martial grandeur and physical weakness, the ruth-

of Windsor knelt in that same abbey where, eight
hundred and eighty-seven years before, the proud
Conqueror displaced the Saxon line of Harold.
On the self-same streets, where millions of loyal

subjects acclaimed their new monarch with one voice

—dwelt memories of the sturdy trainbands of London, defending their rights against King and court.
Over this same route tramped Wat [Tyler and John
Ball leading their ragged peasants in a revolt against
injustice and tyranny. Along these historic highways, Yorkist and Lancastrian battled for supremacy;

in the full meridian of their strength and greatness
rode the famous warrior Kings, returning from triumphs in foreign fields—Henry V from Agincourt,
Edward III from Cressy, Richard the Lion Hearted
back from the Crusades.

Through this London where, as Mr. Churchill

said, ‘‘are enshrined many of the title deeds of human

progress and achievement,’ through these streets
where King, commoner, prince and peasant, orator
and statesman have written the long story of the
British people, passed Elizabeth, modern symbol of
the responsibility and dignity of constitutional monarchy. On this young Queen and mother, who has
won the hearts and affection of her people in every
section of the Commonwealth, rests much of the
hope for the future happiness and continuity of our
way of life. And with her rigid training, high sense
of duty, her sincerity and common sense, there 1s
widespread confidence that the modern Elizabeth will
“measure up and perhaps usher in a new, inspired,
Elizabethan ‘golden age. ’
Of the forty-two rulers since William I, Elizabeth
is the sixth queen. The first was Mary I, whose short

reign of five years (1553-1558) was not too bright
a spot in the history of British royalty. But, generally the nation has prospered under Queens and
there is a feeling, almost a superstition, that, with
Elizabeth, a new and brighter page will be added to

our long story.
During the 45-year reign (1558-1603) of Elizabeth Tudor, England rose to perhaps her greatest
heights. An almost fanatical loyalty surrounded the
titian-haired queen, from the highest to the lowest
in her realm. Her sailors scoured the seven seas and
brought home undreamed of treasures and riches. Ihe
Drakes, Raleighs, Grenvilles, Hawkins, Frobishers
and Howards discovered and charted new lands and

continents and defeated the armed might of Philip
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1688-1694, jointly with her dour Dutch husband,
William III]. Her character and personal achievements have left no outstanding mark in history, but

her reign saw the beginning of Marlborough, and the
revival of British arms and prestige to something of
their former stature.
Queen Anne, 1/02-1714, colorless and unimaginative in herself, yet led a nation whose prestige and
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greatest soldier and diplomat of his age.
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archy, and one unlikely to be ever again equalled.
The long Victorian age was perhaps the proudest
and greatest of. all eras. The Empire was enlarged
and extended, the fruits of scientific knowledge were
made available to Britain and the world. British
merchants and explorers spanned the world and the
produce of her factories poured to all corners of the

globe. Her sea power was unchallenged, and a
British gunboat anywhere in the world was a symbol

of the power of the “Widow at Windsor.

‘Under Victoria came the freedom of elections and
univérsal male suffrage. Her statesmen — Disraell1,
Gladstone, Palmerston, Joe Chamberlain—and their
confreres dominated the political world. In the realm
of literature and letters her age produced the I ennysons and Brownings, Dickens, Thackeray, Macaulay,

Kipling, Wilde, Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley—

and a vast host of men and women whose names will
last as long as our language. With Victoria, too, the
world watched with interest and speculation the first

shaping of the greatest Englishman of this century,
Winston Churchill. She left her nation at the height
of its power, magnificence and influence.

And now Elizabeth of Windsor — great-greatgranddaughter in direct line from Queen Victoria—
daughter of a King who placed duty to his people
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before all else, and a mother whose smiling grace and

wholesomeness has won the affection of the world.
Provided her health remains good and the strain
of her high responsibilities do not shorten her life,
our Elizabeth should be among the longest occupants

of the throne. Since 1066, four sovereigns have
reigned for a half century or more. In addition to
Victorias 64 years, George III ruled for 60 years,

Henry III for 56, Edward III for 50 years.. Our

first Elizabeth withstood the strains and stresses of
queenship for 45 years.
The present Elizabeth, twenty-six years old, ascending the throne at the same age, could equal her
great predecessor. Certainly all her loyal subjects
hope and pray she will have a reign as long, as glorious, and as inspiring as that of her famous Tudor
ancestor.

Executive Vice-President M. J. Foley chats at Powell River Shareholders’ meeting with Mrs. A. H. Florence
(left), Mrs. J. C. Hill and Mrs. W. E. MacGillivray.

POWELL RIVER FIRST IN CANADA
Word was just received at press time that Powell
River Company employees topped all industrial firms

in Canada by a wide margin in the last Canada
Savings Bond drive.

Powell River employee participation was 88.4 per cent, against 73.3 for the

next highest.

In dollars per employee Powell River was well in

front, too, with $278.70 against $259.81 for the
runner-up.

SULPHUR GULCH
Preceded by an avalanche of publicity stunts, including Dogpatch “‘money”’ dropped from planes and
a Zany street parade, the two-day Sulphur Gulch —
Carnival was staged in Dwight Hall on May 8 and
9 by the B.P.O. Elks. Beard and costume judging

highlighted the Saturday night dance, with the

Queen Crowning ceremony taking the spotlight Friday. Proceeds went to the various Elks charities.
CADETS PLEASE “BRASS”
Powell River's outstanding Air Cadet Corps came

OPERATION TEAR-DOWN
When the old Jamieson Shingle Mill was donated
to the Willingdon Arena Committee this spring by
the Olsen Creek Logging Company, a subsidiary of

in for high praise on May 6 when they passed in
review at Iimberlane Park before Air Commodore

the Powell River Company, it was on the understanding that the Committee would do its own

W. A. Orr, commander of No. 12 Group, Vancouver.
The Commodore, who was accompanied by Victor
Clerihue, president of Air Cadets in British Columbia,

wrecking and cleaning up.

and Capt. F. L. Clark, chairman of No. 1 Wing,

‘Lo save labor costs, vol-

unteers have been tearing down the Powell Lake

landmark and moving the salvaged timbers and lumber to the Arenas readied site at Willingdon Beach
park.

Vancouver, paid a special compliment to the smart
contingent of Powell River’s girl Air Cadettes, who
also paraded before the ‘‘brass.’’ Arthur Charlton
and Miss L. Garde commanded the local squadron.
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Arena enthusiasts tear down old Shingle Mill.
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“Lady Elks” beside giant Waterous Grinder.

LADIES OF THE ROYAL PURPLE
Extra-curricular highlight for visiting Ladies of
the Royal Purple, who took over the town for their
two-day District Convention in early May, was a
trip through the paper mill at Powell River. Although the “‘Lady Elks’ had held a similar conven-

tion here once before, it was the first time about 30

of them had an opportunity to ‘see how Powel]

River's newsprint is produced, reported Mrs. Frank
Clarke, the hosting Honored Royal Lady.
As might have been expected, someone exclaimed:

“How nice of them to greet us with a PURPLE

band on the newsprint rolls!’’
MUSICAL UPSWING
A higher standard of music and elocution was
noted at this year’s Musical Festival by adjudicators
L.R. Cluderay and Miss Margaret Fewster. A packed

Dwight Hall heard the week’s finalists on May 1,

then saw Mrs. Howard Urquhart, wife of the Assistant Resident Manager, present the glittering trophies
to the many successful contestants. A percussion
band composed of grades one and two children of the

J. P. Dallos School, conducted by Miss Nellie Hildebrand, deservedly received the highest marks in the
entire festival.
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J. P. Dallos School's prize winning Percussion Band.
ET Sl

Sulphur Gulch stalwarts, beards and all, on public parade.

Powell River broke its own and the acknowledged
world’s newsprint production record for a single mill
On two successive days in May. Eclipsing the January 28 tonnage of 1156.9 tons, we manufactured

1163 tons on May 5 and boosted this to 1170.4
tons the following day.

MILESTONE MARKED
On June 9, 1939, Walter Cavanagh became the
first borrower from the Powell River Credit Union,
when he received a loan of $15. ‘This June—14
years later—paper maker Tommy Waldron, president
of the local Credit Union, was able to announce that
the loans had exceeded the $2,000,000 mark.
Mrs. H. B. Urquhart presents Foley Trophy to little Barbara Mee at
Musical Festival.

General view of Kelley Spruce Yards at Powell River.

OUR KELLEY SPRUCE OPERATION
MONG the interesting and important subsidiary
operations of Powell River Company is that
of the Kelley Spruce Limited at Powell River.

The Kelley Spruce Mill was built in 1934, 1n

conjunction with the Powell River Company for the
manufacture of high-grade spruce lumber. In 1944.
the Company was taken over completely by Powell

River Company from T. A. Kelley, a well-known
figure in West Coast lumbering circles.
The famed British Columbia Sitka Spruce, found
only on the West Coast of North America, is the
basis of the Kelley Spruce operations. ‘The logs are
brought in from the Queen Charlotte Islands, where
the largest and finest concentration of Sitka Spruce is

found. In this area the Powell River Company

holds extensive timber limits.

The feature of this particular species is its long
fibres—and its strength and lightness. ‘These latter
properties were prime reasons for its original selection

in the construction of the Mosquito Fighter and

other British-made bombers in the last war. ‘Today,
large quantities are still used in aircraft manufacture

essential. For instance, on your vacation you may go
canoeing or rowboating. [he paddle or oar will probably be made of wood supplied by Kelley Spruce. The
ladder you use to paint your house, the scaffold plank,
the overhead garage door that houses your car are
probably from the same source. If you happen to

be an archery addict, your arrows were probably
delivered in rough form from the Kelley Spruce mill.
Your piano or violin sounding board may be made
from the reliable spruce from Powell River.
The spruce operation fits into the integrated organization of the Powell River Company. In addition to its own logs, the high grade lumber from the
pulpwood logs being cut by the Company is passed
to the Kelley Spruce resaw where it is manufactured
into spruce lumber.

The Kelley Spruce sawmill at Powell River em-

ploys fourteen men, with a sales office located in the
head office of Powell River Company in Vancouver.
‘The General Manager of the overall operation is Mr.

Donald McGillivray, who has been connected with
the spruce business for a number of years and as such

is recognized as an authority on this

and a considerable part of Kelley Spruce

production goes into this important

national work. At the present time the
operation at Powell River ships aeroplane spruce to England, California.
France, Belgium and Switzerland.

Sitka Spruce is largely a ‘specialist
lumber being used in finished products

where its long straight grain, toughness and lightness are particularly

Don McGillivray
Ned

type of wood.

In addition to the manufacture of
spruce lumber, the Kelley Spruce
Limited is at present working out
plans with logging and pulp divisions
to provide lumber of other species for
remanufacture by the other subsidiary

sawmill operations at New Westminster.
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Aboard the “Playaday” (see story below).

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bridges, Adelaide.

AREFREE scenes, like the one on top, will be
repeated many times this summer as friends
drop in from near and far. Jhat’s Mr. A. W. Moscarella, publisher of the Vancouver Province, standing

~aft’ of the “‘Playaday’’ (which plies our guests to
lovely Rainbow Lodge on Powell Lake), with Mrs.
O. W. Merritt, Mrs. Moscarella, Mrs. A. J. Gilbert
(whose husband is manager of the Hudson’s Bay
Company Department Store in Vancouver), Mr. R.
W. Foote, Vice-President of Powell River Sales Co..,

and Mr. O. W. Merritt, General Manager of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Recent visitors were: Mr.

and Mrs. Ernest C. Bridges, of Australia, where Mr.
Bridges manages the Adelaide News. . .

Mr. F. de Laboulaye, Councillor to the French
Embassy at Ottawa, and his attractive wife, who
were accompanied by Vancouver's French Consul,

Mr. Guy Radenac .. .

Mr. Peter S. Crouthen, representing Lundeman ©

Co., of Tokyo, Japan. Mr. Crouthen was returning to Tokyo after six months in England: Fie has
been in the Orient for the past seven years.
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Hears aT TT
By NORMAN WALTON, Project Engineer

The original installation comprised two 550 volt,
POWELL
tem is River's
a uniqueelectrical
one for ansys- 2,000 H.P. hydro units. ‘The present system con-

industrial plant. It is completely
Norman Walton

self-contained and requires for its
Operation such miscellaneous ser-

vices as snow surveys of its

tains over 100,000 horsepower in hydro and steam

generation and handles an average plant load of

70,000 horsepower. In addition, about 25,000

watersheds, and fairly dexterous

horsepower is used in water-driven pulp grinders.
This represents a load greater than that of the B. C.

systems. Another feature (standard in England and
on the European Continent) is its system frequency

ment, serving most of Vancouver Island.
In 1948 the power from the two Stillwater hydro

juggling of water levels in its two main storage
of 50 cycles rather than the 60 cycles of this continent.

The reasons for adopting 50 cycles are apparently

buried with the records of long-since departed
pioneers.

With the installation of the new electrical distribution system completed, the Powell River Company has solved one of its more troublesome problems.

The growth of our electrical system from its

Power Commission’s Campbell River hydro develop_

units was transmitted over a single circuit, a 13-mule,

66,000-volt wood pole line to Powell River's Substation |. From here a 6,600-volt tieline connected
to another substation containing the four Powell
River hydro units and an assortment of steam turbo
generators—all at 2,300 volts, approximately. “Thus

85% of the mill distribution originated from this
2,300-volt substation.

humble beginnings in 1912 merely reflects the growth

that has made this mill the largest single newsprint
producer in the world today.

On completion of the major development pro-

gram of 19438, it became apparent that the old mill
electrical system was going to be a bottleneck for
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New Mill Electrical Loop.

SCALE iN FEET

As part of the corrective measures, a new doublecircuit steel tower transmission line was built between

Stillwater and Powell River since the old single
circuit wood pole line was in need of replacement.

The 6,600 volt mill ring is also carried on steel

towers with average spans of 120 feet.
In the new substations, oil-filled, metal-clad cir-

cuit breakers are used exclusively, and here the second

benefit of the current limiting reactors is secured in
the limiting of breaker interrupting duties to standard
(and economical) capacities.

A central control room has been established in
Substation 5 from which an operator controls all

Steel towers encircle the mill.

any future expansions. It was overloaded and underprotected.

After many studies, a system was finally evolved

which would correct the major troubles and do it
economically.

The scheme consisted of expanding

substation breakers, and normally synchronizes and
controls all generators, except the two units at StillWater. Existing syttchronizing equipment is being
retained at each generator for local emergency control.
‘To secure quick and coordinated action under both
emergency and normal conditions, we have installed
an intercommunication system connecting each substation and generation centre.

To communicate with the Stillwater plant 13

miles away, carrier current equipment was installed

on the 66,000 volt line.

This equipment will be

the 6,600 volt bus of Substation 1 through current
limiting reactors into a one-mile, 6,600-volt, overhead ring encircling the mill. The route of the ring

suitable for future telemetering and control work and
was required upon demolition of the old wood pole
line which also carried the original telephone wires

reactors is to limit the short circuit currents in all

The excitation and regulation of the four Powell
River hydro units was completely revamped. ‘Lhe

is shown in diagram. The sole function of the

parts of the system to reasonable and safe values.
Four new substations were strategically located on
the ring to distribute secondary power at 2,300 volts.
The basic principle of the distribution is the approximate balancing of local generation and consumption
at each substation, so that normally only about 5,000

horsepower flows in the ring, i.e., about half the

ring capacity.
From each substation the power is distributed at

2,300 volts for eventual 2,300 and 550 volt use in

the various departments.
To confirm our design and specifications, the new
system was set up in miniature on the General Elec-

tric Network Analyzer at Schenectady, simulating
transmission lines, the 6,600 volt ring, substation
transformers, generators and electrical loads. On the
Analyzer we investigated the stability of the system
and its ability to transfer load for various operating
conditions and system arrangements. The studies
included ‘‘future’’ conditions involving more generation and loads for future plant expansions. Months
of laborious calculations would have been required
to approximate even half the information we took

to Stillwater.

three small units had been excited by the directconnected exciter of the large unit, while their own
direct-connected exciters were used for miscellaneous
mill services such as charging electric locomotive batteries.

In the new setup, each generator will be independently regulated and excited, which will yield
flexible and selective operation.
Now to return to the 500 volt system. At each
department 2300/550 transformer banks have been
located. In the old setup, almost all motor circuits
were taken directly from the transformer buses to
motor distribution centres, thus exposing equipment
to full system faults.

To remedy this, we chose for protection of the
secondary circuits, a type of equipment that had

off the Analyzer in one week.
Studies under ‘future’ conditions visualized two

not, to our knowledge, been used in Canada or the
United States before. It has, however, been in wide
use in England and Europe for twenty years or more.
It is very much cheaper than standard switchgear.
ft will interrupt very large currents. Practically no
maintenance is necessary. ‘The units are very compact and easily installed. ‘The equipment is known
as high-rupturing capacity, current-limiting fusegear.

alent amount of generators and synchronous motors
contained in a sixth substation on the ring.

The fusegear is applied as a six-unit or eight-unit
assembly directly on the buses of the departmental
transformer. From it cable-conduit feeders are taken
to the various motor control centres. This part of
the program was the most arduous and exacting of

more steam turbines, similar to the Brown Boveri
unit just installed, as well as the conversion of the
25,000 H.P. of water-driven grinders into an equiv-

The Analyzer studies confirmed the design as

being suitable in every way for our needs. Overload
conditions are eliminated. In fact, just about all of
the old system 1s eliminated. Existing breakers in

Substation |, of moderate interrupting capacity, are
protected by the current limiting reactors.

all, since it involved every part of the mill and
practically every motor. Like the rest of the job, it

had to be cut-over without interruption of production. ‘The cooperation among our crews was a highlight of the conversion and made possible its success-

ful completion without a hitch.
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Baseball season opens at Timberlane Park.
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Stuart Blondin and George

Sneed

Stes

Rt. Hon. L. St. Laurent

George Drew

Solon. Low

CANADA'S POLITICAL LEADERS
ERE will be plenty of action on the federal
hustings for the next six weeks, as the people of
Canada stream to the polls on August 10 to elect a
new government for the ensuing four years.
The last Federal Election was held in June, 1949
—and left the Liberal group, under the late William

Lyon Mackenzie King, with an overwhelming lead
over all other parties.

The Liberal Party has been in power without a

break since 1935. Their chief threat, to date, has
come from Conservatives, with the other two parties

holding more-or-less precarious toeholds in_ the
Commons.

Minister of Justice and Attorney-General in 1941.
He was appointed to the Imperial Privy Council in

1946 and was Secretary of State for External Affairs
from 1946 until he succeeded the late Mr. King, who
retired in 1948.

DREW
‘Leader of the Opposition
A soldier, lawyer, statesman and writer, George
Drew, Q.C., first entered politics in the provincial
field, and from August 17, 1943, to 1948 he was
Premier of Ontario. He broke out of this enclosure
to try his fortunes in the wider federal arena, where
he succeeded John Bracken as leader of the Conserva-

In the Liberal landslide of 1949 the standings
were,

Liberals

193

Conservatives __...................... FH?

Social Credit _........._.....
Socialist

Independents OD

was made a member of the Privy Council.

1Q

M. JI. COLDWELL

12

Socialist Party Leader
Leader of the C.C.F., the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation, or Socialist Party of Canada, is

Since 1949 the Liberals have lost some seats in
by-elections to Conservatives, but there has been no
substantial alteration in totals. This year the Social

Credit Party, which has gained heavy support in

Alberta and British Columbia Provincial Legislatures,
is making a strong bid for increased representation in
the national arena.

‘The men who will lead their forces into battle in
August are all well-known figures in the political
life of our nation.

LOUIS ST. LAURENT

tive Party of Canada. His party suffered a severe
setback in 1948, but he himself was elected and remains as Opposition Leader. In May, Mr. Drew

Prime Minister
Prime Minister of Canada, Leader of the Liberal
Party, and inheritor of the Mackenzie King mantle,
is Right Honorable Louis St. Laurent, Q.C. Born
in Compton, Quebec, 1882, he is a graduate of the
Laval University and holds honorary LL.D.’s from
Queen's and University of Manitoba.
An outstanding legal light, he is a Queen’s Counsellor, and first entered the House of Commons as

M. J. Coldwell, born in 1888 in Devon, England.
Mr. Coldwell was first elected to the House of
Commons in 1935 and has been returned in the
subsequent elections of 1940, 1945 and 1949.

SOLON LOW
Social Credit Party Leader
Leader of the Social Credit Party, Mr. Solon Earl
Low is the youngest of our political party leaders.
19Q0Q,

born in Cardston, Alberta, on January 8,

He was a member of the Alberta Legislature from
1935 to 1945. He was a Provincial Treasurer and
Minister of Education for that province. He became
National Leader of the Social Credit Party in 1944;
and on June 11, 1945, was first elected to the House
of Commons. He was returned in 1949 and continues to lead his party.
‘These are the political leaders who will make their
bids for membership in Canada’s 22nd Parliament,
and, in contrast to the United States’ political system,
each must contest his own election.
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N March 22 an old and well loved employee of

Powell River, Nathan ‘‘Nate’’ Roney, passed
away at the fine old age of 89. Nate had spent

practically his entire working lifetime with Brooksocanlon organizations—and had, since the turn of
the century, followed their logging trails in widely
extended parts of the United States and Canada.

The story of Nate Roney closely parallels the

beginning of the pulp and paper industry in British

Columbia—and the entry of Brooks-Scanlon as

pioneer newsprint manufacturers in the province.
When Nate joined them, in the early days of the
century, there was not a single pulp and paper plant
in Western Canada. In 1901 the Government of
British Columbia issued their original Pulp Leases

to encourage investment in a new industry—and
several syndicates took up the leases. At this time,
Nate was working with Brooks-Scanlon in Minne-

sota and other areas in the United States: and a few
years later the company began logging operations at
Stillwater, near Powell River.

The natural advantages of Powell River as a

potential site for a pulp and paper plant was

recognized by Brooks-Scanlon leaders—-particularly
the late director Dwight F. Brooks and M. J. Scanlon.
In 1908 they sent their head cruiser Mr. Stockie and
Nate Roney to survey the timber reserves included in
the Powell River leases. It was largely as a result of

their report that Scanlon purchased the
Powell River leases from Canadian Industria]

Company and decided to start construction of British

Columbia’s first newsprint mill at Powell River.

From that time, until his retirement in 1939,

Nate was closely associated with the logging end of
Powell River Company operations. He was a-scaler
at Harrison Lake Camp until 1912—-and moved on
to the company’s camp at Kingcome River where he
continued to serve the company as scaler and cruiser.

At the time of his retirement he was considered

one of the most experienced and skilful log scalers on

the Pacific Coast. He was intimately acquainted
with all the timber limits from Vancouver to the
Queen Charlottes; and his sound judgment, backed
by years of practical experience was never questioned,
either by buyer or seller.

In the death of Nate Roney, a pioneer in West

Coast logging passed away.

He was present at the

birth of the pulp and paper industry in British
Columbia—and had a direct share in bringing about

the establishment of the first newsprint mill. He
saw the industry grow and expand; he saw the
change from the ox and horse-drawn sled to the

modern high powered logging trucks; he saw the old
give way to the new, but readily adapted himself to
changing conditions. He was a personality in the
Powell River Company—and was one of the most

popular and respected figures in the B.C. logging
fraternity.
At the time of his death, Nate was living at Forest

Grove, B.C., surrounded by the hills and forests
which he so dearly loved.
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Photo by Chuck Jones.

idled by recent grain strike, ships ride anchor in Vancouver's harbour.
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Behind your daily newspaper, printed on Powell
River newsprint, stand great reserves of pulpwood
located in the finest timber growing areas of British

Columbia. These reserves are our guarantee to
consumers of our products of continuity of operations into the foreseeable future.

Above, logs are entering the Barker Mill at Powell
River on the first stage of their conversion to newsprint.
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In an address to supervisors at Powell River last
month, Company President Harold S. Foley, presented an encouraging picture of company operations
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during the first six months of the year.
Earnings for the period were up substantially from
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Westminster, B.C., including the Salmon River

Last year the premium on the
Canadian dollar and the increase in government
taxation accounted for a drop of nearly $2,000,000
Logging Company.
in net earnings.

This year with new production coming in and

some measure of tax relief, the Company earnings are

back to 1950 and 195] levels.

Today, Powell River is in a better and stronger

position than ever before. The plant has been
expanded and fully modernized.

Our scientists and

research men have developed new techniques to
improve our product. Production of newsprint has

been increased, and consumers are assured of high
quality products and long range continuity of supply.

The Cover Picture
Typical of the scenic attractions on Vancouver

Island (see centre spread) is lovely Hairtrigger Lake on Forbidden Plateau.

Floyd Kurtz

HE MANAGES OUR BULLDOG FLEET
LSEWHERE in this issue we present an article
on the movement of logs and paper—a duty
performed by the Kingcome Navigation Company,

locate a job with Canadian Fairbanks Morse at
Vancouver, in April, 1919.
In April, 1922, the late S. D. Brooks, then in

Company.

to supervise installation of machines in the Company s
logging yacht Greta M; and he was retained as guarantee engineer when the engines were set in the Powell

a wholly owned subsidiary of Powell River
Manager of Kingcome—and a leading B.C.

authority on tug boats and marine engines—is Floyd
L. Kurtz, who has been with Powell River for thirtyone consecutive years.

Born in Goshen, Indiana, in 1895, this spruce

immaculate ‘“young’’ man, who looks as spry as one
of his several grandchildren, started out in life as a
furniture and cabinet maker in his home town. Then
for a couple of years he tried his luck in the department. store business, finishing up as manager of a 5,
10 and 15 cent store.

From here he turned to his future life’s work.

He went to Three Rivers, Michigan, where he joined

the Fairbanks Morse Company in their Marine
Division as a fitter. He was transferred to their
Experimental Department and became recognized as

an expert in installing engines. So expert, in fact,
that in September, 1918, he was sent to the Lyle
Shipyards in North Vancouver, to supervise the
installation of engines on three schooners, being built
for special war duties.
This was Floyd’s first glimpse of British Columbia
—hbut it was enough to sell him the West. He returned

to Three Rivers long enough to pack his trunk and

charge of Company logging operations, hired Floyd

River Company vessel ‘“‘Norsal.”” In 1925 he was
transferred to Kingcome Navigation Company, in
charge of marine repairs—and from thereon has lived

happily after, watching over and expanding his

beloved tug boat fleet.
As engineer, supervisor and latterly as manager
of Kingcome, Floyd is a recognized encyclopedia on
coastal tugs and their ways, on logs and towing, and
on all the problems and vexations faced by tow-boat

men in their long journeys up and down the B.C.
( oast.

He loves his tug boats as a bulldog loves his
master; and for him the purr of their engines makes
more beautiful tones than Chopin.

In between his periods of watchful waiting for
Company tugs and barges, Floyd took time off to
get married and to raise three daughters and two sons,

who have presented Mr. and Mrs. Kurtz with six

grandchildren.

But if you expect to meet a grandfather in Floyd,
you are due for a shock. He looks more like one of
the grandchildren—and that’s what all the girls say.
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of water. Having been given to understand that
these fish won't touch a boat, they kept on going.
The trouble started when some of the whales got
playful and smashed the boat. Luckily, goes the |
story, the man and the girl both managed to swim to
shore and safety.

Then there was the time a log rolled off the log
chute at Mary Island, striking one of the fish in a
passing school. “For the next few minutes that log
had a rough time as the maddened whales smashed it

to bits with their powerful tails,’’ reports Bert.
Bert himself got fairly close to the black fish on

several occasions—like the time a couple of them left
the school in Malaspina Straits and approached the
wharf at Lund. ‘I heir stream-lined dorsal fins, which
stick out of the water like ponderous periscopes when

WENTY-FIVE years ago Noel George Harry
saw an amazing sight from his boat as he neared
Ragged Island near Lund, a fishing village 17 miles

north of Powell River. Lying large as life on the
rocky beach was the body of a huge black fish,
apparently dead and washed up by the tide. George

and his father, who was with him, approached the
monster to investigate. ‘It was a black fish or killer
whale, all right,’’ George recalls today at his home on
Powell River’s Indian reservation at Sliammon.

He was a big fellow, maybe 30 feet long, with

tiny eyes no larger than a small pebble stone, and big
teeth, sharp like a needle. ‘There was a gash on his

head back of the mouth, and we guessed he got

playful with a boat propeller. Anyway, he was

dead, George says with the finality of an eye-witness.
Born 68 years ago in Churchouse, at the mouth of

Bute Inlet on British Columbia’s north coast, portly
George, now blind in one eye and partly crippled in
the legs by a logging accident on Harwood Island
across from Powell River, is probably the only living
person who ever got so close to a black fish or killer
whale and lived to tell the tale.
While he claims that he has never heard of the fish

attacking any man afloat in B.C. waters, he readily
admits that he prefers to see these sea giants from a
safe distance.
George's greatest respect for the black fish is because

‘“T think it’s the fastest fish in
“I remember in the old days the

of the latter’s speed.

water, he says.

Cardena was a pretty speedy ship, but they could pass
her like a streak. ’

Bert Grundle, who works in the Powell River
Company s laboratory, bears George out on this score.

They will easily pass an outboard motor boat doing
25 miles an hour,’ says Bert, who—like most Powell
River ‘seamen’ '-—has seen his share of the big-finned

mammals in local waters. A couple of incidents,
that Bert admittedly relates second-hand, tend to
dispute Georges statement about the Black Fish
avoiding any trouble with man.
One concerns a man and his daughter who set out
to cross a narrow B.C. channel in a small boat, only
to notice that a school was entering the same body

they travel near the water’s surface, measure up to
ten feet, according to Bert.
Fishermen, who form most of Lund’s small population, aren't kindly disposed to these fish because
their appearance scares off the small fish and also
because they go right through the fishing nets as if
they didn t exist. “When seiners see the killer whale
coming, they don’t waste any time pulling in their
nets to let the big fellows go by,’’ Bert says.
Because no commercial value is placed on black
fish, the fishermen don’t bother with them and the
blighters are, apparently, on the increase.
Their regular visitations to the Malaspina Straits

on Powell River's front door step coincide with
annual salmon runs and the abundance of seals on
some of the islands in the Straits of Georgia. Playful,
speedy porpoises, actually a species of whale themselves, are another favorite dish of the black fish,
who—according to some—-aren't too particular what
they eat, so long as it’s filling food.

Little is officially known about the habits of the
killer whale, or grampus, to give it an encyclopedic
cognomen, but one of them has gone out of its way

to help, according to Frank Larsen, Dominion govern-

ment fisheries inspector for the Powel River area.
Its a ‘‘black’’ fish turned white—an albino, if you
like-—which has been seen up and down Canada’s

west coast for the past several years in company with
its black brothers and sisters. By keeping an eye on
it, west coast fish experts hope to learn more about
the peregrinations of the killer whale.
Inspector Larsen has observed numerous schools on
his (rips along the B.C. coast. At Cowichan Bay on
the east coast of Vancouver Island he once had the

rare good fortune of seeing the black fish at mating
time. “With a great splash they would suddenly rise
In pairs right out of the water, then disappear again
in the bay with more splashing and noise,”’ recounts
Mrank.

Photos of B.C. black fish are uncommon, as most
photographers would sooner remain at a respectable
distance from these unpredictable sea creatures. But
The Digester has been fortunate in securing a recent

picture of two cavorting off Grief Point, four miles
south of Powell River, taken by John M. (Jack)
Bagicy, a research tester in the Research and Develop-

ment Department of the Powell River Company.

Shot at dusk with an amateur camera at a distance of

approximately 100 feet, the picture shows the
characteristic outline of the killer whale.
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Westview squad methodically fights blaze.

“Victim” Martin Naylor is treated by Gordon Angus and Jack Phillips.

CIVIL DEFENDERS PREPARE FOR EMERGENCY
AST month Powell River and District Civil
Defence Groups staged a practice demonstration

in the district. With local defence co-ordinator
Battleman M. MacIntyre and B.C. Civil Defence

Another favorable factor for quick defence is the
compactness of the area and the ease in bringing help

from one part of the district to another. Other
natural advantages include the concentration in a

officials in attendance, fire fighters, first aiders and
bomb disposal squads went into action.

small area of large numbers of technicians, engineers
and skilled craftsmen, available within a few minutes

Residents who saw the demonstration were agreeably surprised. The organization had been working

damage.

quietly, without fanfare—and with comparatively

little public attention, and the extent of their
preparaions came as a pleasant shock.

Victims of

atom bombs were brought in for treatment; wounded
were rushed to first aid stations, hand pumps were
brought up ‘‘on the double’ to douse fires. Workers,
in steel helmets and gas masks, dashed into streets
foggy with smoke bombs to emerge with shocked or
stricken ‘‘casualties.’’
Considering the short period of organization, the
performance was a first-class one and opened many
eyes in the district. The B.C. chairman, in reviewing
the picture, pointed out that one great advantage of

Powell River's position lay in the number of highlv
trained first-aid men in possession of industrial and
St. John Ambulance certificates. “If an emergency

should arise, you have here a first-class body of quall1-

filed men, already trained to handle casualties,’’ he
declared.

Powell River, as an outport of Vancouver, has a
definite spot in the Civil Defence set-up of British
Columbia. It 1s on the direct route of any hostile
planes flying south to attack cities like Vancouver,
Seattle, or Portland. It is an important industrial
centre with many highly skilled tradesmen and much
modern machinery. While not a number one target,

Powell River is close to a main target area and must be
prepared for any emergencies. At the moment, the
organization and administration of the defence set-up

has been well developed—and can be quickly
augmented if trouble comes.

‘The various districts

have been integrated, instructors have been appointed,
and regular weekly classes are held.
Page Three

for supervision of demolition work or repairing
Meantime, the defence organization, under the
direction of ‘Batt’ McIntyre, is working smoothly,

lf the need should
arise, residents of Powell River will not be caught
consolidating as it moves along.
unprepared.

Mrs. A. Thomas and Mrs. A. McLaren.

a
Her Majesty's Canadian Ship “Cayuga” ties up at Company’s wharf.

N July 14, scores of Powell River youngsters

‘The Tribals have been considered the aces in the

stood on the hillside, watching one of the Royal

destroyer deck of the Royal and Royal Canadian
Navies. [hey were in the forefront of battle and the
achievements of Canada’s “‘Haida,’’ ‘Iroquois’ and
~Athabaskan’”’ rank high tn the naval annals of
World War II. Originally displacing 1870 tons, the
post-war I ribals, with their new and secret equip-

Canadian Navys crack destroyers swing into port.

On a flag-showing cruise, H.M.C.S. “Cayuga,”’
veteran of the Korean war, bristling with modern
equipment, paid her first visit to our navy conscious
town. On board were Lieut.-Commander Hayes, in
command of the ship, with the flag of Rear Admiral
J. C. Hibbard, senior naval officer on the West Coast,
flying at the peak.

Cayuga is one of the famous Tribal Class

destroyers, which took the brunt of much of the

destroyer action in the last war. She was one of the

first of her class to be built in Canada and was

commissioned in 1945. She has been twice in Korean
waters, returning each time without damage or battle
casualties.

Her present crew joined her after her
return from the Far Fast.

With a total of 317 men and eighteen officers

aboard, the ship on her present cruise carries close to

war-time complement. She is equipped with the

latest 1n radar and anti-aircraft installations. She is
the first vessel of the J'ribal Class ever to visit Powell
River and hundreds of residents took advantage of
the open house aboard ship to inspect her equipment.

Practically all officers saw service in World War II.

Rear Admiral Hibbard, who served throughout
hostilities, 1s an old friend of Powell River. He
arrived here first in the early ‘‘thirties’’ when about
all the Navy could muster on this coast were the

destroyers Skeena’’ and the outmoded ‘‘Vancouver.”’

ment, now displace nearly 2400 tons.

Concentration has swung from gun power to anti-

aircraft and anti-submarine equipment and, while

less heavily armed than their predecessors, they are
probably far more menacing and powerful in battle.
To date most of Canada’s fighting ships have had
tours in Korean waters—and these have undoubtedly
increased the battle efficiency of crews and resulted in
many recommendations for changes in design and

equipment. “Iroquois,” ‘‘Sioux,’’ ‘‘Huron’’ and
‘‘Athabaskan”’ have been prominent in the naval operations in
the Far East in normal patrols,
in bombardment, and in com-

mando landings behind the
enemy lines.

Powell River, with a large

percentage of ex-naval men in
the district, turned out in force
to look over “‘Cayuga,’’ and to
help entertain members of the

crew. Special entertainment
was provided for officers and
ratings by Powell River Com-

pany and by Malaspina Branch
of the Canadian Legion.
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Rear Admiral Hibbard

Apprentices E. Needham, W. Carlson, G. Bond, W. Montgomery, F. Thomson, E. Smith, F. Hatch, J. Silvestrini, G. Whitsen, B. Husband,
B. Green, C. Mouat, W. Craigen. Missing: J. Robertson, D. Hart, L. Husband, D. Clarke.

HAND PICKED APPRENTICES
NDICATIVE of the importance attached by the
Powell River Company to the selection of its

trainees is the fact that five department heads and top

mill superintendents take time out from their busy
round to interview every young man who applies for

proficient in operating the hacksaw and the bolt
machines and will learn how to assemble machine
parts and equipment.

In the tinshop, where he will spend another

month, the apprentice will familiarize himself with

the apprenticeship program.

In a round-table meeting they try to assess the

various types and gauges of sheet metal and master
the art of soldering.

applicant’s suitability by taking into consideration his
schooling, hobbies, and special aptitudes, as well as

carpenter s shop where he will learn to sharpen and

the sincerity of his desire for self-improvement
through the acquisition of a highly-skilled trade.

The courses are designed for each trade so that the
apprentice obtains maximum of experience associated

with this particular trade. In the following outline
we trace the journey of a millwright apprentice
through his various stages. Apprentices in other
trades, tinsmithing, electricity, etc., have courses

designed to fit their particular requirements.

For the first three months—the probationary

period—tthe millwright apprentice is assigned to the
millwright crew, as a general helper.

From the start, he receives 60% of class “A”

mechanic rate at Powell River—35% more than the

starting rate set up by the B.C. Government's

Apprenticeship Board. (AII Powell River apprentices are on the same basis). After two years this
will be increased to 70% and will reach 87% for
the last six months of his five-year apprenticeship
with the company.
Following the probationary period he will put in
a month assisting the welders, learning chipping and

‘The next two months will find him in the

set saws, sharpen chisels, planes, and other carpenters’

tools. He will be instructed how to operate a jointer,
band saw, ripsaw and planer, and how to make a
tool] boy.
When he completes 2% years as helper with the

millwright crew, he will assist the various depart-

mental inspectors in all the phases of newsprint and

sulphite production for ten months. He will wind

up his apprenticeship by working as a general millwright for the final six months of his five-year term.
‘Today there are 18 trainees enrolled in Powell
Rivers apprenticeship program described above.
Their practical work is supplemented by specialized
International Correspondence Schools courses, designed to add to the technical knowledge required in
their respective trades, and with bi-monthly study
periods on company time.
Once a month the apprentices are addressed by

various supervisors who supply them with further
knowledge of mill operations. And every six months

grinding. [he blacksmiths will teach him case

each apprentice has his work evaluated by the foreman in charge, and commented upon by the departmental superintendent.

in the smithy he will make a set of chisels and a centre

graduates into the ranks of skilled workers, receiving

punch and shear.

Providing a vacancy exists in the mill, the company
will give him preference over other job seekers.
To date, 27 have completed the five-year appren-

hardening and tempering. Before his month 1s over

punch for his tool kit, and will learn to operate the
In the foundry he will be expected to help out in

a general way and will learn how castings are made.
During the succeeding six months in the machine
shop he will handle a variety of tools and machines,

drills, reamers, taps, bolt dies. He will learn to

babbitt bearings and to chip and file. He will become

Finally the day comes when the apprentice

a journeyman's certificate from the Government.

tice course (its only three years for welding) at
Powell River. The plan has the support of both
Unions and the Management. The rest is up to the
young men themselves.
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The trick is to get there last!

DOMINION DAY DOINGS
AVORED by good weather and a kindly sun,

Powell River's population concentrated at
Willingdon Beach for its annual Dominion Day
celebration. Under the auspices of the Lions Club, a
first class program, with many new attractions and
Varieties, was presented before a near-record crowd.

All the usual attractions of the Country Fair were

included, with local “barkers out in full force and
in good voice. Special and novelty children’s races

were run off in the afternoon; and the swimming
events, culminating in the one-mile swim, drew large

crowds. In the evening a dance in Dwight Hall
topped off the day's entertainment.

All proceeds from the day go into the Lions Club

Welfare Fund. This fine service club operates
Willingdon Beach as a public service throughout the
summer, supplying life-guard and swimming instruc-

tion. [wo years ago the club constructed a

children's swimming pool on the beach—a highly
popular installation.
Dr. J. L. Macleod, Lions Club President, awards mile swim
prize to Gerry Vowels.

This year they have built a new swimming and
diving raft with steel foundations and girders. It 1s

a structure that will compare favorably with anything to be found on the beaches of metropolitan
areas.

A feature of the beach equipment is the miniature

railroad and train, built by mechanical wizard
Ambrose McKinnon. [t was constructed almost
entirely of salvaged material and built, piece by
piece, by Ambrose in his basement. Hundreds of
kiddies enjoyed the free ride—and the McKinnon
railroad is a favorite rendezvous for the youngsters
on holidays and celebrations, and will continue to
pay big dividends tn children’s fun and happiness.
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Solidly sold on air news delivery is Frank Huntress, Jr., San Antonio publisher.

AIRNEWS INCORPORATED FLIES IN
N mid-July visitors to Powell River airport wit-

nessed at first hand an example of how modern

progressive newspapers are using the aeroplane as a
business asset.

Reposing on the runway just in from Texas was
the sleek DC-3 plane owned and operated by Aijirnews Inc. of San Antonio. Aboard the plane on a
short visit to Powell River was Mr. Frank Huntress,
Jr., of The San Antonio Express and San Antonio
News. He was accompanied by Mrs. Huntress and

their three children, and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Etter.
Jim is chief pilot for Airnews Inc.
Use of aeroplanes in regular distribution of news-

papers was pioneered in Jexas by Mr. Huntress nine
years ago. He used Norsemen planes to distribute his

paper over a 30Q-mile area. ‘The experiment was
new and costly, but Mr. Huntress persisted—and
today with two DC-3's on his payroll, residents 300
miles away receive their final editions almost as
quickly as the city dweller.
It was Mr. Huntress’ first trip to British Columbia
in many years and he found our country still restful

and stimulating. Mrs. Huntress came close to heresy

when she declared, If I had to live in any place
outside of I exas, | would choose British Columbia.’

Iwo mint juleps for the lady, please!

POWELL RIVER HELPS BRITISH EMPIRE GAMES
HE provincial-wide campaign to boost the British
Empire Games concentrated on Powell River
early in July. Asa special feature, the Games Committee arranged for the Capilanos, Vancouver's Class

“A” baseball club, to play an exhibition game in

Powell River's new Timberlane Park. ‘The proceeds
from the game were for the Empire Games Fund.
Powell River Company and Queen Charlotte Air
Lines were joint sponsors in chartering a special DC-3

to bring the Caps’ up from Vancouver. I he team,
through Manager Dewey Soriano, donated their
services and the Powell River Baseball League

Umbrella-clad fans stayed on.

arranged details and publicity.
Despite a drizzling rain which generally hindered
the calibre of play, a crowd of well over 1,000 turned
out to greet the visitors——and to hear Dick Richards,
of the Games Committee, explain the program lined
up to create interest throughout British Columbia in
the great athletic carnival of next year.
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Digester Advisory Committee:
Clare Cunningham; R. G. McHugh, George B. Hills, Jr.

WE GO TO PRESS
éé

OW do you go about publishing he Digester!
Have you a definite plan? How do you decide
on the contents?
We have been asked these and other questions on
numerous occasions by friends and fellow editors out
to swap notes. So, friends and fellow editors, here's
the behind-the-scenes story of producing [he Powell
River Digester.

Today’s story starts in 1946. At that time it was
decided to change the size, format and purpose of
The Digester, which had been issued regularly since
1923 as a combination internal-external publication,
with accent on the internal character.

The first move was to appoint an advisory committee, to decide on the contents of each issue. he
committee is composed of the editor and three committee members, who elect their own chairman.
The three committee members are representatives of

the Powell River organization. For example, one

keeps general contact with the logging and sawmill
companies; another acts as advisor in the sales field;
and the third maintains contact with the executive
offices. The editor is in close touch with mill opera-

tions at Powell River, and brings these to the
attention of the committee at their first meeting.

Balance of text is an essential consideration in the

make-up of The Digester. We endeavour to insert
something each issue which will include our three
major industries—logging, lumber and pulp and
paper. A proportion of personal information—and
health, welfare and recreational activities of the
company and its employees, are also afforded top
rating.

What about the consumers of Powell River

products? What is new in their field? Are there new
presses being installed, new buildings erected, or some
special product being produced?

It is here that the sales advisor in close touch with
sales and service representatives in all parts of the
world, brings the sales picture into the meeting.

But, are we top heavy? Have we anything of

the last issue, we imserted biographical sketches
of well-known figures in our provincial or national
life. So in each issue we attempt to include special
feature articles, of national or provincial interest.
In other words, the committee endeavours as far
as possible to strike a balance, to diversify the con-

tents, to tell the story of our company and its

employees in all aspects, to disclose something of the
background of our country and its people, their work
and play.

What particular articles will be written for this
issue? Well, the basis of our policy is that each
member of the committee submits at least five subjects
for discussion at our first meeting. “These are mulled
over, kicked around, and rejected or selected.

In this way, balance, titles of stories for the next
issue, and who will write them are established. ‘The
author might be the editor, a member of the committee, or frequently a top specialist in a particular
subject. Co-operation has been excellent and it 1s
rarely that any member of the organization from the
President down, cannot find time to write an article
suggested by the committee. Invariably he is glad
to do so—and we like to think that he considers it a
personal tribute to be asked.
That wraps up the preliminary meeting. Contents
decided, authors selected and balance attained.
Two weeks later the committee meets again—and
the editor brings in all the articles in quadruplicate.

article is read aloud with members alternating
in reading the different stories. Corrections, revisions
or deletions are made—~and each article is carefully

discussed before the final copy is sent to _ the

stenographer. At the same meeting, pictures and art
work are approved.
The editor, prior to the meeting makes up three
complete sets of dummies, with word count, headings
and color inserted. These are approved and revised
where necessary. On copy goes to engravers, one to

printers along with the typewritten material and a
third remains with the editor.

general interest, something divorced from our own
operations, even from the industry. Should we not
tell our readers something about what ts going on in
British Columbia, in Canada? Recently The Digester
has completed a series of newsy articles on ‘The

All pictures and art work are sent to the engraver
at the same time as the copy is despatched to the
printer. Generally, the issue is ready for distribution
in about three weeks after the copy is in the printer's

many varied aspects of life in Canada—our railways,

We have found the arrangement a workable one and
if we do not always succeed in pleasing our readers—--

Canadian Way of Life,”’ in which we told about

our universities, our national broadcasting system,
our chartered banks, etc. On other occasions, as in

hands.

And that’s how it happens, readers and critics.

we have a lot of fun trying.
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FAMILIAR ROLL REPLACE
OLD SUGGESTION BOX
HE old padlocked suggestion box on the outer
wall of the Time Office was recently replaced by
—what to all appearances, from a distance—looked
like a newsprint roll pressed into the building.
On closer examination, the more curious quickly
discovered that the purple-banded roll, bearing the
familiar Powell River trademark, was a painted ply-

wood replica of the famous product, with a slot at
the top through which a sign invited them to drop
their written suggestions.
As before, the box will be opened at regular intervals by representatives of a Union-Management Suggestion Committee which carefully examines each

suggestion for practical application in the mill and

decides on monetary awards, if such are warranted.
First established in 1944, this committee has made

260 awards to date. The highest individual award
so far—amounting to $1,000—-was gained last year

by William Macmillan for suggesting a new stock
proportioner. Other awards have ranged all the way
from $10 to $500, depending on their value.

First to try out the new ‘‘Suggestion Roll” was
Miss Dorothy Jack, secretary to Vice-President

Russell M. Cooper, pictured alongside.

TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS STAR SCORES IN POWELL
OWELL RIVER youngsters enjoyed the thrill of
their lives last month when Howie Meeker, star

forward of world-famous ‘Toronto Maple Leafs
hockey team dropped in for a three-day visit.
While Howie's trip was basically political, he took
time out to talk to the young people of Powell River
about hockey and sportsmanship.
Commenting on his experience here, the Maple
Leafs ace said:
‘Iam completely amazed at the hockey enthusiasm
of the youngsters in Powell River. “hey know more
about statistics, scoring records, and goal averages
than most of the kids in the east. In a district where
ice skating 1s confined to a couple of weeks each year,

if you are lucky, this interest in astounding.
Howie joined the Leafs in 1947, the year he was

awarded the Calder | rophy as the outstanding rookie
of the year.
In entering politics and devoting himself to public

service, Howie Meeker follows in the footsteps of

such other hockey greats as Lionel Conacher, Bucko

McDonald and Syl Apps, all listed among the top
names in Canada's exciting winter sport.
Hockey hero obliges youthful fans.
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ISLAND PLAYGROUND OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
WENTY-FIVE miles from the mainland of
British Columbia across the Straits of Georgia,
is Vancouver Island, a natural breakwater sheltering
the Lower Mainland of the province from the open
waters of the Pacific Ocean.

‘This famous island where much of the history
of Western Canada was written, is today one of the
favorite tourist meccas on the continent. Visitors
from all parts of the world cross the Straits to enjoy
its unrivalled scenery, its old world charm, its unsurpassed fishing, hunting and holidaying attractions.
The City of Victoria is the jumping off place for
tourists entering the island from the south. The attractions of this unhurried city has always been a lure to

tourists: 1ts Marine Drive, circling the city, provides

a marvellous view of the Olympic Mountains, to

the south and Mount Baker looming up in the east:
Mount Douglas Park, with its magnificent panorama;

Flk Lake, a game bird sanctuary on which wild

swans spend the winter; the Dominion Experimental
Farm; world famous Butchart Gardens; the Empress
Hotel. All these are but part of the charm of British

Columbia's capital city. Scores of beaches, lovely
drives, amid an essentially British atmosphere of
tweeds, Irish linens, Wedgwood and Spode China,
cricket and rugger, impart a further air of distinction
and novelty to the city.
The entire island has a variety of scenic attractions

sources of interest. Port Alberni at the end of the
road is a famous logging and pulp centre—one of the

giants on the industrial map of British Columbia.

These are only a few of the typical attractions
that await the tourist on Vancouver Island. Half
way up the Island is Forbidden Plateau, lying at an
elevation of 4,000 feet, a wonderland of lake and
mountain scenery easily accessible by motor road

from Courtenay. Excellent. trails abound, with

pack horses and first-class accommodation available.

In winter months the pleateau is a rendezvous for

skiers.

Along the route are well-known trout fishing

streams like Oyster River and Campbell River, head-

quarters of the globe-famous Tyee Club, whose
roster contains names of anglers from all parts of
the world. In the heart of the British Columbia
softwood belt, Campbell River is a big logging.
lumbering and recently, pulp and paper centre.
Nearby is spectacular Elk Falls Park, just below the

new power development of the British Columbia
Power Commission. Behind Campbell River are
John Hart Lake, Forbes Landing and Campbell Lake,
havens for the province's sportiest trout. And so on

along the coast—scenic beauty, wonderful fishing,
relaxation in cool glades, with rushing waters and
‘There are few- spots on this continent where life

and resorts, which have acquired international
renown. [here is the celebrated Malahat Drive,

can be lived more agreeably than on Vancouver

carrying through green timbered areas, with breath-

Further north 1s Shawnigan Lake—a beautiful
jewel set in timber-studded hills and one of the

resources and the unique charm which brings visitors
back year after year. ‘There 1s less haste, less urgency.
on this pleasant island, which echoes the footsteps of
the early explorers of the west—and which today, in

splendid Island Highway, the tourist passes along the

sanity, composure and simplicity seldom found else-

taking scenic vistas enroute.

Islands most popular summer resorts. Up the

seashore, where yachting and salmon fishing are
favorite pastimes. Cohoe, steelhead and cutthroat
trout abound in the numerous rivers and streams
flowing to the blue waters of Georgia Straits.

In the old city of Nanaimo, the tourist is surrounded by points of interest and scenic beauty.
Here is Newcastle Island, popular summer rendezvous,

Sport in Cowichan River.

quiet streams——a modern island paradise.

Island. It has’ everything — location, climate,

Moose Falls near Campbell River.

a world of scramble and rush, retains a degree of
w here.
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the Malaspina Galleries and the rock carvings, dim
relics of early settlements along the coast.

Here, too,

are the Pacific Biological Station and a marine
museum.

Further north are the numerous pleasure grounds

centering around Qualicum Beach, with its warm
water bathing, its golf courses, riding grounds, clam
fishing and lovely sand beaches. From Qualicum a
branch of the highway leads across the island to the
Alberni Canal, a route considered one of the most
picturesque on the continent. Natural beauty spots

in this area have been preserved by the Forestry
Department—and the great fishing and relaxation
areas of Sproat and Central Lakes, with the shadows

of giant trees mirrored in their depths, are natural
stopping places. Qualicum Falls and Stamp Falls,
with their shady trails, with sockeye salmon leaping
the falls and climbing fish ladders, are never-failing
Vista from Qualicum Beach Hotel.
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Cameron Lake on Alberni Highway.

SLAND PLAYGROUND OF
WENTY-FIVE miles from the mainland of
British Columbia across the Straits of Georgia,
is Vancouver Island, a natural breakwater sheltering
the Lower Mainland of the province from the open
waters of the Pacific Ocean.
‘This famous island where much of the history
of Western Canada was written, is today one of the
favorite tourist meccas on the continent. Visitors
from all parts of the world cross the Straits to enjoy
its unrivalled scenery, its old world charm, its unsurpassed fishing, hunting and holidaying attractions.

The City of Victoria is the jumping off place for

tourists entering the island from the south. The attractions of this unhurried city has always been a lure to

tourists: 1ts Marine Drive, circling the city, provides

a marvellous view of the Olympic Mountains, to
the south and Mount Baker looming up in the east:
Mount Douglas Park, with its magnificent panorama;

Flk Lake, a game bird sanctuary on which wild

swans spend the winter; the Dominion Experimental
Farm; world famous Butchart Gardens; the Empress
Hotel. All these are but part of the charm of British

Columbia's capital city. Scores of beaches, lovely
drives, amid an essentially British atmosphere of
tweeds, Irish linens, Wedgwood and Spode China,
cricket and rugger, impart a further air of distinction
and novelty to the city.
The entire island has a variety of scenic attractions

and resorts, which have acquired international
renown. [here is the celebrated Malahat Drive,
carrying through green timbered areas, with breathtaking scenic vistas enroute.

Further north 1s Shawnigan Lake—a beautiful
jewel set in timber-studded hills and one of the
Islands most popular summer resorts. Up the
splendid Island Highway, the tourist passes along the

seashore, where yachting and salmon fishing are
favorite pastimes. Cohoe, steelhead and cutthroat
trout abound in the numerous rivers and streams
flowing to the blue waters of Georgia Straits.

In the old city of Nanaimo, the tourist is sur-

rounded by points of interest and scenic beauty.

Here is Newcastle Island, popular summer rendezvous,

the Malaspina Galleries and the rock carvings, dim
relics of early settlements along the coast.

Here, too,

are the Pacific Biological Station and a marine
museum.

Further north are the numerous pleasure grounds

centering around Qualicum Beach, with its warm

water bathing, its golf courses, riding grounds, clam
fishing and lovely sand beaches. From Qualicum a
branch of the highway leads across the island to the
Alberni Canal, a route considered one of the most
picturesque on the continent. Natural beauty spots

in this area have been preserved by the Forestry
Department—and the great fishing and relaxation

areas of Sproat and Central Lakes, with the shadows

of giant trees mirrored in their depths, are natural
stopping places. Qualicum Falls and Stamp Falls,
with their shady trails, with sockeye salmon leaping
the falls and climbing fish ladders, are never-failing
Vista from Qualicum Beach Hotel.
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THE PACIFIG NORTHWES
sources of interest. Port Alberni at the end of the
road is a famous logging and pulp centre—one of the

giants on the industrial map of British Columbia.

These are only a few of the typical attractions
that await the tourist on Vancouver Island. Half
way up the Island is Forbidden Plateau, lying at an
elevation of 4,000 feet, a wonderland of lake and
mountain scenery easily accessible by motor road

from Courtenay. Excellent. trails abound, with

pack horses and first-class accommodation available.

In winter months the pleateau 1s a rendezvous for
skiers.

Along the route are well-known trout fishing

streams like Oyster River and Campbell River, head-

quarters of the globe-famous Tyee Club, whose
roster contains names of anglers from all parts of
the world. In the heart of the British Columbia
softwood belt, Campbell River is a big logging.
lumbering and recently, pulp and paper centre.

Nearby is spectacular Elk Falls Park, just below the

new power development of the British Columbia
Power Commission. Behind Campbell River are
John Hart Lake, Forbes Landing and Campbell Lake,
havens for the province's sportiest trout. And so on

along the coast—scenic beauty, wonderful fishing,
relaxation in cool glades, with rushing waters and

Sport in Cowichan River.

quiet streams——a modern island paradise.

‘There are few- spots on this continent where life

can be lived more agreeably than on Vancouver

Island. It has everything — location, climate,

resources and the unique charm which brings visitors

Moose Falls near Campbell River.

back year after year. ‘There 1s less haste, less urgency.
on this pleasant island, which echoes the footsteps of

the early explorers of the west—and which today, in

a world of scramble and rush, retains a degree of
sanity, composure and simplicity seldom found elsewhere.
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Cameron Lake on Alberni Highway.

Blair Macdonald, Barry Chaster and Martin Opie discuss their own map of Powell River.

TOWN PLANNING iS FOR PEOPLE
RECENT donation of $3,500 by the Powell
River Company to the University of British
Columbia has resulted in the preparation of an
independent town planning program for the entire
Powell River area by the University’s School of

scale), population, and the tributary areas for the

The grant follows the Company's allocation of
$5,000 for a chair in forestry, and the annual grant
of $1,000 for post-graduate work in paper chemistry.

ings, pointed up more graphically the fact that

Architecture.

In selecting this area for the town planning project,

University authorities felt that Powell River's
centrally located pulp and paper mills, its townsite,

and the surrounding communities of Westview.
Cranberry Lake and Wildwood would provide an
interesting study for all concerned.

Chosen for the three-month survey job by the
School of Architecture were graduate architects
Barry Chaster and Martin Opie, and fourth year
architecture student Blair Macdonald, who were
instructed to provide direction for overall planning
of the entire Powell River district from Lund to

Stillwater.
Wisely maintaining that ‘planning is for people, ’
the three young men spent their first month in Powell
River working alongside the men in the mill, supplementing this ‘“‘acclimatization’’ period with informal
surveys of the workers homes.

Out of this developed a survey of the people.

Where they work, where they live, where they shop,

where they worship, where their children are schooled,

where the family plays—these were among the
factors they wanted to determine.

After the people came the land and its present
utilization. The planners surveyed its forests and
soil conditions, transportation, communications,
watershed, housing (on a regional and then urban

district—all with a view to discovering the sphere of
influence of this district.

An urban map of the Powell River, Westview,

Wildwood and Cranberry Lake communities, giving
such detailed information as the age of present build-

planning is a continuous process.
In Powell River such questions as world markets
for newsprint and pulp, the proposed establishment

of a smelter on Bute Inlet, and the eventual completion of the road-and-ferry route to Vancouver, all
had to be contemplated in terms of future expansion
and progress.

An analysis of this data will lead to the setting up
of housing standards for the district. In the light of
these standards the present population and housing
accommodation will be catalogued and the number of
type of housing units needed will be determined.

Final step of the project will be the design or
actual layout of the town plan for tomorrow. It
will take advantage of the contours of the land, it
will bear in mind the relationships between the
housing areas, industry, parks, public utilities,
educational, religious, hospital and entertainment
facilities. its aim at all. times will be to create a
better environment and a better integrated community

through the co-ordination of those various bodies
presently planning on a necessarily limited scale,
thereby eliminating any duplication of effort.

Whether or not there will be any immediate
implementation of the suggested town plan will
largely depend on future developments.

Meantime, the Company is continuing its policy
of providing assistance for recognized industrial
research for the benefit of all.
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EXPERIMENTAL DIGESTER
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completion
on the ground
floor
Central Laboratory
in Powell
Riverofisthe
an
experimental digester, in reality a chemical pulp mill
in miniature.
‘The installation actually includes two digesters,
where wood chips are converted into pulp by heat,
pressure, and the action of the cooking liquor, and

an array of auxiliary equipment. Each of the
digesters will produce about six pounds dry weight
of pulp per cook, compared with the ten to sixteen
tons produced by the digesters in the sulphite mill.

The unit will be available both for assistance

with operating problems in the sulphite mill and for
long-term research projects in all phases of chemical
pulping. ‘The design has been made as versatile as
possible to ensure the greatest possible usefulness over

this wide field.
All the equipment is constructed of solid stainless

steel of a composition which is suitable for either
acid or alkaline cooking liquor. It can, therefore,
be used for any of the conventional methods of
pulping, such as sulphite, kraft,. soda, or neutra!

sulphite, or for studies on new methods. The chips
can be cooked at any pressure up to 235 pounds per

“It can do anything its big brother can,”

square inch, compared with the maximum of 80
pounds allowed in the mill digester.

says Research Man Don Stewart.

‘The maze of

piping which interconnects the various pressure

vessels allows steam, liquor, or gas to be added or
withdrawn during the course of the cook and permits
a great deal of variation in the method of cooking.
One part of the installation, comprising several
vessels and connecting piping, is for preparing the
cooking liquor. This part would be roughly com-

parable to the acid plant in the mill.

A. stainless

steel sheet-metal tank, equipped with a high speed

stirrer, 1s used for preparing the lime slurry for
sulphite pulping. A small pressure vessel with a
gauge glass is used for measuring the volume of

liquid sulphur dioxide required. The accumulator,
which has the same pressure rating as the digesters
and has sufficient capacity for two cooks, serves for
preparation and storage of liquor. A steam-heated
heat exchanger in the liquor circulating line is used
to bring the liquor up to the desired temperature.
The two digesters can be operated independently

of each other, except that they draw their liquor
from the same accumulator and discharge their pulp

at the end of the cook into the same blow tank.

After the digester has been filled with chips and the
liquor pumped in, heat is applied either through a

heat exchanger in the circulating line or by introducing steam directly into the digester. When the
cook is completed, the pulp is blown into the blow
tank and the waste liquor drawn off through a wire

mesh false bottom. While still in the blow tank,

the pulp can then be washed free of the remaining
liquor before being removed for testing.
To permit precise control of cooking conditions
and to increase the reproduceability of cooks, auto-

matic control instruments have been provided.

Before each cook is started the operator decides on a
temperature schedule for the cook, and places in one

of the instruments a sheet metal cam cut to that

schedule. [he instrument then, without further
attention, controls the rate of steaming to give the
desired temperature at all times during the cook.
Another instrument prevents the pressure from rising
above the desired maximum by allowing the necessary
amount of gas to escape from the top of the digester.
A central panel board houses all the instruments.
‘These include two time cam temperature controllers
for the liquor leaving the heat exchanger of the two
digesters; three pressure controllers, one for each of
the digesters and one for the accumulation: and three
temperature recorders, one for the liquor entering the
heat exchanger of each digester and one for the liquor
in the accumulator.

The type of investigations which can be undertaken with this equipment are so varied that only a
few examples can be given here. ‘Il ypical studies

could be: the cause of periodic variations in the

quality of sulphite pulp, with particular reference to
variations 1n wood supply and mill acid: the effect
on sulphite quality of changes in cooking conditions;
methods of increasing the yield of pulp from a given
weight of chips; the best way of cooking the various
species of wood now used in the sulphite mill, and

ways of pulping those species not now used for
sulphite; the use of wood wastes: newer methods of

chemical pulping, including alternative basis to
replace the lime now used in the sulphite process.

The digesters are a research tool of almost

unlimited application. It is hoped that the knowledge they provide will help us in the making of better
sulphite pulp and will point the way to more efficient
mill operation and more complete utilization of our
resources.
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THE WEATHER AGAIN

And just while we are at it, a note about our

weather.

The only consolation we can offer is that
Vancouver, Seattle, Portland, and other less favored
areas are in the same boat. All through May, June,

and early July, we had those drizzling rains, but
some were not so drizzly, with short interspaces
when the sun tried to sneak through. ‘Things picked

up in mid-July, and beautiful sunny weather prevailed for the rest of the month and August.
SOCIAL CREDIT GOVERNMENT RETURNED
Winner Olson and friend.

SALMON DERBY
A 17-lb. 15-oz. salmon earned first prize for G. A.
Olson in the Rod & Gun Club’s summer derby. Not
far behind was engineer H. M. Yerex with a 17-Ib.

4-9z. catch in the Malaspina Straits. In all, ten

prizes were awarded to successful anglers.

The club’s next event was a salmon trophy derby
on August 21-23, confined to its membership of more
than 300.
MEEKER BOOSTS ARENA
Howie Meeker, star of the famous Toronto Maple
Leafs hockey club, gave the local arena a welcome
boost during his several public appearances here in
July. The stocky athlete and member of Parliament
for Waterloo, Ontario, encouraged everyone to get

behind the community’s ice-rink project originated
by the district’s curling and skating club.
“You have chosen one of the finest interests and

recreations this district can offer to its young

people,’ he told Willingdon Arena officials when
shown the building site.

WESTVIEW FLYING CLUB

Sixty members of Westview’s newly formed
Flying Club marked Canada’s Aero Club Week, July
5-11, with frequent sorties into the wild blue yonder,

and the knowledge that their own hangar is well
under way. President of the club is Mrs. Lynnette

Hayes, one of four flying ladies on its roster.
Club members received a real incentive in midAugust when Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd Varian of Merlo
Park, Calif., flew in aboard their own plane, camped
by the runway, and proceeded to take advantage of
the district’s fishing attractions. Here was ‘tenting
in the modern manner!
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On June 9, following the defeat of Premier

Bennett’s Social Credit Government in the B.C.
Legislative Assembly, a provincial election was

called. On July 1, following the final count of
votes under the alternate balloting system, Mr.

Bennett and his party were returned to power with
a working majority, holding 28 seats out of a 48-

seat total.

The clear, overall majority will now

enable the Social Credit to carry out their previously
announced policies and programs.

NEW SAFETY MARK
June’s unblemished accident record was stretched

to 41 days before the mill’s new safety mark fell
on July 4.
A new weekly contest carrying a minimum prize
of $50 plus $10 for the winner if he wears safety
shoes is an ever-present reminder to employees that
safety pays all ways.

Bingo! went the Safety Board.

The Elks soon found out what little boys and girls are made of.

2,000 HOTDOGS VANISH
Short work was made of 2,000 hotdogs, as many
dixie cups of ice cream, and gallons of soft drinks
by local youngsters at the special Kiddies’ Day program provided by the Powell River Elks at Timberlane Park on June 77. Entertainment included a
firemen's display, highland dancing, and selections
by the Company’s Pipe Band and the Accordionaires.
Foot races climaxed the successful day.

PIPERS PLEASE PORTLAND
Personal appearances in the newspaper offices of
The Oregonian and [he Journal, the Meier © Franks

Department Store, and in the huge United States
National Bank of Portland, preceded the Portland
Highland Games victory of Powell River Company's

famed Pipe Band in Portland on July 11. ‘The

William Miulne trophy, a 75-year-old replica of an
ancient Grecian cup, was awarded the band for winning the top competition for pipes and drums.

OPEN HOUSE IN SEPTEMBER
Postponed last May, Powell River's Open House
will be held on Wednesday, September 16, when
the entire mill will be thrown open for inspection by
employees families and the general public.
Results of the Company's $30,000,000 moderntzation and expansion program of the past two years
will highlight the conducted mull tours for hundreds
of expected visitors.

PREFAB HOUSE PRIZE
A 5-room prefabricated house currently displayed
in the heart of Powell River will be awarded as first

prize by the Powell River Exhibition, planned for
October 8, 9 and !10. A cross-section of horticul-

tural, agricultural, industrial, and home-made
products will be on view at the district's first
‘country fair, replete with carnival rides and
entertainment.
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SUPERVISORS HONOR EX-COLLEAGUE
Arthur Richards, retired assistant superintendent
of docks and storage, was honored by his former

colleagues on July 21. His 38 years of faithful

service were recognized at a Supervisors’ Meeting,
assembled to hear President Harold S. Foley discuss
the Company's operations for the first half of 1953.

A lazy-boy chair was Mr. Richards’ gift from his

ex-fellow workers, paper mill general superintendent
Fred Riley making the presentation.

ARENA FOUNDATION LAID
Outline of the Willingdon Arena began to take
concrete shape this month as volunteer workmen

built forms and poured cement for the wall footings
of the 90’x220’ 1ce rink. ‘lo encourage the volunteers, free coffee and free haircuts are offered by a
nearby cafe and barber shop.

Among materials ordered for the costly com-

munity project are eleven 130’ trusses, 9,000 cement
bricks, and 800 bags of cement. some 8,000 yards
of fill had to be removed for the beautiful site overlooking Malaspina Straits.

Mr. and Mrs. George O’Brien and Mr. Cooper (right).

Ne tame

Part of the large Coronation Day crowd and participants in Powell River's Timberlane Park.

MY IMPRESSIONS OF THE CORONATION
By KEN BARTON
EDITOR’S NOTE: Ken Barton, Assistant Traffic
Manager, with Mrs. Barton, went to London for the
Coronation. The story on this page is Ken's personal,

away from the ‘‘route’’ but again there was a flash
of red cards and we were motioned on.
During our ride that morning we were stopped at

eye-witness impressions of the great pageant.

least ten times.

On one occasion the police absolutely

refused to let us through.

I will never forget ovr |

[isThis
said
anticipation
is better
than realization.
is that
certainly
not true as far
as the Coronation
driver, sticking his head out the window, saying
of Her Majesty Elizabeth II was concerned. Not
in our wildest dreams could we have pictured that
wonderful spectacle as it really was.

We arrived in London on Coronation eve, June

1, to find the city a crawling mass of pedestrians and
The traffic was so dense that we took one
hour to travel two blocks on Oxford Street. Public
transportation was nearly at a standstill and hundreds
of people, even at two o'clock in the afternoon, were
vehicles.

taking up their spots on the ‘‘route’ prepared to
make a night of It.

We were on the street in front of our hotel at

5:00 a.m. Tuesday morning fully equipped. T he
only thing we didn’t have was a blanket. As it
turned out a couple of electric blankets or an Eskimo
parka would have come in very handy. A number

12 bus pulled up in front of us within five minutes.
Just as we were about to get in, the driver stuck his
head out and stated he was only going as far as
Lancaster Gate—about four blocks down the road.
Just then my wife dashed out onto the road waving
her arms like a windmill and I nearly passed out
when a taxi pulled into the curb. I told the driver
to get us as close as possible to Parliament Square.
His reply was that he couldn’t get through the police
blockades and did | have a car pass. The only thing
we had were the tickets for our seats. ‘These were
quite large and very red. I passed these to the driver
and he said he would do his best.
What followed was one of the most amazing rides

I have ever had. We travelled the four blocks to
Lancaster Gate where our cab wanted to turn right
into Hyde Park. There was a cordon of ‘Bobbies’’

at the gate making everyone turn away from the
park. Our driver waved the bright red tickets out
the side window and signalled for a right hand turn
and wonder of wonders they waved us on into the
park. On the far side of the park there was also a
line of ‘‘Bobbies.””’ They were turning all traffic

‘“Guvner, these are Abbey guests and I ve got to
get them through, and once more we were waved on.
Our seats were right across from the side entrance

to Westminster Abbey and the Royal Entrance was
in sight. From 6:00 a.m. onwards the procession

of ‘“‘Abbey’’ guests began to arrive. [he most
picturesque, I believe, were the peers and peeresses. |

am no good at trying to describe women’s clothing
so will do my best with the men only. Some of the
peers wore silk breeches and stockings, with their
scarlet, ermined trimmed robes flying out behind.
(There was quite a breeze blowing). Some had their
robes over uniforms. I am probably prejudiced, but
I believe one of the most striking peers was a tall

Scot, in kilts and full Highland regalia, sword at
side, and of course his robe.

Every branch of the armed services had representatives going into the Abbey. There were judges

with their long wigs. [here were Indian princes
with their picturesque jewel bedecked dress. I here
were Arabs in full Arabian costume. One African
tribal chief entered, wearing an ostrich plume headdress, a leopard skin cloak, and just below his knees
on his bare legs, ostrich plume garters.

The various groups for the Abbey proper arrived
at intervals all during the. morning. ‘The first to
arrive was the Speaker of the House. His coach was
very ancient and he arrived with no fanfare or escort.
There were the usual attendants on the coach. ‘The

next group consisted of members of visiting royal
families, Indian princes, the Queen of Tonga, etc.
Their coaches were all open and each had four armed
escorts riding immediately behind. ‘Then came the
Prime Ministers of the Dominions. Here again each
coach had an escort of four. ‘The Australian Prime

Minister had four troopers with their wide brimmed
hats turned up at the side. ‘The Indian and Pakistan
Prime Ministers were flanked by four native Lancers.
‘They wore pointed turbans in black and gold stripes
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with a tassel hanging down and their uniforms were
very colorful. We were really thrilled to discover
that our Canadian Prime Minister had the place of

honour beside Sir Winston Churchill. Mr. St.
Laurent had four of the smartest looking Royal

Canadian Mounted Police escorts I have ever seen.
Sir Winston Churchill was dressed as the Warden
of the Cingue Ports and with his escort of guards,
received a tremendous ovation from the crowds.
Following the Prime Ministers were members of
the Royal Family with quite a large escort. As
Royalty they rated a ‘“‘present arms’’ from the troops

lining the route and this was very smartly given.
Then the Queen Mother and Princess Margaret
appeared in the glass coach with their attendants and
escorf.
‘They received a tumultuous welcome from
the crowd.

One thing that really impressed me about the

whole show was the interest shown by the peoples

of the Continent of India.

Somehow or other [

had the impression that when they had secured selfgovernment and the country had been divided into

India and Pakistan, they had very little interest in
the British Commonwealth of Nations. I have now

completely revised by opinion. Our stand was

divided so that there was a large section for each of
the Commonwealth Nations. ‘The section on our
left was for the people of Ceylon and it was packed

as were the Indian and Pakistan sections. ‘“[he
peoples of those three countries had travelled thousands of miles to see their Queen crowned, just as I
had travelled 6,000 miles for the same reason.

At 11:00 a.m. the Royal Procession arrived.
What a spectacle! It consisted of a number of
coaches, dominated by the beautiful gold coach
carrying Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh.

The escort for the Queen’s entourage consisted of
two large groups of Household Cavalry, one each at
the front and rear of the procession. ‘There was also
a mounted band, the Beefeaters, the Royal Bargemen,
high Navy, Army and Air officials, mounted. As

you can imagine, the stands were on their feet as

the troops lining the route gave the Royal Salute and
the huge Marine Band across from the Abbey played
‘God Save the Queen.”’

After a short while the Abbey ceremony was

started.

There was a P.A. system hooked up from
the Abbey to our stand and a commentator told us
exactly what was happening. When anyone taking
part in the ceremony talked, it was just as though we
were in the Abbey listening to it. What particularly
pleased my wife was the fact that we were all invited

ro Join in singing one of the hymns they were-singing

17Wiside.

At last the great event that I had been waiting for

was at hand. The triumphant procession of our

Queen, crowned and presenting herself so that the
people of Britain and the entire world could see her.
Iam sure that most of you either saw the film or the
I-V showing of this parade so I won’t dwell on it.
No one group, in my opinion ‘‘stole the show.”’ All
groups, Royal Marines, Canadians, Dominion and
Colonial Forces presented a smart appearance and
marched without flaw. The entire military display
was one of the most colorful I have ever seen.
Of the two groups that impressed me most, one
was of native troops, presumably from a South Sea
island. ‘They wore no hats, had open neck short
sleeve shirts, shorts, no stocking, and I believe were

in their bare feet.

I can’t be sure of the bare feet

because | haven't seen a finer, prouder bunch of boys in

my life, and I wasn't paying particular attention to

their feet. As far as the second group is concerned,
1 may be prejudiced, these were our Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. I can honestly say that a lump

came into my throat. ‘The people all around me

were Canadians so we shouldn’t judge their reaction,
but the stand across the street contained people from
the British [sles and as soon as the Mounted Police

came into sight there was a cry ‘‘Here come the

Mounties’ and this was echoed down the street from

stand to stand as the people cheered them to the
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P.T.A.'s “Britannia” and her Court.
Maypole dancers represented all schools.

THE MOVEMENT OF LOGS AND PAPER
cargoes of general merchandise such as mill supplies

and equipment.
TT distributed
OWINGover
of logs
fromstretch
a deren
ie Jervis
a 400-mile
from Jervis

Inlet in the south to Queen Charlotte Islands in the

The two large ocean-going tugs, the “S. D.
Brooks” and ‘J. S. Foley,’’ are engaged almost

Equally important on the manufacturing
ond are the regular shipments of newsprint from the
mills ‘at Powell River to railhead and other loading
centres in Vancouver. This involves the employment
of a sizeable transportation fleet; these operations are

entirely in the towing of Davis rafts from the Queen
Charlotte Islands to Teakerne Arm, a large storage
and booming ground near Powell River. The rafts

north, is a vital part of Powell River Company s
operations.

carried out by Kingcome Navigation Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary.
This company was incorporated in 1910, with a
capital stock of $10,000, for the purpose of serving
the new logging operation at Kingcome Inlet, an
operation that was carried on until 1925.
In 1913, capital was increased to $200,000, and

the company, which now had expanded operations
to the newsprint-carrying field, purchased the tugs

“Tuanhoe’ and ‘‘Reliance,”’ two paper-carrying
barges, and a small camp boat.

In succeeding years, as plant development has
expanded, the Kingcome fleet has enlarged its operations and purchased new equipment. Today there
are six sea-going tugs flying the house flag of King-

come Navigation. These are the ‘‘Progressive,”
“Tyvanhoe,” “J. S. Foley,” “S. D. Brooks,’ “R. BellIrving’ and “Kingcome.’”’ | The latter tug, _which
was launched last year, was built at Yarrows Limited,
Victoria, to Powell River Company specifications.

In all, Powell River Company and its wholly
owned subsidiaries operate a fleet of 30 tugs, large

range from 1,500,000 feet to 2,000,000 feet and

are towed singly from the Cumshewa Inlet camp and
Juskatla Inlet camp across Hecate Straits to a holding

ground at Captain’s Cove on the mainland neat
Prince Rupert. They are later towed in tandem

south to Leakerne Arm. The three main species of
logs produced in the Queen _ Charlotte camps are
hemlock, spruce and cedar. The cedar, not being
used in the manufacture of newsprint and pulp, 1s
towed to Vancouver to the Powell River Company s
subsidiary lumber mills.
The 600-h.p. tug ‘‘Ivanhoe”’ is also used in towing

the Davis rafts from the holding grounds to TT eakerne
Arm. When not engaged on this work, she is used

for towing logs in flat booms of approximately 60

sections from the Port Harvey area to Powell River.

When the ‘Ivanhoe’ is engaged on raft towing, it
is necessary to charter tugs to handle the flat boom
towing. This was one of the reasons for the acqui-

sition of the new tug “‘Kingcome.
Behind the tugs is a fleet of 12 barges, seven of

which are covered and designed specifically for pro-

tected shipment of newsprint and pulp. Five additional flat barges are used for carrying machinery,

lumber, etc.
and
small, with a combined total horsepower
of
6

Five of these are directly engaged in log towing

from the camps to Powell River. The 350-h.p.
‘Progressive’ handles all newsprint shipments from

Powell River to Vancouver, making three regular
trips each week, and averaging approximately 700
tons of newsprint each voyage. She brings back

Another member of the fleet is the yacht ‘‘Kitten
F,’’ used to carry logging officials and executives to
the widely spread camps and logging areas.

Kingcome Navigation Company is a_ licensed

carrier. Manager of the company is Floyd L. Kurtz
and executive vice-president is John E. Liersch.
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Mr. and Mrs. Garrison.

THEY DROPPED IN
OWELL RIVER’S temperate climate and warm
hospitality were sampled by many friends this
summer, and our only regret was they could not stay
longer in our midst.
Among those who dropped in for a rest at Rainbow

lodge or a trip through the mill were:

Mir. and Mrs. Bruce Ferguson of Longview, Wash.,
where Mr. Ferguson is with the Pulp Division of the
Weyerhaeuser Timber Co. His father, Mr. Sydney
Ferguson, is chairman of the Mead Corporation.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Skemp of the McClatchy Newspapers of Sacramento, Calif.

Mir. and Mrs. Rollin S. Crow of Chicago, III. Vir.
Crow is a lumber executive of that city.

Mr. and Mrs. R. Funk of Santa Monica, Calif.

He is with the Santa Monica Outlook, published by
his father, Jake Funk.

Mr. Aage Heinberg, Danish author, editor and
Overseas correspondent for the leading daily newspapers of Stockholm, Oslo, Copenhagen, Helsingfors.

Mir. R. J. Blum of Mead Board Sales, Inc., and
Mrs. Blum, who came from Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. Edward Garrison, Marine Editor of The

Tacoma News-Tribune, and Mrs. Garrison, both of
‘Lacoma, Wash.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Huntress, Jr., and party from
San Antonio, Texas. (See story, page 7).
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Mr. and Mrs. Funk.

Mr. and Mrs. Ferguson.

Mr. and Mrs. Skemp.

FIRST C.PSS DEEP SEA FREIGHTER BERTHS HERE
IRST Canadian Pacific Steamships freighter ever

to berth at a Powell River wharf, the T.E.V.
(Turbo-Electric Vessel) “‘Mapledell docked here

July 7, en route to Japan.
A sister ship of the “‘Maplecove’ which made news
headlines when she lost her rudder in mid-Pacific

under dramatic circumstances, the 10,000 -ton
‘“Mapledell’’ had been on the Atlantic run until last
year when she came to the Pacific Coast with the
re-establishment of Canadian Pacific freight service
to the Orient. One month later, the “‘Maplecove’’
also visited Powell River.

Master of the ‘‘Mapledell’’ is Capt. G. O. Baugh,
O.B.E., who served on Empress steamers before commanding a destroyer during the war. Accompanying

him to Powell River was Capt. L. C. Barry, M.B.E.,

former master of the troop carrying ‘‘Princess

Kathleen,”
and now Marine Superintendent for
C PSS.
In command of the ‘“‘Maplecove’ is Capt. R. A.
Leicester, O.B.E., who was captain of the ill-fated
‘Princess Marguerite, torpedoed in eastern waters
during the war.

se
VISITING TEXANS ENJOY KILTIES’ TUNES
XAS has been to the fore in Powell River in
Early in June about 150 men
and women, representing the Farmers’ Institute of
recent months.

Texas, stopped off in Powell River on the way south
from Prince Rupert. The trip was sponsored by the
radio station of the Dallas News.
The visitors were met at the boat, escorted through

the plant and on their return to Westview, were
played down the ramp by Powell River Company
Pipe Band. The kilted lads appeared to make a big

hit with the visitors, and every second person was
snapping ‘‘shots’’ of the band.
During their trip through town, the wild broom
was in full flower-——-and the sight of this and other

early summer flowers intrigued the group, almost
every one of whom went away with samples clutched
in their hands.

As the boat pulled out the visitors the deck
while the pipers played “Will Ye No Come Back

Again.

1

It was a very pleasant interlude for us in Powell
River, and these very friendly folks from Texas male
+ real hit with the home towners.
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Texas Farmers Institute members received a memorable send-off from Powell River Company

pipers after their visit to the paper mill.

Constant application of the latest developments

in Cellulose Chemistry assures the continued
supply of Powell River Newsprint.
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POWELL RIVER COMPANY LTD.

[It was a discordantly composite crew. A corporation vice-president, a wharfinger, a hardware
merchant, a papermaker, a fireman manned the
wheelbarrows. A machinist operated the cement
mixer. A professional engineer, a sawmill hand, a

Standard Building, Vancouver 2, B.C.
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minister, a steam plant superintendent shovelled sand
and gravel into the mixer. Others spread the con-
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way in earnest on perhaps the most unusual com-

munity project in Powell River: the people had
decided they would help themselves to an ice rink!
Up to now such public recreational facilities as a

properly equipped and supervised beach, athletic feld,
tennis courts, golf course, bowling greens, and com-

munity hall had all been provided for the district's
10,000 residents by the Powell River Company.
But the would-be skaters, curlers and ice hockey
players did not want an arena handed them on a

silver platter. Instead they raised some of the silver
needed for materials and ice-making equipment by
selling bonds and memberships in the Skating and
Curling Club, then asked for volunteers to help beat
the biggest cost of all—labor.
The Company leased them the site at Willingdon
Beach on a dollar-a-year basis. One of the Company's nearby logging camps allowed club volunteers
to salvage lumber for the arena from an old shingle

mill.

Company draughtsmen aided the club with

their special skills. Now groups of voluntary workers, representing the major divisions of: the big paper

plant, are turning out in rotation to do their bit, and
the unions are backing the men.
Independent businessmen from the surrounding
communities are donating equipment, supplies and
their own time to the project. A busy barber contributes by giving free haircuts to Arena workers.
Free coffee is offered the volunteers by a nearby cafe.

Everybody is pitching in to dispel the notion that
our community spirit is dead; that initiative, selfThe Cover Picture
Sorting and assembling logs in storage basins

ready for towing to the plant is an important
phase of operations at Powell River. These logs

are being assembled at Teakerne Arm, a
storage area north of Powel River.

lessness and friendly co-operation towards a common
goal are impossible 1n an area of ‘“‘decadent democ-

racy influenced by a giant of industry. ‘To all this
the Willingdon Arena, conceived and built by the
people for the people, will be a concrete example.

Clare Cunningham

OUR VANCOUVER OFFICE MANAGER
GOOD mechanic gone wrong. That is how
a Powell River millwright recently described
Vancouver Office Manager Clare Cunningham.
It is just over 19 years since Clare, a youth just
entering his twenties, first joined Powell River Company as a laborer at Powell River. He started oft
in the ‘Bull Gang,’ where he heaved heavy machi46

nery and equipment rather recklessly around the mill.

He was promoted to the millwright crew, and for

two years worked as a millwright’s helper—and on
the testimony of fellow workers, displayed quite a
bent for things mechanical.
However, someone told Mill Secretary (now VicePresident) Jock Kyles that Clare knew something

about shorthand and typing. That background

nipped in the bud his mechanical aspirations. He
was transferred to the stenographic staff, and later
was promoted to confidential secretary to the Kesident Manager.
In 1940 Clare was seconded for senior secretarial

duty in the Vancouver office. His next promotion
was to the accounting division, where he was made
Assistant Office Manager. In 1950 he was elevated
to his present post of Office Manager.
During his five-year residence in Powell River
Clare was active in community life. He was an
orchestra leader, and his piano playing ability was
in heavy demand for entertainments and stags. He

played baseball and golf; was on baseball and track
and field committees, and was active in half a dozen
other miscellaneous groups.

In Vancouver, in addition to his duties as Office

Manager, he is always willing to lend a hand in
guiding the committees on office parties, picnics,
bowling leagues and golf tournaments. Between
times he is Chairman of the Digester Committee Advisory Board and chief office trouble shooter. He is
a member and past Director of National Office Management Association, Vancouver Chapter, and has

been Chairman of the Publicity Committee for the
past three years.

Clare is fond of week-end hikes and trips into the
great outdoors—a liking which he inherits from his
father, James G. Cunningham, Commissioner of the
B.C. Game Department. Golf, which he shoots in
the low 80's, takes up most of Clare’s time in the
summer, with a little fishing and gardening thrown
in. Fall finds him tramping the fields of the Lower
Mainland, shotgun in hand, in search of ducks and
pheasants, and when snow gathers on the North
Shore mountains it is time to head for the skiung
grounds—about 50 minutes’ journey from home.
Quiet, taking life and a busy round of activities
in his stride, unruffled and sympathetic in his approach to people and problems, he has the respect
and friendship of a wide circle of friends and associates in Vancouver.
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One of four sections of Houston Chronicle's new 135x563’ warehouse capable of storing 12,000 tons of newsprint.

NEW WAREHOUSE FOR THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE
EEPING pace with its steadily mounting circulation, —The Houston Chronicle has recently
completed construction of a new and modern warehouse, located on a 5-acre tract of land in the ship
channel area of Houston.

Chronicle pressmen are confident that under operating

‘The warehouse, of steel and concrete construction,

rolls are carried directly to the Chronicle building
by trailer.
The Houston Chronicle is an old friend of Powell
River and has been on our shipping list for more

is protected by a vast automatic sprinkler system
which is tied in with the American District JTelegraph Service. rire walls divide the warehouse into
four separate sections, each of which 1s 120° by 144

and is designed to store 2,500 tons of newsprint.

conditions 3.000 tons can be stored in each section
for a total of 12.000 tons. The overall dimensions
of the warehouse are 135 feet by 563 feet, and the
spur track alongside will accommodate thirteen boxcars at a time. From the warehouse, the newsprint

than thirty years.
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President J. Butler (right), Lee Mims and J. H. Jones see first roll go in storage.

Sour track can handle 13 box cars at a time.
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ing grounds for mill employees on weekolidays. And the area immediately off
Powell River is not to be overlooked! Several salmon
between 30 and 40 pounds have been hooked on an
evening cruise within a stone's throw of the Company
wharf.

Top honors for the year go to Mrs. Ken Macken,
who dropped over to Campbell River this summer,
casually tossed out her troll line and landed a 53-

pound lI yee. This entitled her to membership in

the I yee Club and a gold button for her 53-pounder.

Another week-end, enthusiast Jack Hill and a few
friends headed for Phillips Arm and returned with
five salmon, all over 30 pounds. Jack hauled in a
33-pounder, the first really big fish he ever caught.
The famous fishing duo of Godfrey Wasp and
John Willis also spent their usual annual week in
Phillips Arm and brought back a 52-pounder, boated
by Godfrey. as well as several others between 30
and 40 pounds.
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Godfrey Wasp (left) and John Willis.

Expanded Brooks High School with modern wings in the backgros

GONE IS OUR LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUS
By CYRIL BENNETT, Secretary, SCHOOL DISTRICT No. 47
5

HAT educational facilities are available in the
Powell River Area?’

This 1s a common inquiry by all prospective

Company employees, or new residents to the district.

The answer is that in the Powell River Area, pri-

mary and secondary education is on a par with the

best in British Columbia and that children in the
district have all the privileges and facilities provided
in the larger metropolitan centers.

The Powell River School District embraces an
extensive area between Jervis Inlet, twenty miles
south of Powell River, to Toba Inlet, 30 miles north.
Most of the school population is concentrated in the

Powell River area, where 67 of the district's 83
teachers are employed.

Like most school districts, the school population
in the past ten years has almost doubled. In 1943

which in itself provided eight new school buildings
of the most modern construction and assured the
district of well-lighted, well-ventilated, comfortable
classrooms for all students.
At the high school level every option available in
city schools 1s open to the students choice. Industrial arts shops, home economics labs, science and

commercial rooms, to say nothing of perhaps the
best equipped school library in the province, are all
there for daily use.
Although each year twenty to thirty teachers leave
the district, this staff turnover 1s considerably below
the provincial average. Nevertheless, the problem of
restafing is very interesting, new members having
been appointed from as far away as England. Seven
British teachers have been engaged this year.

In recent years, due to shifting populations in

the area which is today included in Powell River
School District had 1,138 pupils and this fall more
than 2,100 enrolled. Forty-two teachers and approximately 900 students are attending the Brooks

areas temporarily occupied by loggers and their families, many of the old, one-roomed schools have been
closed and relocated in areas of new logging operations. This problem of providing temporary schools

mentary School in Powell River. ‘Twenty-five

continue to face for many years.
In the islands and areas immediately adjacent to

Junior-Senior High School and the Henderson Ele-

teachers staff schools in the adjacent villages of
Westview, Cranberry and Wildwood. Office staff,
janitors, maintenance crews and bus drivers boost
the payroll to 105. In a teaching month, the total
payroll exceeds $31,000. Fuel, light, power, supplies, insurance, health service and other operating
expenses combine with this to produce an operating
budget of $500,000 a year.
When the present district was formed in 1946 the
school trustees authorized a building programme

is one which the Powell River School District wil]
Powell River, where school populations are fairly
stable, new and modern structures with living quarters for teachers have been erected.

‘These ‘‘teacher-

ages are located in the school buildings and the
teacher starts his daily duties by merely stepping
across the hall.

While buildings come and go to serve the varying

needs of the outer parts of the district, the larger
schools in the Powell River area bear the brunt of
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the cost for new schools.

In the past seven years
Wildwood has increased from three to five class-

one enrollment six years later shows increases all the

rooms, Cranberry Lake from four to seven classrooms,

sumed that immigration of pupils between grade one

Westview from seven to thirteen classrooms, and
Powell River High School (Brooks) has required
the addition of half a million dollars’ worth of new
rooms.
Henderson School in Powell River has remained at six classrooms because the growth is
mainly in the surrounding villages, but an ‘‘opportunity class’ has been added where children above
age for their grade are given special instruction.
This September approximately 300 pupils were
registered in Grade I in the Powell River District.
One hundred and fifty-eight are in grade nine (the
last compulsory year under our laws which permit
a child to leave school at the age of 15). If allowance 1s made only for pupils now at school, the
entire district will require more classrooms as the
wave of three hundred beginners moves up through
the grades.

In addition, the local birth rate has

increased from 195 per year in 1940 to 285 in 1953!
A comparison of the birth rate locally and the grade

NE of the “GREAT PERSONALITIES IN
AMERICA’S PINE INDUSTRY.’ That its
how a prominent trade journal described Alfred

Glassow, Vice-President of Brooks-Scanlon Incorporated at Bend, Oregon. Al, who was a recent
visitor to Powell River, has been associated with the

Brooks-Scanlon interests for the past twenty-one
years.

A native of Schofield, Wisconsin, Mr. Glassow
Al Glassow

way from eight to thirty-eight percent.

It is as-

and high school graduation will show similar percentage increases.

To provide for this increasing load the board has

authorized preparation of a further building pro-

gramme which will produce two more classrooms at

Wildwood, one more at Cranberry Lake, four at
Edgehill, four at Grief Point. A ten-roomed high

school is planned for Westview, along with necessary
administration and gymnasium space at other schools.
Plans are now being prepared for these new buildings
and a by-law to finance this programme will be placed
before the ratepayers in a few weeks.

Of the results of this expanding educational programme, no one has serious doubts. Some of the
provinces most outstanding educators have left their
mark here and many outstanding students are still

going forth from here to assume their places as
leaders in their fields.

has followed the pines around half a continent, and
if the adage ‘‘experience is the best teacher’ holds
true, he undoubtedly is one of the best taught men
in the industry today. His experience began in the
early 1900's, when he took a job with the YawkeyBissell Lumber Co. at Arbor Vitae, Wisconsin. He
later worked for the Sawyer-Goodman Lumber Co.
at Marinette, and in 1913 moved south of the region

of the northern white pine and into the region of

the southern yellow pine.
He sold for the Wausaw-Southern Lumber Co., in
Laurel, Miss., later becoming sales manager and then
general manager, and held the latter position until
the early 1930's.

In 1932, Al brought his family west to Oregon

and the western pines. There he took charge of the

Brooks-Scanlon Lumber Co. (now Brooks-Scanlon,
Inc.) and its Ponderosa mill.

Al's lifelong service to the lumber industry culminated in his election to the presidency of the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association from
1947 to 1949. He was a member of the National
Resources Committee of the U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce, and recently served on the Committee for
Economic Development.
From 1937 to this year Mr. Glassow was a director
of the Western Pine Association. He was chairman

of the Associations Promotion Committee from

1941 to 1945, and has served on the executive committee—except for one year—since 1947.

Nor has Al ever shirked his community service.
In Laurel he was president of the Rotary Club, and
in Bend he served as president and is now a director
of Kiwanis. He is a member of the Bend Chamber
of Commerce and a past director.
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POISON FOR TEREDOS BELIEVED DISCOVERED IN B.C
By JIM HAZELWOOD, Vancouver Sun

SLINKY scourge of the world’s waterfronts is
finally coming under man's control in British
Columbia after centuries of eating Swiss cheese
patterns in logs, pilings and ship hulls.
No one has ever attempted to assess the annual

damage in our waters from depredations of the
teredo, or shipworm, but it is known that ruined

sawlogs alone are valued at hundreds of thousands

of dollars.
Now a B.C. Research Council team under Dr.

P. C. Trussell has come up with a poison that shows

“great promise’ as a solution to the problem.
Dr. Trussell soon discovered, when he began trying to poison teredos, that the wary worms have

their own built-in defence mechanism which seemed
to make his task hopeless. ‘The teredos immediately sensed the presence of the poison with a pair
of feather-like appendages protruding into the water

from their holes in the wood. They immediately

blocked the hole entrance with the ‘‘feathers’’ and
remained safe until the poison drifted away.
But the researchers kept trying one poison after
another for almost three years when finally they hit
on sodium arsenite, which the teredo’s tiny radar

system couldn't detect until he had absorbed a
lethal dose.

Teredos have been a menace since men_ began
going down to the sea in ships. Scientists believe

they were brought to this continent by the first

wooden ships from Europe. ‘There have been many
efforts to control teredos, but all have met with little
success until the B.C. team discovered the promise of
sodium arsenite.

Most permanent pilings in B.C. waters are now
protected by an impregnated coat of creosote, but
this method would be too expensive and time-wasting
for sawlogs.

Teredos grow up to three feet long.

They are

actually a bivalve, like clams and oysters, rather than
a Worm.

They bore into wood by grinding with a
rough tiny shell and drag the tender bulk of their
body in behind them.
Strangely, two teredos will never bore into each
other s tunnel, even though the wood separating them

is only a hairbreadth in thickness.
Dr. Trussell plans to apply the sodium arsenite on

top of bundle log rafts and allow it to seep down
imto the water. He will then study the problems of
applying it to full-sized Davis rafts.

The Federal Department of Fisheries is co-

operating with the Council to determine whether the
poisoning method will affect fish. If 1t doesn't, the
honeymoon is over for the teredo.

Should Dr. Trussell’s tests succeed in eliminating
the teredo menace, he will confer a great boon on the

pulp and paper industry of British Columbia.
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Teredos have been one of the most serious problems
faced by western pulp and paper producers whose logs

are towed through or stored in salt water. It is

impossible to leave logs in salt water storage beyond

six months without deterioration by teredos. If
successful, Dr. Trussell’s tests will prove an out-

standing contribution to wood conservation in
British Columbia.

Since the above article was published there has

been growing optimism in West Coast circles that Dr.

Trussell has finally struck oil in the long battle of
Logger vs. Teredo. A recent article in a Vancouver
paper goes so far as to run a headline ‘“Teredo Menace

Conquered.’ Most loggers or logging men, wary

after a life-long struggle with these pests of the sea.

are not yet prepared to accept this unqualified

announcement of victory. They are still keeping their
fingers crossed and are hopeful that. for the first time.

they are on their way to a real solution—a solution
that will mean a definite revolution in the history of

logging and lumbering operations on the Pacific Coast.
Dr. P. C. Trussell, with dead teredo in forceps, examines log
ruined by worms.

THE LIEVUTENANT-GOVERNOR
NE day in the Veterans’ Hospital at Victoria,
B.C., an elderly veteran pointed to a visitor
with a strong, square-cut face, iron-grey hair and a

small moustache, who was talking to a group of
patients in the ward.

‘There's a man’s man,” he said in a definite

‘‘T knew ‘1m in France. I'd fight
or work for ‘1m any day.”’
‘The visitor was His Honour Clarence Wallace,
British Columbia's 18th Lieutenant-Governor, president of a multi-million dollar shipbuilding empire.
and one of the best known Canadians in Britain and
Cockney accent.

Furope.
‘The veteran's high esteem for Clarence Wallace is

common to all who know him or have ever worked
for him. Since his appointment as the Queen’s representative, he has earned the reputation of being ‘‘the
most warm-hearted Lieutenant-Governor since Con-

federation.’
Born in Vancouver in 1894, the son of an Englishborn shipbuilder, Alfred Wallace, who started the
great Burrard Shipyards in Vancouver, Clarence as
a boy soon showed he had the qualities of a leader.
He was an active athlete at school and was always
ready to get into the thick of things.
Business interested him from the first, and upon
graduation from St. Andrew's College, Toronto, he
entered his fathers firm trained in the various departments of the shipbuilding industry.

The war of 1914-18 interrupted his business

Career.

The young man, who was in his twenties,
joined the B.C. Horse Regiment and ended up in
France as a private serving with the 5th Battalion.
Fiere he was wounded and gassed in the second battle

of Ypres, invalided back to Canada and discharged
in 1916.
Mr. Wallace rejoined his father’s firm and soon
became purchasing agent. A few years after the war
he was named vice-president of the family enterprises.

These included the Burrard Dry Dock Co. in

North Vancouver, the company of the same name in

Vancouver, Pacific Dry Dock Co., and the holding
company which controlled them. On his father’s
death in 1929 he became president and still holds
that position. The firm has expanded since then and

includes the shipbuilding firm of Yarrows Ltd., of
Victoria.
During the 1939-45 war, Mr. Wallace was one
of the busiest men in Canada and it was largely due

to his organizing ability that Canada was able to
maintain its quota of ships.

The Burrard shipyards

which father and son had developed through the
years turned out more than 30 per cent of all merchant tonnage built in Canada.

Mr. Wallace is also director of a string of com‘These include the Powell River Co. Ltd..
Bank of Montreal, Crown Life Insurance Co., Canada Trust Company, B.C. Telephone Co., B.C. Ice
panies.

Lieutenant-Governor Clarence Wallace

of Vancouver in 1916. They had four sons, Blake,
the eldest; twins, Dick and Philip, and David, the
youngest. The boys all joined the Air Force during
the last war and Blake lost his life in the defence of
Britain.
Appointed Lieutenant-Governor three years ago,
Mr. Wallace, who is in his late fifties, found himself
busier than ever. He proved himself equal to the task.

Apart from looking after the affairs of State, which
consist of overseeing all legislation in the Queen’s
name, he gives his patronage to scores of societies and
clubs. He 1s doing much to stimulate interest in art
and drama. He is also a patron of the Victoria and

Vancouver Symphony Societies, and takes an active
interest in the Navy League of Canada, of which he
is honorary president.

‘‘T don’t know how he does it.’ said one of his

staff members.
sense of duty.

word.’

He is a tireless worker with a strong
An aristocrat in the true sense of the

He rises early every morning and goes riding before

starting the day’s work. His favorite sport is shooting, and whenever he can get away from his business
he goes to his hunting lodge near Vancouver.
Since he became the Queen’s representative, he has

taken the time to meet people from all walks of life
and to understand their problems. In less than two
years he had traveled in B.C. more widely than any
of his predecessors. At Government House he and
his lady have a way of making nervous guests feel
at home.

He has played host to ex-army privates, princes,
He is
Honorary Colonel of the B.C. Regiment.
‘The Order of St. John honoured him when he was
invested as a Knight of Grace.
B.C. Indians have also honoured him, making him
Chief Red Cloud of the Kootenay Nation and Chief
Copper King of the Kwakiutls.
Many of the services and acts of kindness which
the Lieutenant-Governor performs pass unnoticed.
This is the way he wants it to be.
Fis 20-member staff at Government House enjoy
governors, ambassadors, captains of industry.

working for him. He addresses them by their

and Cold Storage Co. Ltd., the British American

christian names, but not with a patronizing attitude.

ing Co. Ltd.
Mr. Wallace married Charlotte Hazel Chapman

at all times. He is the type of man who commands
respect and who fills his office with dignity.

Oil Co. Ltd., and vice-president of the Cassiar Pack-

He expects them to be what they are, and he is himself
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HE CHECKED OUR FIRST INVOICES
Alexander Gough Thomson, but he dropped the
Alexander to avoid the ‘‘R.A.G.”’ initials he considered unsuitable to his calling—yjust happened into
the field that has claimed most of his working life.

Born in Nanaimo, he was educated at public
schools there and started work as a messenger.

He

was employed by the City of Ladysmith when that

town was incorporated and left to work for the
E. 6 N. Railway, moving up from car checker to
cashier in his five years with the line. He switched
again to time and storekeeper on the Malahat construction project and transferred to Port Mann when
that site was being cleared.

At 22 he had a hankering to see Australia. In
Victoria, with money 1n his pocket, he awaited the

arrival of the vessel his generation called the ““Weary

Mary.” To make the wait profitable he took a job
with the Victoria Daily Times in the days when
Robert Dunn was editor.
Parental persuasion delayed his departure for the

Antipodes. “Bob” watched “‘Weary Mary” arrive
and leave continuously until she went out of service,
saw other vessels take up the run, saw them removed.
and finally saw the run itself abandoned.

In the meantime he progressed unhurriedly from
junior clerk and collector up through the business
office of the old Victoria Daily Times to his present
position.

MONG old friends who visited us recently were

Mr. and Mrs. [| homson from Victoria.
Mr. Thomson, now Assistant to the General

Manager of Victoria Press, has had a long and prob-

ably unique association with the Powell River
Company.

Back in April, 1912, when Powell River

pioneered newsprint production in British Columbia,

some of our first rolls were shipped to the Victoria
‘Times.

Checking the original invoices was a young
fellow, Bob Thomson, who had taken a temporary

job “filling in’ with the Times until a boat sailed

for Australia.
He's still in the newspaper business in Victoria
and he hasn't yet taken that boat to Australia and
probably never will.

R. G TThomson—his full name is Robert

While in the business office he watched B. C.
Nicholas, the outstanding figure of Times legend.
assume the editorial chair in which he died. He saw

Kenneth C. Drury follow him and be succeeded in

turn by Harry P. Hodges. More recently he has
followed the work of Bruce Hutchison, a former
Times “boy” who returned to his old paper as
editor. With the acquisition of The Times by The

Bell interests, he moved from the downtown Times
building to join the Victoria Press, which now prints
‘The Colonist as well as The J imes. At the new
plant, in one of the front offices, he brings to operations the same even temper that helped him and The
Times through days of triumph and disaster.
Instead of his voyage to Australia, he settles now
for a short punt ride on Shawnigan Lake. And he
still casts an eye over the invoices for newsprint from
Powell River.
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Popular guests of Powell River last month were 24 teen-aged members of the U.S. Civil Air Patrol who included Powell River in their
goodwill towr of Canada.
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Primary reject units of the Centri-Cleaners are checked by Engineer Steve Goulding.

CENTRI-CLEANERS IMPROVE PULP QUALITY
pulp and water, containing half a pound of pulp
(NE turer
of the
problems confronting the manufac-of
of sulphite pulps is that of producing a
per 100 pounds of mixture, is pumped tangentially
clean product. The presence of small particles of
dirt, sand, bark, knots or uncooked wood is undesir-

able in subsequent use of the pulp, and during the

into the top of the cone at about 40 pounds per
Square inch pressure. This causes the mixture to
spiral rapidly downward through the cone. The

efforts have been made to eliminate the source of
dirt or to remove the dark specks from the pulp.
Although a great many different pieces of equip-

small hole at the bottom. The bulk of the material
returns upward through the centre of the spiral and

long history of quality pulp manufacture many

ment are available for dirt removal, the basic

principles on which they operate are few and simple.
Heavy particles such as sand may be removed by

simply allowing them to settle out from a slow
moving mixture of pulp and water. Large particles
may be removed by suitable screening through wire
mesh, small holes or fine slots.

Particles heavier than

the screened pulp fibres may also be removed by
centrifugal action. In this latter process a mixture
of pulp and water is caused to flow at high velocity
around a circular path and the heavier particles are
thrown to the outer side of the circle where they
may be separated from the cleaner pulp nearer the
centre.

‘The most recently devised equipment for the clean-

ing of pulp is based on this latter principle.

‘T he

units are called Centri-Cleaners and consist essentially of a hollow cone 35 inches long and 3 inches
in inside diameter at the top, large end. ‘The mixture

heavier, dirty material moves outward to the inner
surface of the cone shell and flows out through a

s forced
piate.

out through a pipe in the centre of the top

It has been found that cones of this type must
be kept small in order to obtain efficient removal of
the small specks of black dirt, and consequently a
large number of units are required to handle the
tonnages of unbleached pulp produced at Powell
River. In our installation there are a total of 323
cones. These have been arranged in straight lines to

provide for ease of inspection, clean-out, and
maintenance.

The Centri-Cleaners have been in use only since

the middle of August and it is still too early to say

precisely how great a reduction in dirt will be

realized. Very encouraging results have _ been
obtained, however, and it is apparent that this equipment makes possible a real advance in sulphite pulp
cleanliness.
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URING the recent Coronation of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth, the status, extent and composition of the British Commonwealth of Nations
received wide press coverage. Many people on the
outside began to perceive, perhaps for the first time,
something of the meaning and influence of this loosely
afhliated group of sovereign nations.
Canadians are frequently amazed at the misunder-

payer ever contributed one cent to the British
Creasury. On the record, the reverse is true. Up to
1911, for example, the Royal Navy maintained naval

establishments on our Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
This was Canada's only defence against foreign
invasion—but every cent.of the bill was footed by
the British taxpayer. Ig
same way, in its formative years, British c
bassadors looked
t@r the interests of

standings that exist on Canada’s status in world
politics, particularly in respect to our relations with
Great Britain and the British Crown. This con-

Sfeigk countries—

fusion sometimes exists even among our best friends

the symbol which brings the nations of the Commonwealth together and enables them to discuss disputes
or problems together on a common ground. ‘There
is no connection between the Queen and the British
Government. They are separate entities as far as
Canada and the other Commonwealth countries are
concerned.

Since the war, the Commonwealth nations have
met regularly in ‘‘Unofficial Conferences’’ which have
ontributed towards a common viewpoint on vital

Lapstone, and at London—each in their different
ways contributed to the development of the nature

and functioning of the Commonwealth. It is
possible to look back over the history of the last

twenty years and trace the influence of the discussions
at these three conferences on the course of development
of Commonwealth relations. ‘This influence was not

the result of decisions taken at the conferences, for
there were none, but came from the knowledge and

problems. An interesting sideline on the

understanding gained by delegates in conference dis-

r. R. M. Fowler, President of the
te of international Affairs. Out949 Conference held in Canada he

domestic policies in which the delegates had a part.
And that may well be the best and most effective way

hod, procedure and activities of this conference is

and it is our hope that in this brief outline we wi
help to correct some of the wrong impressions th

ferences organized by the Institutes—at Toronto, at

may prevail among our readers.

SOVEREIGN STATE

First, our status as a nation. Today, Ca

unanimous opinion of those who
the 1949 Commonwealth Relations

a sovereign state in its own right. T

Government has no control in any way,”
form over the Government of Canada. Our

luable and successful meeting?

to tHese questions may lie in the
wealth Relations Connd therefore do not
Hs and views. They

is as much an independent country as Great Br
the United States or Russia. Canada can declar
Or peace, negotiate trade or potential treaties w

foreign countries; and has her own military, na

e

cussions which were subsequently translated into

to influence national and international policies, for
it is founded on personal conviction rather than on
agreement or compromise.

“The fourth Commonwealth Conference, held in
September 1949 at Bigwin Inn, Ontario, promises to
have a similar influence on future Commonwealth
relations.
‘Those who can speak with experience of

other conferences rate it the best of the series.

Generally the delegations were strong and representative of their countries. The preparatory papers were

valuable in launching the discussions, and _ the

and air establishments, which are responsible for
defence of the nation.
In world affairs, Canada is recognized as a lea

arrangements were competently handled. ‘T his fourth

conference was distinguished by the unanimous
willingness of all delegations to refrain from dis-

among the “‘smaller’ nations. She has her inde

cussion of forms and technicalities of Commonwealth

is to bring

pendent seat in the United Nations and on sever:
occasions has opposed proposals put forth by Brit
delegates. As early as 1923, Canada, as a sover
nation, negotiated independently with the Uni

tions. There was, in the words of Professor

of view f

.a general recognition of a ‘widening sense
between the members of the Comth which produced ‘a striking consensus of
p on about the inner nature of the Commonwealth,
the outward means by which its co-operation may be
made effective, and the high purpose which it serves
n the contemporary world’.

States to formulate the first International Fish

Treaty ever signed between two nations.
In World War II Canada delayed her declaration.

> PF

of war against Germany for ten days after
Britain. During this period, Canada was a neu

All this brings out that Canada is a nation in its
own right with no legal ties of any kind with Great

and as such was able to purchase much valuable wz

equipment denied to Great Britain who was a

Britain. But it does not mean that Canada and other

belligerent.

NATIONALITY

What about nationality? Up to the last few years,

Canadians paid little attention to the question of
independent nationality for its citizens. Canadians
were and still are automatically British citizens—but
recently the Canadian Government decided that any
Canadian, so wishing, could assume a _ separate

Canadian nationality. All native-born Canadians
are automatically Canadian citizens and _ other
nationalities, including English, Scots, Welsh, etc..
can now take out citizenship papers.
‘TAXES

Now to the sometimes misunderstood question of
taxes. It is difficult for Canadians to appreciate that

some people still believe that Canada pays or has
paid ‘‘tribute’ to Great Britain in the form of taxes.
At no time in her history has the Canadian tax-

nations of the Commonwealth have no link with
Great Britain or each other. They have a very

In international re
as a sovereign state. Canadian Ambassadors an
Ministers are located in all the world’s capitals—and
Pee De

today approximately 40 embassies and muinisteries are
maintained. in the United Nations, a Canadian, Mr.
Pearson has been Chairman during the past session.

THE QUEEN
What is the position of the Queen in respect to
Canada? ‘The Queen is the Head of the Commonwealth and so acknowledged by the different nations
belonging to this far-flung federation. Her position
with respect to Canada is practically the same as it 1s
to Great Britain, to Australia, to New Zealand, South
Africa, Pakistan, all of whom acknowledge Elizabeth
as Queen. In India, which 1s a republic, the Queen's
title is Head of the Commonwealth. The Queen is
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6n why these conpolitical, non-partisan

definite link, based on a common heritage, in most

In

unique federation of peoples, with wide-spread

ffairs, have been successful

ot try to do too much.

and valuta!

fact they

greater know
discussed fo!

world, the pr
large and cé

=

Oo anything, except provide
understanding of the problems
ho participate. In the modern
s of international relations are so

ex that they discourage the partici-

cases of long and friendly association and a common
tradition of freedom and self determination. ‘This

differences in culture, in racial origins, in religion and

customs, 1s united by its allegiance to a common

head, Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth. It is in
itself a smaller United Nations. Since 1933
there have been regular Commonwealth Conferences,

at each of which problems or difficulties have been

pants from e outset by their mere magnitude. ‘The
attempt to reach solutions of world problems must,
nevertheless, be made at large official conferences.

largely ironed out by peaceful round table discussions.

vague enough, are more within human grasp.

wealth is a force for good in the world.
in this great body, the Canadian Nation is proud

But it is valuable, at times, to lower the sights and
aim at problems which, while they are complex and

“The first three Commonwealth Relations Con-

There is wide unanimity on aims and on world
development and a definite feeling that the Commonto be an associate.
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URING the recent Coronation of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth, the status, extent and composition of the British Commonwealth of Nations
received wide press coverage. Many people on the
outside began to perceive, perhaps for the first time,
something of the meaning and influence of this loosely
afhliated group of sovereign nations.
Canadians are frequently amazed at the misunder-

payer ever contributed one cent to the British
treasury. On the record, the reverse is true. Up to
1911, for example, the Royal Navy maintained naval

establishments on our Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
This was Canada's only defence against foreign
invasion—but every cent. of the bill was footed by
the British taxpayer. : In the same way, in its formative years, British consuls:
bassadors looked
countries—

standings that exist on Canada’s status in world
politics, particularly in respect to our relations with
Great Britain and the British Crown. This con-

£28, Canadas

fusion sometimes exists even among our best friends

and it is our hope that in this brief outline we wil
help to correct some of the wrong impressions th
may prevail among our readers.
SOVEREIGN STATE

First, our status as a nation. Today, Cai

a sovereign state in its own right. Thé
Government has no control in any way

form over the Government of Canada. Ou
is as much an independent country as Great
the United States or Russia.

Canada can declare

Or peace, negotiate trade or potential treaties w
foreign countries; and has her own military, na

and air establishments, which are responsible for
defence of the nation.
In world affairs, Canada is recognized as a lead

among the ‘smaller’ nations. She has her inde
pendent seat in the United Nations and on sever:
occasions has opposed proposals put forth by B
delegates. As early as 1923, Canada, as a soveré

nation, negotiated independently with the Uni
States to formulate the first International Fish
Treaty ever signed between two nations.
In World War II Canada delayed her declarat

of war against Germany for ten days after
Britain. During this period, Canada was a neut

and as such was able to purchase much valuable wz

equipment denied to Great Britain who was a.
belligerent.

NATIONALITY

in international

What about nationality? Up to the last few years,

Canadians paid little attention to the question of
independent nationality for its citizens. Canadians

were and still are automatically British citizens—but
recently the Canadian Government decided that any
Canadian, so wishing, could assume a _ separate

Canadian nationality. All native-born Canadians
are automatically Canadian citizens and _ other

as a sovereign state. Canadian Ambassadors and
Ministers are located in all the world’s capitals—and
today approximately 40 embassies and muinisteries are
maintained. in the United Nations, a Canadian, Mr.
Pearson has been Chairman during the past session.

nationalities, including English, Scots, Welsh, etc..

THE QUEEN
What is the position of the Queen in respect to
Canada? ‘The Queen is the Head of the Common-

It is difficult for Canadians to appreciate that
some people still believe that Canada pays or has
paid ‘“‘tribute’ to Great Britain in the form of taxes.
At no time in her history has the Canadian tax-

wealth and so acknowledged by the different nations
belonging to this far-flung federation. Her position
with respect to Canada is practically the same as it 1s
to Great Britain, to Australia, to New Zealand, South
Africa, Pakistan, all of whom acknowledge Elizabeth
as Queen. In India, which 1s a republic, the Queen's
title is Head of the Commonwealth. The Queen is

can now take out citizenship papers.
‘TAXES
Now to the sometimes misunderstood question of
taxes.
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the symbol which brings the nations of the Commonwealth together and enables them to discuss disputes
or problems together on a common ground. ‘There
is no connection between the Queen and the British
Government. They are separate entities as far as
Canada and the other Commonwealth countries are
concerned.

Since the war, the Commonwealth nations have

regularly in ‘‘Unofficial Conferences’’ which have

ontributed towards a common viewpoint on vital

orld problems. An interesting sideline on the

od, procedure and activities of this conference is

Mr. R. M. Fowler, President of the
fute of International Affairs. Out#949 Conference held in Canada he
unanimous opinion of those who
the 1949 Commonwealth Relations
luable and successful meeting?

o these questions may lie in the

wealth Relations Con.and therefore do not
and views. They
aiscussion

ferences organized by the Institutes—at Toronto, at

Lapstone, and at London—each in their different
ways contributed to the development of the nature

and functioning of the Commonwealth. It is

possible to look back over the history of the last
twenty years and trace the influence of the discussions
at these three conferences on the course of development
of Commonwealth relations. ‘This influence was not

the result of decisions taken at the conferences, for
there were none, but came from the knowledge and
understanding gained by delegates in conference discussions which were subsequently translated into
domestic policies in which the delegates had a part.
And that may well be the best and most effective way
to influence national and international policies, for
it is founded on personal conviction rather than on
agreement or compromise.

“The fourth Commonwealth Conference, held in
September 1949 at Bigwin Inn, Ontario, promises to
have a similar influence on future Commonwealth
relations.
‘Those who can speak with experience of

other conferences rate it the best of the series.

Generally the delegations were strong and representative of their countries. The preparatory papers were

valuable in launching the discussions, and _ the

arrangements were competently handled. ‘T his fourth

conference was distinguished by the unanimous
willingness of all delegations to refrain from dis-

public cor

cussion of forms and technicalities of Commonwealth

is to bring

There was, in the words of Professor

of view f

a general recognition of a ‘widening sense

nity’ between the members of the Com-

which produced ‘a striking consensus of
pi on about the inner nature of the Commonwealth,
the outward means by which its co-operation may be
made effective, and the high purpose which it serves
n the contemporary world’.
> PsP

All this brings out that Canada is a nation in its
own right with no legal ties of any kind with Great
Britain. But it does not mean that Canada and other
nations of the Commonwealth have no link with
Great Britain or each other. They have a very
definite link, based on a common heritage, in most

litical, non-partisan

cases of long and friendly association and a common
tradition of freedom and self determination. ‘This

ot try to do too much. In

unique federation of peoples, with wide-spread

Affairs, have been successful

do anything, except provide
understanding of the problems
discussed for those who participate. In the modern

differences in culture, in racial origins, in religion and

customs, 1s united by its allegiance to a common

head, Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth. It is in
itself a smaller United Nations. Since 1933
Wor'd,
probiemis
of discourage
international
there
sohave been regular Commonwealth Conferences,
large
andthespplex
that they
the relations
partici- are
pants from e outset by their mere magnitude. ‘The
attempt to reach solutions of world problems must,
nevertheless, be made at large official conferences.

But it is valuable, at times, to lower the sights and
aim at problems which, while they are complex and
vague enough, are more within human grasp.

“The first three Commonwealth Relations Con-

at each of which problems or difficulties have been

largely ironed out by peaceful round table discussions.

There is wide unanimity on aims and on world
development and a definite feeling that the Common-

wealth is a force for good in the world.
in this great body, the Canadian Nation is proud
to be an associate.
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By AL. CHARD, P.E., Development Engineer
N the manufacture of wood pulp and newsprint,
water is a raw material almost as important as

the wood itself. Water is used for hydraulic power,
for the hydraulic barking of wood, for pulp washing,
for making steam and as a fluid for conveying the
wood pulp through the various processes to the pulp
drying machine and the paper machines.

Powell Lake is the source of a large supply of
clean, fresh water for the various mill processes. We

use about 195 tons of water or 47,000 U.S. gallons
for each ton of newsprint produced. In processing
alone, the water used daily amounts to 51.8 million
U.S. gallons. This ts nearly two-thirds of the 82.3
million gallons used by all the industries and residents of the Greater Vancouver area, with a population of 600,000.
However, largest percentage of water goes into
hydraulic power. Powell Lake supplies the equiva-

lent of almost two billion U.S. gallons per day, to

produce about 50,000 horse power. ‘The Lois Lake
system supplies another 560 million U.S. gallons per
day to produce about 35,000 H.P. of hydro-electric

power at Stillwater. This power is transmitted over
a 13-mile long transmission line to Powell River.

‘The total amount of water consumed for al]

purposes aggregates 3,850 cubic feet per second,
equivalent to 2% billion U.S. gallons daily. This
would be sufficient to supply more than two communities the size of greater New York which uses
just over a billion gallons per day.
Powell Lake, the largest source of water power in
the area, is 30 miles long, 45 square miles in area,
and has a watershed or drainage area of 580 square
miles.

‘The mountains 1n the far reaches rise to over

6,500 feet above sea level, some of them climbing

The lake itself
is 185 feet above sea level when full. and has a
steeply from the edge of the lake.

measured depth at one point near its mouth of 1,200
feet.

‘The trout fishing is excellent, and cut-throat
trout up to 12 pounds have been caught.
The second source of water, the Lois Lake system

is less spectacular than Powell Lake, but is an

interesting and beautiful Pacific Coast chain of lakes.
Total water area is 11.5 square miles when full and
the watershed is 184 square miles. The mountains
are not as high as in the Powell Lake area, but fishing
is equally good, especially in some of the more remote,
less accessible smaller lakes in the watershed.
The original water source, the rain and snowfall,
as everywhere, is always an interesting topic of conversation and ts no less so in the Powell River district.
Powell River itself is ‘‘usually’’ comparatively warm

and sunny with an annual average precipitation of
only 35.3 inches, which is just a small amount more

than the average of 30 inches for Victoria, B.C.
However, fortunately for the water supply, the pre-

cipitation increases rapidly in all directions from
Powell River inland. At the head of Powell Lake
it is well over 100 inches annually while at Scanlon

Dam on Lois Lake it is 56 inches annually. It is
estimated that about 90% of the rain and snowfall
reaches the lakes to make up the run-off and furnish
Our water storage. This its in fortunate contrast to
some parts of the world where the loss from evaporation amounts to more than 50%.

Without water the great dailies of New York,
London and Paris would not be able to bring the
world's news to your doorstep. Without water, the
great pulp and paper industry of Canada, which pro-

duces one-half of the world’s newsprint could not
function.
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Powell Lake Dam.

Thousands viewed this Powell River Board of Trade booth, the first of its kind, at the Pacific National Exhibition.

POWELL RIVER MAKES DEBUT AT P.N.E
RITISH COLUMBIA’S annual show-window,
the Pacific National Exhibition, held something

extra for Powell Riverites from August 26 to
That something was the district’s first
display booth by the Powell River Board of Trade.
September 7.

Thousands of visitors, who daily jammed the

Pure Foods Building in Vancouver's Exhibition Park,
saw photos of the Company s logging and lumbering
operations, its tug and barge flotillas, and the various
processes by which the log is converted into sulphite
pulp, building papers and newsprint.
On view, too, were pictures of typical employees’
homes, townsite buildings—like the modern hospital,

firehall, department store, and community hall—

building papers lent further authenticity to the

display.
Sharing the spotlight with the Company’s exhibit
were panels by Queen Charlotte Airlines and Black
Ball Ferries. The first drew attention to the regular
air service now operating between Powell River and
outside points. The latter envisioned the proposed

road-and-ferry link between Powell River and
Vancouver.
Together they combined to tell an impressive story

of the growth and progress of the Powell River
Company, and the district as a whole.
indicative of the interest created by the booth were

the thousands of tickets given away to visitors

schools, and such recreational facilities as the huge

entitling the holder of the lucky one to a two-weeks’
all expense-paid holiday in Powell River.

Company. The district's famous scenic and fishing
attractions were also captured by the camera.

Part of this exhibit appeared in Powell River's
own exhibition—the district's first—on October 8,
9 10. Its sponsors, the Powell River Agricultural
Association, showed good foresight in urging the
Board of [I rade to make the district's debut in the
Pacific National Exhibition.

new Timberlane Park and the popular Willingdon
Beach, all of them developed by the Powell River

Facsimiles of the Company's’ chief products—
newsprint rolls, bales of unbleached sulphite pulp, and
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Powell River Company's famous Pipe Bandthe
led
Labor Day paraders to Willingdon Beac

LABOR DAY WAS FUN
T Powell River, happy, milling crowds, sup-

ported by weather conditions, set new attendance

records for the 17th consecutive annual Labor Day
celebration.

The committee, this year as in the past, wisely
limited speeches by guests and officials to five minutes,

and concentrated on providing district residents with
a pleasant and happy day's outing. All the usual
features, floats, parades, pipe and band music, games

and midway attractions kept the big crowd in a
festive mood.

Guest speakers were Russell M. Cooper, VicePresident, Powell River Company, James Sinclair,
Federal Minister of Fisheries, and Anthony Gargrave,

M.L.A. for the district which includes Powell River.
Mr. Cooper congratulated officials on the excellent
Prize-winning Goat Club parade float.
Speakers Sinclair (left), Cooper and Gargrave.
= ae
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organization of the celebration, emphasizing the
mutual understanding that had always existed between Labor and Management at Powell River.

Federal Minister ‘‘Jimmie’’ Sinclair pointed out
that Labor had made many solid gains over the

years, but also emphasized that these gains had been
greatly helped by good management. Powell River

is known throughout the continent for the excellent

and imaginative management which has made possible

the high wage rates enjoyed by Powell River

employees, he said.

Tony’ Gargrave made a plea for closer union of
labor organizations, expressing a definite conviction
that A.F. of L. and C.I.O. unions should submerge
their differences and present a solid labor front.
Other speakers were Robert Bryce, President of

Pulp Sulphite Union and Alexander Allen repre-

senting Paper Makers Local No. 142.
Page fourteen

Recent
Vesctors

thefrom
Past
two months
many well
known
visitors
widely
spread sections
of the
continent
dropped in for brief visits.
In August, a group of prominent U.S. magazine,
pulp and paper and oil executives dropped in. They
included: Mr. Harold Decker, President Houston Oil
Company and East Texas Pulp and Paper Company;

Mr. Charles Stillman, Executive Vice-President of
Time, Director, East Texas Pulp and Paper Co.:

Ethan Shepley, Chairman and Director, Houston Oil
Company; Artemus L. Gates, Vice-President, Time
Incorporated; R. A. McDonald, East Texas Pulp and
Paper Co.; R. M. Buckley, Executive Vice-President,
Fast Texas Paper Co. Accompanying the party were

Mir. Howard Simons and Mr. W. Natwick of H.
Simons Company.

From Victoria Press came Mr. and Mrs. D. H.

Green, Mr. and Mrs. R. Thomson and Me. and Mrs.
J. W. Stephen.

Up from California we welcomed Mr. and Mrs.

Alden Waite with son Charles and daughter Barbara

and Mr. and Mrs. R. O'Conner. Mr. Waite is
afhliated with Southern California Associated News-

papers and Mr. O'Conner is President of R. W.
Ernest Printing Company, Los Angeles.
Another well known lumberman took time out to

Mclatyre,
Thomson, Mr. Green

Mr. and Mrs. Bissell, Mr. and Mrs. Glassow.

stop in for an inspection of the plant in August—
Mr. Al Glassow (see page 5) and Mrs. Glassow
who were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Murray
Bissell of Chicago.

Making the longest trip to see us was Mr. Fred

Sturt of Golden and Company, Auckland, New
Zealand. Mr. Sturt was keenly interested in the
latest installations in the plant and spent several
hours touring the mill.
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Group of prominent Texan executives taken at Powell River airport: Pipe-Major Don Mackenzie (left), C. Stillman, E. Shipley, R. A.
McDonald, A. L. Gates, Mrs. Shipley, R. M. Buckley, W. Natwick, Mrs. Decker, H. Decker, H. Simons, Piper Wally Laird.
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Wilf Paul tends his prize-winning

RIVERSIDE GARD "TOPS

FUND AIDS QUARTETTE

Wilf Paul of Riverside, a tail sawyer in the
Company’s lumber yard, received the top prize of
$100 for the best garden in the annual Townsite
Carden Contest.

His win reflected the general improvement in
P*~erside gardens, as well as in most sections of
ell River.
sn all, $760 was awarded by the Company for
the best garden, best boulevard, the most improved
garden, and the most improved boulevard in each
of the five zones.

IN THE SWIM

rehearsals, classes, and practices, formed the busy
round for four Powell River boys on the University
of Oregon Campus last summer.
Members of Brooks High School's fine band, Conrad Norman, Gordon Montgomery, Nello Prissinetti
and John Vincent, were grateful for the assistance
they received from a scholarship fund raised by the

band’s auxiliary with the help of several civicminded organizations.

Popular feature of the recently completed grand-

Roland Penton and Frances (Fran) Flett took the

lion’s share of the adult aquatic races during the

Lions Club annual inter-district swim meet at

Willingdon Beach on August 30. Junior aggregate
winners were Warren Poff and Loretta Leach.

Westview swimmers topped the _inter-district
competitors.
George McGufhe won the open class for outboard

motor boat races—a popular innovation—Allan
Clarke taking the under 15 h.p. class.

Climaxed by two concerts, three weeks of

stand at Timberlane Park are the two up-to-date
dressing rooms for contesting baseball and soccer
teams. Heated by electrical radiation, they are
equipped with steel lockers for uniforms and playing equipment, and gang showers with electrically
heated water.

Meantime, to give the ball fans added protection,
the 25-foot high back-stop of heavy wire mesh has
been moved back 20 feet along the first and third
base lines.
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Ornamental swimming sextette take time out during

H. Urquhart (left), assistant resident manager,

Lions’ Club Agquacade.

presents Safety Contest prizes.

Lucky Youngs with Queen Loretta and well wishers. (See note below).

Powell River’s World Series Club held its first
annual banquet during which the father-and-son
combination of Hughie and Rod Young were corecipients of the club’s two prizes drawn by Loretta
Statham, Sulphur Gulch Queen.
Demonstrating that the age of chivalry is not dead,
they promptly bussed ‘‘Her Highness,” to the delight
and envy of some 100 males present.

FISHING PRETTY FAIR
Michael (Mike) Crilly, a millwright in the Com.

pany s car shop, won the Rod and Gun Club’s summer derby with a 21-pound 9-ounce salmon. Welder

H. L. (Brick) Harper, took second prize with a 20pounder.

One hundred and thirty club members competed,

despite inclement weather for two of the derby’s
three days in late August.

POWELL RIVER CADETS “TOPS”
Powell River’s No. 22 Squadron, Royal Canadian
Air Cadets, has added further laurels to an already
illustrious career. For five years they have held the
Guthrie Shield, awarded annually to the most proficient squadron in British Columbia. In 1950 and

again this year, they awarded the Guthrie Trophy,
presented annually to the most proficient squadron
west of the Great Lakes. It has just been announced

that this year the squadron has won the R.C.A.F.
Association Trophy, awarded annually to the outstanding squadron in all of Canada. High praise and

heartiest congratulations go to F/L A. Charlton,

Commanding Officer, his officers and instructors, and

to S. B. Macfarlane, Chairman of the Sponsoring
Committee, for their inspiration and leadership.

BEST IN CANADA!
“Canada has the best organized blood-donor

service in the world, and Powell River has the best

local organization in British Columbia, with the
finest record of any community for blood donations.”’
The speaker was Col. G. P. Stirrett, O.B.E., presi-

dent of the B.C. Division, Canadian Red Cross
Society.

The occasion was the August presentation
of the Red Cross pins to forty Powell River residents
each of whom had donated blood ten times. ‘The
colonel also presented a twenty-time donor certificate

to Bill Templeton, an oiler in Powell River Company's steam plant.
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RECORDS FELL, TOO
A 35-year precipitation record was set in August
when 4.31 inches were recorded during the month in
Powell River. Average August rainfall is 1.5 inches.

lFae Previous high mark of 3.63 inches was set in
August rainfall at Scanlon Dam on Lois Lake
_]

broke a 21-year record with 8.06 inches, exceeding
the 1948 record by 2.67 inches.

There's more to being a baton-twirling majorette

than meets the eye!

That’s why two Powell River high school girls,
Frances Clapp and Jill Malcolm went all the way
to Stockton, California, to get expert instruction in

the exacting art. Now they’re keen to pass on their
newly acquired skills to other local girls. After all,

what's a parade, a track meet, or a football game
without majorettes?
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Pattern for flying vacations of tom orrow is set by Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd Varian.

CALIFORNIA COUPLE PIONEER NEW AIR TOURIST AGE
By LEs RIMES, Editor, Powell River News
FE days of the roadside tent, the old Model T,
and the campfire, were brought up to date when

Mr. and Mrs. Sigurd F. Varian of Palo Alto,
California, came to Powell River in August on vacation bent.

They came not by Model T, but the modern

way—by air.
‘The rest of the story is similar to Model T days.

They pulled into a clearing on the edge of the airfield,

set up a tent, an oil stove, and improvised a cupboard for their few pots and pans. Made for the
U.S. invasion forces in the South Pacific, camouflaged nylon served to shelter their kitchen. They
used a pup-tent for sleeping.

When I met them at the Westview airport, they
were getting ready to step into a borrowed car to do
a bit of shopping.
‘‘People have been wonderful to us,’ remarked
Mrs. Varian. “They have loaned us a car, they've
taken us out fishing, they ve come over to visit us.
They're treating us royally.”’
Powell River's warm hospitality, the scenery, the
good fishing, the memorable trip through the Powell

River Company paper mill, and the future of the
district were the things they emphasized in their
chat with the press.

“When we get home we're going to tell all our

flying friends about how wonderful it is here. We'll
be back next year with four or five other aircraft in
our party. You can be on the lookout for us!"’ they
told me.
Asked why they chose to come to Powell River,
they said: We just saw it on the map. It looked
close to the sea and to lakes and we wanted to do
some fishing.’’
‘‘Down in California we have several aero parks—

similar to trailer parks—built alongside airports

Most towns
charge a small daily rental fee for the use of the
park,’’ they told members of the Westview Flying
where we can land and pitch a tent.

Club, whose president, Mrs. Cal Hayes, had them as
guests of honor at a wiener roast at the edge of the
airstrip.

Now the local air enthusiasts are talking about

putting in a similar park here—in time for the
Varians and their friends when they come back next
Summer.

Already the scene around the airport has changed.
A wide section, clear of the runways has been bulldozed and may be paved to allow ample room for
planes to park clear. If the Varians return next year
they will have no worries over leaving their plane too
close to the actual flying field, and there is still enough

open camping country in the immediate vicinity to
handle all the flying clubs in California.
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HYDRAULIG BARKING AT POWELL RIVER
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Overhead crane lifts 40-ton bundle.

Log emerges from the rine barker.

equipment permits the use of considerable quantities

AMONG
innovations
in the
theapplipulp and
of salvage wood from logged-over areas.
paper outstanding
industry in recent
years has been

Salvaged

cation of the hydraulic process to the barking of
wood. So fast is the tempo of modern industry,

logs are usually towed to paper mills in bundles

that even old-time employees of Powell River Company are already speaking reminiscently of the ‘‘old
drum barkers. — Yet it is only seven years ago since
the first hydraulic barking equipment was installed
in the plant. The drum barkers had been in steady
operation for thirty-four years.
Powell River Company pioneered hydraulic barking in the Canadian pulp and paper industry, with

feet in diameter by sixty feet long. They contain

the installation of a Weyerhaeuser type hydraulic

barker in December, 1946. This was basically
similar to the original barker installed by Weyerhaeuser in 1942, but contained several features
In this
type, the log is revolved and water ejected through
specially designed by Powell River engineers.

54g” nozzles at pressure of 1,200 pounds to the square
inch. This barker has operated continuously since

that date—and has resulted in substantial saving of
wood over the old drum type.

weighing up to 40 tons and measuring about seven
logs varying from six inches to 26 inches in diameter.

The bundles are lifted out of the water by an

overhead crane onto the log deck and from there are
fed onto a rol! case. After being cut into lengths by
a swing saw they are conveyed into the barker. ‘T he
ring barker operates differently than does the Weyerhaeuser barker. The log is passed through a rapidly

rotating ring which has two or more jets of water

aimed at its centre. This ring barker has both

horizontal and vertical movement to adjust its location to suit various sizes and shapes of logs. Logs up
to 44 inches in diameter can be passed through the
ring.

The change from the former drum barker has
greatly improved efficiency, has provided safer working conditions and—equally important—has worked

in with our overall Wood Conservation program.

With the speedup of paper machines in the last

An approximate saving of 15% in log usage has been
effected by the new equipment. In addition, it has

two years, additional barking capacity was necessary.

accelerated the utilization of salvage wood from

In 1952, a ring type barker was added which can

handle small as well as large logs—and replaces the
small log barking equipment installed in 1947. ‘T his

logged-over areas, again assisting in the preservation

of timber reserves and forging another link in the
chain of perpetual wood supply.

Log haul, overhead crane and barker mill extension.
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POWELL RIVER SALES CORPORATION APP

” Bom Melvin

E Powell River Sales Corporation announces
the appointment of Ronald M. Melvin of Vancouver as its pulp representative in Chicago; and the

transfer of Terry L. Hollern from Chicago to the

Pacific Coast.

Terry L. Hollern, who has been in charge of the

Powell River Sales Corporation necessitates Terry’s
transfer. We know that he has enjoyed his association with the pulp consumers in the Mid-West and
will miss his many friends. We wish him continued
success on the West Coast.
Ron Melvin first became associated with the Powel]

Chicago office of the Powell River Sales Corporation
since June, 1949, will move into the Sales Corporation's newsprint activities on the West Coast.

River Company Limited in 1947 during his summer

Terry was trained in the Powell River Company
during the years 1945-1947, and in Vancouver he
was employed by the Powell River Sales Company
for a year before joining the Sales Corporation in

two years familiarizing himself with various mill

Seattle. At that time Terry was associated with

newsprint on the West Coast and he is now returning to this field.
‘The additional demand for newsprint in the West
and the large number of companies serviced by the

vacation while attending the University of British
Columbia. After graduating in Commerce in 1949
he returned to the Powell River Company and spent
operations.

In October, 1951, he joined the sales
staff of the British Columbia Manufacturing Company in New Westminster, a lumber-manufacturing
subsidiary of the Powell River Company.
Ron joins the Powell River Sales Corporation fully
qualified to handle the contact and service work with

the pulp consumers in the Mid-West area of the
United States.

(DN carrying
the left is
picture
early horse
oura first
rolls of
of the
newsprint
in April,train
1912. By late summer of 1912 No. 1 and 2
machines had shaken out most of the ‘‘bugs’” and
were methodically rolling along with a steady 100
tons a day output.
We have come a long way since the horse-drawn

flats carried our opening day’s production to an
eager and waiting freighter at the old wharf.

Scores

of millions of dollars have been poured into new

plants, new installations and new techniques. In the
forty-one years of paper making Powell River has
passed successfully through five major construction
and expansion periods—and daily production of all

products in 1953 is approximately 1230 tons—of
which over 1100 tons are newsprint. In the post
war period alone, nearly $50,000,000 have been
spent on enlarging and integrating the properties of

the Company, and the Powell River plant is now
the largest single newsprint mill in the world.
During May, more world records for production
of newsprint by an individual plant were made.
Early in the year, the paper makers had turned out
1157.6 tons for a new- record. On two consecutive

days in May, this was exceeded by daily runs of
1163.0 and 1170.4 tons.
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Typical of British Columbia‘s new motor roads through rugged mountain country is the scenic
Hope-Princeton Highway.

The production of high quality newsprint at the Powell River mill each day

is now sufficient to publish over six
million average size newspapers.
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first ComYuletide Greetings to its friends in many and widely
extended parts of the world.

Standard Building, Vancouver 2, B.C.

J. A. Lundie, Editor
Paul King, Assistant Editor
O. J. Stevenson, Staff Photographer

Looking back over these years, it is a source of

quiet pride and satisfaction that many of those same

friends of forty-one years are still with us, and are
among those to whom our present greetings are again
being sent.
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ing has come to an end in Korea and our men in the
combat areas look forward to a relaxed and happier

Christmas. In Powell River after a long period of
expansion and construction, we believe we have
placed ourselves in a better position to assure continuance and expansion of our ability to serve. you
in the future as we have in the past.
And so to all our readers, to our old friends
d

new, with our sincere wishes for your contir 1
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The Cover Picture
Powell River in the form of a Christmas Tree
takes on an appropriate appearance for it is
from trees that all of the Company's products
are manufactured.

Stan Macfarlane.

HE RUNS OUR TOWNSITE
WENT Y-FOUR years ago, Powell River Company was in the midst of its last ma jor expansion

program until after the close of World. War It.

Principal operations included the erection of the pres-

ent number 7 and 8 machine room building, a new
groundwood mill, extensions to the screen room, and

steam plants—and the installation of a new power
site at Lois River, including a powerhouse.
Supervising structural design for all these new
buildings was Stanley B. Macfarlane, specialist in
structural engineering and widely experienced in con-

struction work in Canada and the United States.
Today, as Townsite Superintendent, Stan is still in
the design and building business, with over 500

houses to maintain and several thousand tenants to
keep happy.

Born in Daylesford, Australia, in 1893, Stan, after
accompanying his parents to New Zealand and Scot-

land, took up residence in San Jose, California, in
1906. After attending public school in California,
he moved to Vancouver and graduated from King
Edward High School.
Following graduation he started in the construction game, at a time when there was some very rugged

construction pioneering going on in B.C. In this
period he built up an excellent background of construction knowledge and experience. He worked for

operations near Powell River and then moved on to
the engineering staff of the B.C. Pulp and Paper Co.
at Port Mellon, where he received his first initiation

into the pulp industry. For the next eight years
Stan peregrinated about the country on one construction project after another. He worked for four years

on the Southern Okanagan River Project in Oliver,

B.C., and in the four years prior to his arrival at

Powell River was engaged in grain elevator design
and construction at Vancouver.
In 1929 Stan, like many a wanderer before him,
stopped wandering when he reached Powell River.
In 1935 he was appointed ‘Townsite Superintendent,
a post he has held ever since. In this capacity he has
been responsible for supervising the construction of
many new buildings and homes in the area—and for
an elaborate program of maintenance. Under his
direction is a staff of 40. men—painters, plumbers.
carpenters, electricians and other tradesmen, constantly engaged in the necessary jobs of maintaining

the 500 homes built by the Company at Powell

River.
Stanley Macfarlane has always been a leader in the
community life of the district. He is a past president
of the Ex-Servicemen’s and the Basketball Associations, a member of the Board of J] rade and at present

chairman of the sponsoring committee for the Ar
Cadets. These are official positions, but there 1s

ten years on the Canadian National. and Pacific Great

scarcely a community endeavour over the past twenty

the Edison Company in their big power development
in Southern California.
From 1916-1918 he was overseas with the Canadian Engineers, returning to the construction trade

operation.
The community service background has been part

Eastern Railways. From 1914-1916 he was with

on discharge.

In 1919 he helped locate a logging

railway line for Brooks-Scanlon in their logging

years that has not had his active support and coof the. Macfarlane family life.

Mrs Macfarlane for

many years was a leader in J.O.D.E. and other women’s organizations. Their daughter Norma is now
completing her training as a nurse.
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Rugged Red Pass section of the Trans-Mountain Oil Pipe Line.

AN’S original conquest of the Canadian Rockies
repeated itself in October when a ‘‘pipe dream’’
to link Alberta and British Columbia came true with
the completion of the ‘““Roughest Inch” of pipe line
ever laid anywhere.

For 600 of its 718 miles the Trans-Mountain O}}

Construction costs reached $130,000 per mile for
an average of $250 a foot in the roughest areas, as
the 24-inch oil artery snaked its way westward from
the rich oil fields of Alberta.

Initial capacity of the pipe line—completed three

Pipe Line from Edmonton to Vancouver roughly
parallels the route of the Canadian National RailWay. The laying of the pipe line presented many

months ahead of schedule—is 120,000 barrels a day.

dian Pacific Railway, which first linked Canada

the Pacific Northwest.

Fatly in 1954 this will be increased to 150,000
b.p.d. and ultimately to more than 300,000 to keep

of the difficulties encountered by the pioneering Cana-

up with the rapid growth of British Columbia and

through the same forbidding Rockies back in 1885.
Both construction jobs taxed man’s ingenuity and
endurance to the limit. At times men and machines

pipe line and 29 days elapse between the time the oi!

faced almost insurmountable obstacles. Massive trac-

COUVET,

tor bulldozers and pipelayers, manned by skilled
operators, clung like mountain goats to precipitous

cliffs, forded foaming rivers and literally battled their
way inch by inch through the rugged terrain.

It requires $7,000,000 worth of oil just to fill the

enters the pipe at Edmonton and emerges at VanTexas can rightly boast of being on the vital end
of the world’s “‘Biggest Inch,’’ but for sheer rugged-_
ness there is nothing anywhere to touch Western
Canada’s ‘‘Roughest Inch.’’
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Cool spectator at Jasper Park.

ON THE
MARCH

HE story of the ““Roughest Inch” 1s only one of
the big developments that has focussed and 1s
continuing to focus the eyes of the industrial world
on British Columbia. All over the province, in the
south, in the great central belt and in the north, the
tush of new construction is proceeding, with projects

underway totalling over $1,000,000,000. British

Columbia today is the new Cathay of Canada, and
her natural resources under and above the soil throw
a bright gleam over the years ahead.
The oil industry, stimulated by the new T[ransMountain Pipe Line, 1s spending millions within the
province. on expanded installations. Imperial and
Shel] Oil have embarked on a $30,000,000 modernrization and extension program in loco and VancouvVer;r.

Up in the Peace River country, fronting the

Alberta border, new oil and gas fields are being dis-

It is well within the bounds
of conjecture that the world’s last and greatest oul
covered and developed.

reserves will be centered in the vast central plains of

Canada, with British Columbia a major producer.

In the mighty movements, which are accelerating

the pace of our industrial life, the pulp and paper

industry is in the forefront. In the past decade

capital, in growing momentum, has poured into new
ventures in pulp and paper.
In the Prince Rupert area, terminus of the northern
arm of the Canadian National Railway, $40,000,000
has been spent in the erection of B.C.’s first cellulose
plant. Over on historic Vancouver Island, MacMillan
and Bloedel interests have invested $55,000,000 of

concrete faith in the future of the pulp and paper
industry in British Columbia. A $25,000,000 newsprint mill has been erected at Elk Falls in the north-

ern half of Vancouver Island. In the Howe Sound
area, near Vancouver, $5,000,000 has gone into new
modernization and improvements. And in this forward surge, Powell River Company, as the pioneer
newsprint plant in the Canadian west, has
tained its reputation for progressiveness by the expenditure of an additional $17,000,000 in the past
three years. In all, over $150,000,000 of new capital has been spent in the expansion and modernization

of Canada’s leading manufacturing industry in British Columbia.
Towering above all new construction work is the
huge hydro-electric power and aluminum smelting
project, now well advanced in its initial stages, and

which will involve a further $600,000,000 faith in
the destiny of British Columbia. In the Kitimat and
Kemano areas, thousands of construction men are
working at fever pitch blasting tunnels through rocks,

building homes for employees and erecting mill
buildings. In the interior of British Columbia, a

stone’s throw from the International Boundary, the
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company 1s
spending an additional $57,000,000 for hydro-electric, mining and metallurgical installations.
In the field of public utilities the same 1mpetus 1s
evident. The B.C. Electric, one of Canada’s great
transportation and power corporations, is sinking
$200,000,000 in new developments—and the B.C.

Telephone Company another $20,000,000 on a

province-wide expansion of telephone facilities.

And so it goes, as the eyes of the world turn

westward and as the tremendous storehouse of nature’s bounty yields to the daring and imagination
of a new generation of industrial pioneers.
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Continued progress is evidenced by this latest view of Powell River.

FROM PAPER MAKER TO PUBLISHER
By J. A. LUNDIE

executives and swapping yarns with the dry end
CTew s.

About the start of World War II, Tommy Green,
then publishing the Powell River News, asked Lew
if he would send in a story about the “‘last lacrosse —

game. He did and it looked good to publisher

Green, who persuaded Lew to do sports assignments

in his spare time. The next thing Lew knew, he
was speding most of his off-shift hours in the News

Office as Sports Editor (spare time and _ paid
accordingly ).

In 1944, after 18 years at paper making, and just
about ready for his next promotion, Lew dropped
the security and comfort of the machine room and
left to take over the Wells Chronicle at Wells, B.C...

a recently established mining town in the heart of

the Cariboo country. His chief assistant, advisor, and
abetter in the venture was his wife, Josie. The story
of how this was financed is something Lew and Josic
may tell the folks some day!
Lew Griffiths

E Annual Meeting of the B.C. Weekly Newspapers in Vancouver November 12-14, held a
special and personal interest for Powell River residents. President of the Association for the past. year

has been Lew Grifhths, publisher of the Cariboo
Observer, at Quesnel, and for eighteen years, an
employee on the paper machines in Powell River.
The new President, Ron White, publisher of the
Kamloops Sentinel, paid a high tribute to Lew in his
inauguration address.

Lew's elevation last year to Presidency of the

Association, was a tribute to the general esteem in
which he is held by fellow editors, and to his active

and untiring work in the weekly field.

Behind this is a record of achievement, which, if

not unique, is certainly uncommon in modern
journalism.

In 1921 Lew, not long out of school, started in

as a laborer on Number 5 paper machine. Journalism

was the last thing in his mind. He liked his work

as a paper maker, was a leading figure in the district's
athletic life, starring in track, lacrosse, basketball and

swimming. ‘The odds all favored his settling down
in Powell River for life with his wife Josie and their
two children, Yvonne and Bill, serving on sports

It was a tremendous undertaking and the three
Grifths, Lew and Josie, and son Bill, who served as
errand boy, handyman and assistant publisher, spent
four of the toughest years that any newspaper novices

have ever faced. Josie set type, looked after the

correspondence, handled the finances, 1f any, while
Lew dug up news, chased advertising and wrote copy.
As far as we are aware, Josie had never seen the inside

of a newspaper office until she went to Wells—and
Lew as he afterwards confessed, wondered ‘‘why I

left my little fully paid up home in the west’’ to
come this far north.

Four years later these three energetic souls, taking

in stride the shock and strains of a late apprenticeship, had the temerity to drive into Quesnel one day

and purchase the Cariboo Observer, one of the oldest
and most famous publications in the Cariboo. ‘Today
the Griffiths have enlarged their staff, run a prosperous

job printing plant in conjuncton with the paper—

and take time out to serve as two of Quesnel’s most
popular and community minded citizens.
For a chap who didn’t decide to go into the newspaper business until he was nearly forty, and who up
to the age of 35 never wrote a line of copy, this is a
pretty fine achievement—and it couldn’t have hap-

pened to two nicer people than Lew and Josie
Ciriffiths.
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SUPERTONE
By Dre. R. F. PATTERSON, Technical Director.
Dr. Patterson

In the Sunday Supplement or Magazine Section of

MOSinlarge
newspapers
this continent
include
your favorite newspaper you will see numerous
their week-end
editionson
a Sunday
Supplement
The next time you read one
of these, take a close look at the paper on which it
is printed. You will probably find that it 1s quite
different from that used in the regular sections of
or Magazine Section.

advertisements for food or other products, 1n which
the advertisers state that their products are scien-

tifically prepared and_ scientifically tested. [he
manufacturer of the newsprint upon which these

the paper.

advertisements are printed can make the same claim.

To begin with, you may find that it is a brighter
and whiter shade. If you run your fingers over the

Company works in close co-operation with the Paper

pages you should also be able to notice that the paper
in the Magazine Section has a smoother, more slip-

pery feel than does the regular newsprint. For a
final experiment, try burning a few square inches of
the two papers and observing the ash. The ash from
the smooth sheet will probably be much greater in
amount and will tend to retain the form of the paper,
if the ash is rubbed between the fingers, it will be
found to leave a white, chalk-like deposit, whereas
the ash from standard newsprint will consist of a
minute amount of a soft, grey powder.
‘These differences are manifestations of the better

quality of the paper required for the higher quality
printing of the Sunday Supplement. Here the coloured advertisements and the coloured pictures which

The ‘Technical Department of the Powell River
Makers in a constant effort to control and improve
the quality of the Supertone sheet. ‘Testing stations
are maintained in each machine room: the tester on
duty carries out routine tests on each reel of paper

as it is made, and, based on the results of these tests,
the paper maker can make the necessary adjustments
on the paper machine.

In this way a strict control can be maintained on
the quality and uniformity of the newsprint. Add1tional, non-routine testing of the finished product 1s
also necessary to ensure quality and uniformity,
particular emphasis being placed on colour, brightness, cleanliness, and smoothness.

Every effort is thus made to produce a Supertone

which 1s truly ‘super’ and which will allow the

illustrate the articles have a clarity and sparkle only
exceeded by the printing tn much more expensively

printer to obtain the very fine results now apparent
in many of the newspaper supplements in Canada

Rotogravure and semi-rotogravure papers have

Next week-end, when you settle down to enjoy
your extra bulky Sunday paper, don’t take it too

produced journals.

been developed to meet the ever-increasing demand
for an inexpensive paper suitable for newspaper mag-

azine section type of work, and it is in this class
that Powell River Supertone belongs.

and the United States.

much for granted—that Magazine Section is something special, both in printing and in paper.

Supertone is a newsprint type of paper in that tt
is made from the same two pulps used for the production of Powell River standard newsprint, 1.e.,
sulphite pulp and groundwood pulp. But here the
similarity ceases, since only premium groundwood
and select sulphite pulps are suitable for Supertone
and a much greater proportion of the long-fibered
sulphite must be used to give the sheet its fine printing

quality.
Special white china clay imported from England

is also added to the Supertone sheet to improve its
Opacity and brightness and to assist 1n obtaining the
level and smooth surface so essential to the rotogravure printer. It is this clay in the paper which
makes the difference in the appearance of the ash
when Supertone and newsprint are burned.
On the paper machine itself extra precautions must

be taken and different equipment used during the
manufacture of Supertone.

Finer mesh wire screens,

finer felts and increased calendering are commonly
used to obtain the rigid specifications set for this grade
of paper.
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Where Supertone is a vital factor.

FIGHTH ARMY COMMANDER FLIES IN
OWELL River was privileged last month to
welcome a distinguished British Soldier, General

Sir Neil Ritchie. Commander of the famous 8th
Army from October, 1941, to June, 1942.

Sir Neil, now a resident of Montreal, Canada, is a
director in the nation-wide insurance firm of Marsh
‘§$ McLennan Ltd. He was accompanied by Mr. Jack

Cochrane, and Mr. F. Hallonquist of Marsh ©
McLennan, Vancouver, and Mr. Ronald Hancock,
underwriter for Lloyd's of London.

General Ritchie, as deputy Chief of Staff to

Cj,eneral Auchinleck, took over command of the 8th
Army, succeeding General Sir Alan Cunningham at

a critical stage of the battle in October, 1941. His
force held firm and late in the year drove Rommel
back to Bengazi and El Agheila. He was in charge

of the 8th during the fherce fighting in the

‘Cauldron,’ in June, 1942, and in the retreat to
where General Auchinleck took over.

Gencral Rommel in his papers, praises General
Ritchie for his fighting qualities pointing out that it
was just touch and go whether he (Rommel) or

General Ritchie at Powell River

C;eneral Ritchie would have to retreat.

In the fighting in Normandy, General Ritchie led
a British ‘corps into action and was in the van of
the break through from the Seine to Brussels. Prior
to the war, Sir Neil was Colonel in the famous Black
Watch Regiment—and later held one of the important army commands in the United Kingdom.
He spent several hours in Powell River, making 2

thorough inspection of the plant, which he described
“highly progressive and modern.
Before visiting Powell River Sir Neil was guest of

honor at the 102nd Artillery reunion in Vancouver,

at which several other famous Commonwealth soldiers

were present—Col. ‘‘Cy’”’ Peck, V.C., Lieut.-Col.
Cecil Merritt, V.C., both of Vancouver, and Major
William Dunstan, V.C., of Australia.

POWELL RIVER AGAIN LEADS IN CANADA BOND SALES
OWELL River employees for the second consecu-

tive year have topped all industrial units in
British Columbia in sales of the eighth issue of
Canada Savings Bonds.

Participation by employees was 86%, slightly

ally increased their individual purchases. I he issue —

carries an overall interest rate of 334%. Equally

attractive is the guarantee feature, which maintains
the bonds at par at all times. I hey are saleable at

any time at 100%. For the past two years, the

less than last year—-but total sales exceeded last

maximum amount that may be purchased by one
individual has been raised to $5,000.

labour picture at that time, which exercised a slowing

for any issue, and treasury officials are extremely

years total by over $100,000. This showing is
particularly strong in view of uncertainties in the
cCown effect on sales.

The sales throughout the country were the greatest

gratified by this response of the Canadian people,

Last year, Powell River was first by a wide margin
over all industrial units in Canada; and it is expected
when final results are in that Powell River Company |
will again be up among the leaders in the Dominion.

the Company, sales were conducted 1n each department and on each shift by employees of each depart-

The eighth issue of Canada Savings Bonds is the
most attractive to date-—and employees have gener-

behind the campaign.

. In Powell River, with the active co-operation : of

ment. It was a concentrated and highly organized
drive and everyone from superintendents down was
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All but one of Powell River Company’s Directors visited the mill this fall. Sole absentee, through illness, was James H. Lawson. Pictured
standing from left are: Lieutenant-Governor Clarence Wallace, Edward Brooks, J. Glen Sample, Robert H. Scanlon, A. H. Williamson, executive
vice-president M. J. Foley, vice-president George O’Brien. Seated are Arison Brooks, president, Powell River Sales Corporation, president Harold
S. Foley, William §. Brooks, and Major-General H. F. G, Letson.

DIRECTORS INSPECT NEW INSTALLATIONS
director and partner in the original Powell River
[PN
September
Board
of Directors
Ofdistrict
the * wellPaper Company back in 1909; William Brooks, son
River
Companythe
spent
several
days in the
inspecting the now completed installations of the
of the late S. D. Brooks, former president of the
1950-53 modernization and expansion program.
With completion of the development program, the

directors were able to measure the results of the heavy

capital expenditure they had authorized in 1950, and
it was unanimously felt that Powell River had placed
itself in a strong position to safeguard continuity of
operations and meet competition from any source.
The trip was, perhaps, of particular personal 1n-

Company and a pioneer at Powell River; Glen Sample, son-in-law of M. J. Scanlon, a founder. To all
these men the visit was filled with memories of the
past and anticipations of the future.

Included, too, were other well-known directors,

residents of British Columbia whose names are well |

known in the industrial, military and community
life of Canada and the West. There were His Honor

terest to two of the ‘‘old originals’ of the Company,
Kdward Brooks and Robert ‘Bob’ Scanlon. Edward
Brooks was with his father, the late Dr. Dwight F.
Brooks, when they paraded up and down the coast
via rowboat in 1909 looking for a suitable location.
Bob Scanlon, who for many years was Assistant
Resident Manager at Powell River, landed on a float
off Powell River in 1910 and was present when the
first construction gang started clearance operations.
‘To these men, in particular, it was a heartening and
proud sight to view the modern structure which they

Clarence Wallace, Lieutenant-Governor of British

had helped to mould and develop to its present stature.

The Board’s inspection of Company properties
was not confined to Powell River. They spent a
full day at the Company's logging camp at Salmon

In the group were President Harold S. Foley and
Executive Vice-President M. J. Foley, whose father
Was‘a partner in the Brooks-Scanlon interests; Anson
Brooks, whose father, the late Paul Brooks, was a

Columbia; George W. O’Brien, Vice-President of the
Company and pioneer B.C. logger; Alan Williamson,

one of B. C.’s outstanding financial figures, and
Major-General Harry Letson, descendant of a pioneer

British Columbia family and an outstanding figure
in Canadian military life.
Another member of the directorate is James H.
Lawson, secretary of the Company since inception,
who was unable to make the trip.

River, on Vancouver Island, where woods operations
were in full swing.
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EET THE SINCLAIRS!
~ WELCOME visitor—or rather old friend—of
Powell River dropped in for an informal visit

recently with his wife and four charming daughters.
‘The old friend was the Honorable James ‘‘Jimmie’”’
Sinclair, Federal Minister of Fisheries.
Jimmie has been a member of Parliament since
1940, and is recognized as one of the most able of

the nations younger ministers. He served overseas
during the last war as squadron leader in the RCAF.
Jimmie’s constituency is Coast Capilano, of which
the Powell River area is the northern section, and he

was returned this year for his fourth consecutive
term, with one of the largest majorities in British
Columbia.

CANADA'S TOP SQUADRON
MBLEMATIC of Canada’s most proficient air
cadet squadron, the coveted RCAF Association
Trophy came to rest in Powell River this fall.

‘Two-time winner of the Guthrie | rophy for the

best “outfit’’ west of the Great Lakes, Powell River’s
- No. 22 Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Cadets, scored
a remarkable total of 193/7.4 points out of a possible

Z,000 to outdistance 246 other squadrons across
Canada and win top national honours.

The award goes annually to that squadron which,

in the opinion of RCAF inspecting officers, rates
highest 1n all-round proficiency, including general
training, value to the community and the effectiveness of the squadron's civilian sponsoring committee.
Thus, the high honor reflects great credit not only

on this district's young people, but also the adults
behind them.
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Fabulous Kitimat’s unique bunkhouse is the “Delta King.”

By NORMAN HACKING, Marine Editor, The Vancouver Province.
NE of the surprising sights that greets the visitor
to British Columbia’s new deepsea port of Kutimat is an enormous multiple-decked sternwheeler
drawn up on the shore.
At night time the landlocked vessel 1s a blaze of

light, and it doesn’t take much imagination to en-

vision her sailing up the Mississippi.
She is the former Sacramento River steamer Delta
King, once the pride of San Francisco Bay, but now
relegated to use as a bunkhouse for 300 workers on
the Kitimat project.
The 250-foot steel vessel was prefabricated 1n
Scotland in 1926 and put together at Stockton, Cal1fornia. Until the war she and her sister, the Delta
Queen, ran regular excursions on the Sacramento

River. The Queen is now a popular river boat on
the Mississippi.

The Delta King is kept 1n good condition, al-

though her paddle wheels have been removed. Her
powerful steam engine provides temporary electricity
for the construction camp.

The after-promenade deck of the vessel is now
used as the clubhouse of the newly-formed Kitimat
Yacht Club.
Not far from the landlocked location of the Delta

King is the new $7,000,000 deepsea pier of the
Aluminum Co. of Canada. A great deal of work
has yet to be done before it is completed, but it has
already handled the first two deepsea vessels to visit
Kitimat, the Norwegian SS. Emu and Saguenay Terminals Ltd.’s SS. Sunwhit.

JOSEPH SAMPLE NEW DIRECTOR
OSEPH Scanlon Sample, 31, Chicago advertising
executive, has been appointed a Director of Powell

River Company Limited, replacing his father,

J. G. Sample, who has resigned.

Mr. Sample grad-

uated from Yale University in 1947 after serving
with the U.S. Army Field Artillery and the Office

of Strategic Services in China and Formosa.
On graduation he joined the Chicago office of the

Lancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Advertising Agency but
was recalled into the Army in 1950, where he served

with the Intelligence Division of Fifth Army Head-

Joseph S. Sample

quarters until 1952. He rejoined Dancer-FitzgeraldSample at that time as Media Director in Chicago.
Mir. Sample worked at Powell River during 1941
and has closely followed the affairs of the Company
through his father for many years.
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Led by patrolman Jim Astrope, first group of visitors enters the mill.

VISITORS INTRIGUED BY NEW LOOK
ESULTS of Powell River Company’s $17,000,000 second post-war modernization dnd
expansion program were viewed with interest by

hundreds of Powell River residents and out-of-town
friends during the plant-wide Open House staged by
the Company this fall.
All afternoon, eager crowds of visitors were guided

in groups of eight or ten by uniformed Company
patrolmen through the main departments of the

plant, then treated to tea and light refreshments. in

Dwight Hall.
The expanded steam plant with its powerful new
turbine; the extended barker mill with its spectacular
hydraulic barkers, whole-log chipper and log crane;
the giant magazine grinders in the groundwood mill;

Y=
Everyone | iked the new wharf.

the new, towering chip storage silos; the fireproof
Page Ten

Destination marks on newsprint rolls interested warehouse visitors.

wharf with its deep-sea and coastwise shipping warehouses; the new hog fuel crane and conveyor system;
the new electrical loop control rooms; and the speed-

ed-up paper machines—all these innovations left a
marked impression on the mill “‘tourists.”’
Learning that nearly 1,100 tons of newsprint a day
(the present record .is 1170.8 tons) are produced at
Powell River, brought a touch of nostalgia to many
a visiting old-timer.
It was exactly thirty years ago that the mill proudly
turned out 2,841.9 tons in a 13-day period!
‘Seems like yesterday there were less than 2,000
people in this whole district,’’ commented one retired
employee. “Yes, agreed his friend, ‘and Westview
—which has today about 4,000, boasted a population

and waxed enthusiastic about the ‘“‘modern look of
the whole place.”
Amazement at the ‘‘vast amounts of money needed
to make a piece of paper’ was voiced by another out-

of-town visitor. Still others admitted frankly they
had never realized before the ‘‘many marvellous
stages the logs go through’’ before emerging as sulphite pulp or newsprint.

So intrigued were several first-time visitors that
they vowed to go through the mill again soon at
greater leisure to learn more about the modern papermaking process. As for the wives of employees, their

sentiments were crystallized by the lady who said
with a smile: ‘“‘Now I'll know what my husband is

talking about!’

of 40 then!’’

Frequent “‘ohs’’ and ‘‘ahs”’ escaped feminine lips
as the ladies—who predominated numerically—beheld some of these huge installations of recent years,

or read the descriptive signs, and heard pertinent data
regarding them from the experienced guides.

Wives of oldtimers, who had not been through
the mill for several years, noted “‘many wonderful
changes in the plant.
Even many of those who took advantage of the
Company's first Open House, held four years ago,
said they found ‘very big changes.’

One former employee, who had not been in the
mill during the past ten years, said he saw ‘great
improvements in equipment and working facilities,’
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New turbine was generally admired.

By STUART J. SLADE, Safety Supervisor
HE record of industry in accident prevention over
the last few years has been steadily improving.

The Powell River Company has kept in step with
this salutary trend and our accident frequency has
been decreasing year by year.

However, towards the latter part of 1952 we came
to the conclusion that we were not gaining on accidents as fast as we thought we should.

We looked the Safety Program over for our

strengths and our weaknesses, for what was good and

what was bad, and came up with a revised program
with more life and some new ideas.

We felt that one of our biggest faults was in the

lack of contact between Management and the Safety
Committees, between the Safety Committees and the

man on the job.
We started in January of this year with a new
setup. We now have a top-level safety committee
known as the Union-Management Accident Prevention Committee. It is composed of five supervisors,
six representatives from the Unions and one from the
Safety Department. This committee is an overall

planning committee and also deals with problems
that are not finalized on a departmental level. in
addition we instituted Departmental Safety Com-

mittees on a shift basis.
Each shift in a department has a Safety Committee
of from three to eight members, depending upon the
size of the shift. It meets once a month to consider

Personnel manager Frank Flett (centre) and millworker Bill Harris
(fifth from left) co-chair Union-Management Accident Prevention
Committee meeting.

its own safety program and also its own problems.
It elects a chairman and secretary every six months
or rotates these positions every month.
We had also felt that our old program lacked color
To meet this weakness, we have as part

and interest.

_of our Union-Management Committee a sub-com-

mittee known as the Promotional and Publicity
Committee.

This committee has planned and sponsored, with the help of the main committee, various
contests and campaigns.

The first contest was planned to interest the wife
as well as the man of the house. A weekly slogan
was posted on the notice boards in the mill and on
Thursday of each week the Promotional and Pub-

licity Committee selected a number from the telephone book and phoned the lady of the house. If
she, through the help of her husband or son, knew
the slogan correctly, she received a‘cash award.

This contest stimulated so much interest that the
committee subsequently planned and sponsored several more during the year. Changes have since been

made and latterly the prizes have been changed to
merchandise such as hobby power tools, garden tools,

fishing tackle and radios. [he ‘slogan has been

changed to posted questions on safety, and various
other innovations have been used to maintain the
general interest.

Has this new program paid off? . The record

The author demonstrates gas mask to Open House visitor.

speaks for itself.

At the end of October our accident

frequency rate was less than half of that for 1952,
and the lowest by far in the history of the Company.
We feel that this improvement is a very creditable
performance in any industry. While we are still not
satished with our record, and never will be so long
as even one accident occurs during the year, we do
feel that we are headed on the right track.
Another way in which the program has paid off
is in the increased awareness of everyone in the district
of Safety. Wives, with an eye on one. of the attractive prizes, are interested and talk safety matters over
with their husbands. Superintendents and foremen
have noticed an expanding interest by employees. AS

One supervisor put it: “Ihe men are talking Safety
and that’s half the battle.’’
Our aim for 1954 will be to further reduce our
accident frequency rate with a more intensified prostam than ever.
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Stock is syphoned by Janet Coulter.

Mike Collins watches Janet dry the paper.

B.C. HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS MAKE PAPER
RITISH Columbia's newest pulp and paper mill
went into production in late October, but none
of the established mulls worried about increased
competition.

It had a staff of only. three high school students

and operations shut down after a small circle of

newsprint rolled off the production line. Vancouver
high school students Janet Coulter, Graham [Thompson and Mike Collins were testing the first of some
170 paper-making kits which were being distributed
to science classes in every junior and senior high
school in the province by the Department of Visual
Education.

Gifts of the Western Branch, Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association, the kits, along with two specially
designed films, should do much to give the young
people a graphic idea of the important role played by
this industry in the country s economy.
Each kit takes the students through the successive
stages of the modern paper-making processes em-

ployed in British Columbia mills. The young
“paper makers’ pump cooked sulphite pulp and

groundwood pulp through screens to obtain a thin
fibrous film which they dry with an iron to produce
paper.

First of their kind in Canada, the kits were assembled by Kingsley F. Harris, Assistant Manager of the

Western C.P. & P.A., and Don Lytle, of the province's Visual Education Department.
Recipient of the original kit was Attorney-General
and acting Education Minister Robert Bonner.
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Sheila Charpentier of the Visual Education division exhibits
finished product.

By Vic PooLe, Testing Station Supervisor.
PRINCIPAL function of the technical staff at
Powell River is to conduct constant and regular
tests which ensure the maintenance of quality in our
products.

These tests start from the moment the logs come
Each morning the Wood
Preparing Department superintendent and his boom
boss choose the booms best suited for the day’s run.

to rest in the log pond.

Individual logs are selected according to specifications

at the sawmill and, later, the blocks cut from these
logs are inspected to eliminate sub-standard wood.
The chips produced for the Sulphite Mill are also

subjected to tests and measurements to keep size and

quality within specified limits.

filler in the paper.
When the pulp moves to the paper machines testers
produce information on consistency, temperature and
acidity of the stock in the head boxes. Continuing |
along the machine with the paper, periodic tests help

control uniformity across the sheet at the presses.

When the paper comes off the machine, every. reel 1s
tested before it is packaged. The information on
product quality assembled at this point includes ream
weight, thickness, strength, formation, moisture con-

tent and results of visual examination. This again
is immediately made available to the machine operators for their guidance.
In addition to these tests which are carried out at

moves to the pulping departments. From the grind-

The wood, in the form of blocks or chips, now

the machine, a sample of the sheet from each machine
is eXamined at the Laboratory to determine its clean-

ers to the pumps which send the groundwood pulp
to the Beater Rooms, constant testing reveals pulp

liness, brightness, opacity, ink absorption and
smoothness.

characteristics such as consistency, freeness, cleanliness,

This information is supplied to the operators as quickly as
brightness, strength and fibre length.

possible and is used by them as a guide in controlling

quality.
Sulphite Department quality control starts with
the making of the cooking liquor even before the
chips go into the digesters and continues with the
development of the pulp right up to the time it leaves
the department either as slush pulp for the paper
machines or as baled sheet pulp for sale. ‘Tests for
bleachability, cleanliness, brightness, freeness, strength

and consistency are made, and the test results are
passed on to operators so that here, too, quality can
be constantly controlled.

Beater Room control ensures that sulphite and
groundwood pulps are mixed in the proper proportions, that dyes are added at the right strength, and
that filler retention is maintained according to specifications. To assist the operators to this end, testers
determine pulp consistency, percent sulphite in the

pulp going to the machines, and retention of clay

‘To assist in maintaining and bettering
the quality standard of our product we have recently
added to our equipment a Bendsten roughness tester,
shown above. This apparatus has assisted greatly in
improving our newsprint smoothness, a very important factor in good printing reproduction.

Finally the paper moves to the Finishing Room

where the watchword is: ‘“‘Remember, the next 1inspectator is the Consumer!”’

In this department the product receives its final
inspection to make doubly sure that the paper 1s of

top grade quality. From the core on which the.
paper is wound to the glue that seals the wrapping,

control is exercised and testing is done to make certain

that the product on which so much care has been

lavished is packaged to reach the consumer 1n_ good
condition.
Reviewing the amount of work and effort expended
by the technical services and operating departments,
one cannot help but be impressed with the lesson that

the consistent quality which is maintained does not
“happen. ”’ It 1s the result of constant watchfulness
and tireless efforts by all concerned.
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Mr. Burns, Lady Hamilton, Mr. Morton, vice-president R. M. Cooper, Mrs. Morton, Mrs, Burns, and Sir Patrick.

T WAS A PLEASURE
URING the past few weeks it was Powell River's
pleasure to host several old friends and show new

ones around the townsite and mill. Among our
welcome visitors were:

From London, England—Sir Patrick Hamilton,

a director of Bowaters, and Lady Hamilton.

The distinguished couple were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Morton, of Vancouver, where Mr.
Morton is Canadian representative of Reynolds Cov-

entry, and Powell River Company's Comptroller

John Burns and Mrs. Burns.
From Minneapolis, Minnesota—Officials of the
Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company Inc.: Mr.
C. Larson, Vice-President 1n charge of production;
Mr. N. L. Jurgenson, Superintendent of the Pulp
and Paper Division, and Mr. G. B. Amidon, Forest
Management Officer. With them was Mr. F. Alexander, of H. A. Simons, consultants, Vancouver, B.C.

From Houston, Texas—— Mr. Lee Mims, VicePresident of The Houston Chronicle, and Mr. Raymond Edmonds, Vice-President of the Canadian Gulf
Line, who came here with their charming ladies.

From California and Colorado — Mr. J. Ackerman Briggs, business manager of Ihe Los Angeles
Mirror, and Mrs. Briggs; Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDowell and Mr. and Mrs. R. IT. Overby, of Colorado
Springs, where Mr. McDowell is business manager

of The Gazette Telegraph. Mr. Overby is also

associated with The Gazette
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Today, Canada is the giant among newsprint pro-
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story of Powell River's development during these

of paper manufactured annually by all nations, Canada produces more than one-half. (‘anadian news-

ever manufactured in Canada west of Ontario.

‘The

years 1s the story of Canadian pulp and paper, now
Canadas first manufacturing industry.
When the first rolls of paper were whisked off the

paper machines in April, 1912, total production of
newsprint in Canada was less than 400,000 tons.
The United States was the world’s foremost producer, with Great Britain and Scandinavia next in

line.

Out of the approximately ten million tons

print and pulp are sold in the four corners of the
world: from the borders of the Arctic Circle to the
lands below the tropics; in the far east and through-

out the western hemisphere.
This emergence of Canada as the world’s foremost
producer of newsprint is an outstanding development

of our 20th century industrial life. Throughout the
19th century the huge reserves of power and timber,
which form the basis of our pulp and paper supremacy, were largely undeveloped.

As late as 1880 there

was not a single pulp and paper mill listed on the
census of Canada. At the turn of the century, the
total value of the Canadian pulp and paper industry
totalled a few thousand dollars.

y

The ten years following World War I witnessed
the great forward leap of the industry to first place
among world producers. In 1926, with a production
of approximately 1,500,000 tons,. Canada's output
exceeded, for the first time, that of United States
mills. Today, U.S. newsprint production has de-

clined to about one million tons annually, while
Canada has increased hers four-fold.

The 20's also saw a tremendous expansion of new

mills throughout the country—and even before the
Powell River Dam in 1911.
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depression in 1929, capacity of Canadian mills was
far in excess of demand. With the depression of the
30’s, bankruptcies and receiverships were common.
In this period, Powell River, well managed and with
a sound financial background, weathered the storm,
and took advantage of slackness in orders to improve
existing installations and methods. The Company
swung out of the depression in a sound competitive
position—one of the soundest in the industry.
in 1930 Powell River installed its seventh newsprint machine, one of the three new machines to go
into production in Canada between 1930 and 1948.

Following the depression, the advent of World

War II, and since that date has embarked on a program of modernization that has further increased
output and improved efficiency and quality.
In its 41 years the Company expanded production
from 100 tons to 1,100 tons of newsprint daily, and
since 1937 has installed equipment for the production
of 135 tons of unbleached sulphite pulp daily.
In 1953, as the Canadian pulp and paper industry
breaks new ground in production, Powell River, as
the world’s largest individual producer of newsprint,

is proud of its contribution to and its share in the
development of this great Canadian industry.

War II and the expanded post-war demand for pul»
and paper products, the industry became re-established on a strong and stable foundation. Demand

had caught up with and surpassed capacity, and
manufacturers were able to increase their assets and
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Today, the pulp and paper industry, after
a retarded childhood and a shaky youth, has grown
reserves.

to powerful, vigorous manhood. Its foundations
are solidly entrenched.

Powell River, built on a sturdy foundation, has
weathered all the shocks and impulses of her 41
years of uninterrupted production. Research, operating and technical staffs have combined to maintain
the quality of their product and the maximum output
of their machines. Powell River was the first company to instal a new newsprint machine after World
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Modern Powell River Dam.
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Arrival of the first paper machines.

New wharf simplifies handling, storage.

There was nowhere these gay blades could go—even if the horseless
buggy were real!

Among present-day recreation facilities available is huge
Timberlane Park.
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Arrival of the first paper machines.
There was nowhere these gay blades could go—even if the horseless
buggy were real!
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depression in 1929, capacity of Canadian mills was
far in excess of demand. With the depression of the
30's, bankruptcies and receiverships were common.
In this period, Powell River, well managed and with
a sound financial background, weathered the storm,
and took advantage of slackness in orders to improve
existing installations and methods. The Company
swung out of the depression in a sound competitive
position—one of the soundest in the industry.
in 1930 Powell River installed its seventh newsprint machine, one of the three new machines to go
into production in Canada between 1930 and 1948.

Following the depression, the advent of World
War II and the expanded post-war demand for pul»
and paper products, the industry became re-established on a strong and stable foundation.

War II, and since that date has embarked on a pro-

gram of modernization that has further increased
output and improved efficiency and quality.
In its 41 years the Company expanded production
from 100 tons to 1,100 tons of newsprint daily, and

since 1937 has installed equipment for the production
of 135 tons of unbleached sulphite pulp daily.
In 1953, as the Canadian pulp and paper industry

breaks new ground in production, Powell River, as
the world’s largest individual producer of newsprint,

is proud of its contribution to and its share in the
development of this great Canadian industry.

Demand
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manufacturers were able to increase their assets and
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Today, the pulp and paper industry, after
a retarded childhood and a shaky youth, has grown

to powerful, vigorous manhood. Its foundations
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Powell River, built on a sturdy foundation, has
weathered all the shocks and impulses of her 41

years of uninterrupted production. Research, operating and technical staffs have combined to maintain
the quality of their product and the maximum output
of their machines. Powell River was the first company to instal a new newsprint machine after World
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New wharf simplifies handling, storage.

Among present-day recreation facilities available is huge
Timberlane Park.

‘ AROUND
TOWN

IDEAS PAY OFF
Three practical ideas brought $125 to three employees as the Company’s Suggestion Committee
announced its periodic awards this fall.
Fred Parsons, a knife grinder in the wood preparing department, and Ellis Jones, a moulder in the
foundry, each received a $50 award for their suggestions. Wharf shed foreman Joe Crosby, a previous
winner, got $25 for his.
LARGEST ORGANIZATION
Powell River’s Credit Union has emerged as the
district’s largest organization, outnumbering the employees’ Sick Benefit Society.
Membership in the Credit Union exceeded the
2,300 mark on October 15—-Credit Union Day—and was nudging the 2,400 mark at press time.
Tenders for the new C.U. building were opened
in mid-November and construction is expected to
begin at once.

Trustee Archie Robertson, president Ernie Campbell, and trustee Dr.
Paul Marlatt happily burn the Legion mortgage.

TOTEMS GRACE TOWNSITE
Twin 20-foot totem poles have been erected below
‘the Directors’ House, giving added color and interest

to the sloping lawn fronting Ocean View Avenue.
Two shorter totems are adorning the Company s
Rainbow Lodge on Powell Lake. All four came
from the former Malibu Club on Jervis Inlet.

sented by the Elks Lodge on two nights in late
C)ctober.

KOREAN SHOW PLEASES
Described by Canada’s Defence Minister Brooke
Claxton as one of the finest entertainment troups to
tour the Far Eastern theatre of war, Jerry Gosley's
‘‘Smile Show” lived up to advance notices in Dwight
Hall on November /7.

to the Mayo Clinic.

Branch, Canadian Legion, the show mixed nostalgic

MUSICALE BENEFITS FUND

Preceded by a Tiny Tot popularity contest, a

musical minstrel revue and amateur contest was pre-

Proceeds went to the Rochester Fund originated ten years ago to raise funds for sending patients
SPARKS FOR SOCCER
In high demand across Canada, movies of the 1953

English Football Cup final were screened before enthusiastic soccer fans in Dwight Hall in November.
The show was preceded by a two-day exhibition by
junior and senior teams.

It was the second fillip for the round-ball game
here this fall, B.C.’s former ““Mr. Soccer,’ Robert
(Bob) Forgie having officiated at a Timberlane Park
senior league match a fortnight earlier.
Mr. Forgie (with hat) renews soccer friendships.

Sponsored in Powell River by the Malaspina

memories of Old Country music halls with current
Canadian night club acts.

X-RAYS IN THE MILL
Somewhat in the manner of Mahomet who: went
to the Mountain, the semi-portable X-ray unit of the
Powell River General Hospital was moved to the mill
for two weeks in November to afford employees an
opportunity to receive free chest A-rays. More than
800 employees took advantage of this free preventive
service during the first week.
Later, the unit was set up in the Company's central

building to reach those departments located closer

to it, shooting up the total to 1,701.

A dramatic midnight rescue from the whipped-up
waters of Malaspina Strait was effected a few mules
off Powell River on October 15 by a visiting seiner

and a Westview water taxi. ‘The two craft were
called out by a local Mountie to aid the 60-foot fish

packer “‘Cape St. James,’’ which. had struck rugged
Vivian Island and was being battered to pieces by
the raging winds.
All four crew members of the ill-fated packer were
saved by the gallant seiner ‘Otter Bay,’ commanded
by Captain Vivian Wilson, of Bella Bella, B.C.
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK?
Powell River's new wharf had a cosmopolitan
appearance one week in August when flags of four
foreign nations flew on five deep-sea ships in port.

NYK’'s “Komei Maru’ took on a cargo for
Japan; “Ryoho Maru’’ discharged California oil; the
8.5. “Enterprise,’’ a Greek ship under Panamanian

registry, brought sulphur from Galveston, Texas;
the Scandinavian motorship ‘‘Hoegh Clair,’’ loaded
newsprint for California; and the Matson Line M.V.

‘Hawaiian Craftsman’ picked up newsprint for

Honolulu.

FLEDGLINGS GET WINGS

‘I-wenty-one flying enthusiasts received their pri-

vate pilot wings this fall at a banquet and dance

staged by the popular. Westview Flying Club.
Among them were Wilf and Allen Clark, a fatherand-son team, and a lone aviatrix, Miss Margaret
Cousins.

Sea Cadet Officers Phi ips, McLeod, Nicholson, Hallier, McNab
and Lewis.

SCHOOL POPULATION UP
Reflecting the district's continued growth, 2,130
children are attending local schools this year—an
increase of more than 100 over last year's figures.
T’o cope with the rising tide, the Powell River
School Board is planning to provide new school
accommodation in the new year,

SEA CADETS AHOY!
Wearing their new Navy uniforms, 64 members

of the recently-formed Powell River Sea Cadets made
their initial public appearance at Remembrance Day
services. Led by their officers, the youths drew many

an admiring glance as they paraded in their three
divisions—Cayuga, Haida and Sioux—named after
famed Canadian destroyers.

Moving spirit and Commanding Officer of the

Malaspina Corps of the Royal Canadian Sea Cadets
is Lieut. W. A. Nicholson. Other officers are Sub-

COLORFUL PIONEER PASSES

Herbert Herman Padgett, one of the district’s most

colorful pioneers, died this fall. Born in Leeds,

Fngland, 78 years ago, he settled on Cortez Island,
later in VanAnda, and finally moved to the Powell

River district in 1919.
His gun and his dogs were always ready when
needed by the early settlers to help track down a
marauding cougar. Mr. Padgett operated a chicken
ranch in the district, where a road commemorates his
name.

Lieutenants J. S. Hallier, G. McLeod, I. McNab,

KR. J. Lewis and J.-H. Phillips.
AIR CADETS HELP THEMSELVES
Featuring two separate casts in the younger roles,
Powell River Air Cadets gave two skillful perform-

ances of June Mad,” a sprightly comedy, in early
November, Several adults got into the three acts,
acquitting themselves with flying colors.
Cadette members of the Squadron acted as ushers.
Proceeds augmented the Squadron’s general fund.

Benny Birt Appointed Chief Accountant
HE appointment of Benjamin W. Birt as Chief Accountant has been
announced by Mr. R. M. Cooper, vice-president of Powell River
Co. Ltd.

Mir. Birt has been employed with the Company at Powell River for
He started as office boy on July 23, 1928, after which
he spent several years 1n the Sales and Shipping Department, where he
the past 25 years.

absorbed a useful knowledge of transportation and selling problems.

In 1935 he was transferred to the Accounting Department, and during

World War II was Chief Accountant and Credit Manager in Powel]
Stores.

He returned to the office accounting staff after the war, and has
now been appointed Chief Accountant, succeeding the late Ken Smith.

Benny is one of the district's best-known athletes, having starred in
soccer, basketball and baseball, and is active in district community work.
Benny Birt
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For three big days interested crowds passed through this entrance to the Exhibition.

OUR FIRST FALL EXHIBITION
garden lover, who entered his first horticultural show
SOME
Powell
River
Exhibition may rival
60 years ago in his native Scotland, won the aggreState day
Fairsthe
south
of the 49th
parallel.
gate cup presented by the Powell River Board of
In the meantime, it got off to a fine start in
‘LT rade.

October, when just about every family in the Powell
River area of 10,000 residents visited the three-day
display of garden produce, handicrafts, hobbies, poul-

try and animal entries, commercial exhibits and the
largest motorized carnival in Western Canada.
Smartly designed booths in Dwight Hall showed
off the latest in home appliances, furnishings, decorating schemes, various services and recreational
equipment available in the district’s leading stores.
Ingenious contests and give-away souvenirs added to
the crowd’s sustained interest.

Richard Binnie, of Cranberry Lake, an 82-year-old

An old couple in Saskatchewan won the PRE's

main prize, a 5-room panel prefab house, which had
been admired by many while on display in the heart
of Powell River for weeks previous. Several other
valuable prizes went to local residents.

So pleased was the newly-formed Powell River
and District Agricultural Association with its initial

Exhibition that it is already laying plans for.
bigger and better PRE in 1954. ‘This it hopes to
hold in the spacious Willingdon Arena, currently
under construction, within a stones: throw. from
scenic Willingdon Beach.
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They “aw | produce, home arts, hobbies .. .

Typical of the fine scenery on the way to Powell River from Vancouver is this picturesque lake situated on
the lower end of Sechelt Peninsula.
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